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Committee on Anti-Dumping Practices Original: English

INFORMATION ON IMPLEMENTATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE AGREEMENT

Legislation of the United States

The following communication,dated 20 February 1980, has been received
from the Permanent Mission of the United States.

Pursuant to the provisions of Article 16:6 of the Agreement on Implementation
of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, I am submitting
the attached notifications.

These are the implementing regulations concerning United States anti-
dumping procedures.

A. United States International Trade Commission: Procedures for conduct
of investigations of whether injury to domestic industries results from
imports sold at less than fair value or from subsidized exports to the
United States (19 CFR Parts 201 and 207). Published 26 December 1979;

B. United States Department of Commerce: Anti-dunmping duties
(19 CFR Part 353), published 6 February 1980.
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Wednesday
December 26, 1979

Part III

International Trade
Commission
Procedures for Conduct of Investigations
of Whether Injury to Domestic Industries
Results From Imports Sold at Less Than
Fair Value or From Subsidized Exports to
the United States
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMISSION

19CFRParts201 and 207

Procedures for the Conduct of
Investigations of Whether Injury to
Domestic Industries Resuts From
Imports Sold at Less Than Fair Value
or FromSubsidized Exports to the

Unted States

AGENCY:United States International
Trade Commission.

Action: Final rules.
SUMMARY:m The Trade Agreements Act of
1979 approves and implements trade
aerenments negotiated by the United
States in the Tokyo Round of
Multilateral Trade Negotiations. It will
"ring about extensive changes in the
..S countervailing duty and
antidumping duty laws, primarily
through amendment of the Tariff Act of
0.3 These rules amend Part ,01 repeal
existing Part 207, and establish a new
part 207 of the Commission rules to
provide procedures for the conduct of
Commission antidumping and
countervailing duty investigations under
the changes required- by the Trade-
Agreements Act of 1979. These rules set
forth procedures for the conduct of
Commission investigations under
section330W and title VII of the Tariff Act
1f t930 (19 U.S1C 303 and1671-167
section 516A of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19
U.S.C. 1516A8. and sections 102-107 of
the Trade Agreements Act of 197 P9,Pu
L No. 96-39. 93 Stat. 144.
weEFFECTIVE DATE:nuary 1983.0
RFUR FURTHER INFORMATION CON
Edward M. Lebow, Esq, or Edward
aston. Esq. off..e of the Ceneral

..Ornelounsel,International Trade
Commission. 701 E Street. NW..
Washingto D.Cn,., telephone (202) -

048or 52303879. re-spectively.
SUPLEMTAY IOENTARRMATot A

analysi. of publicscomments on the
proposed rules follows.

nT

On October 15. 1979. a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking was published in

the Federal Regser (44 FR 593;2)
proposing to add a new Part 207 to title
29, chapter ILof the Code of FederaIl
Regulations and to delete the present
part 207. Notice was given that
comments concerning the proposed
rulemaking were to be submitted on or
before November 29. 1979. Submissions
from approximately 20 interested
persons and organizations were
received by December 3. 1979. The
submissions covered all of the areas

addressed in the proposed rules, with
the exception of judicial review. Many
of the ideas contained in the comments
have been accepted by the Commission
and incorporated in its final rules; other
suggestions were not adopted. The

following is a summary of the proposals
made in the comments received by the
Commission with an explanation of why
certain proposed amendments were or
were not adopted. This summary has
been organized in accordance with the

principal subparts of the proposed rules.

Subpart A
Two comments wer directed at the

failure of the proposed rules to explain
clearly that an Injury determination will
not be required in countervailing duty
cas with respect to dutiabesle
merchandise imported from a nation
which is not a "country under the
Agreement." The explanatory materials
on §271 have been clarified0otomake It
explicit that a determination of injury
pursuant to title VT! of the Act is not

required with respect to dutiable
merchandise imported from a nation

which is not a "country under the
Agreement."
One comment noted that the

definition of 'ex parte meeting"
j 2072(f1 was limited to com.2(f)ations
of factual information between parties
and Commissioners and certain sta,
wheras section 777(3) of the Act covers
"Interested parties or other persons."
We age that the proposed rule was

narrower than the law required and

have made an appropriate change in the
final rule. The same comment also
suggested that 'arguments.' in addition
to 'factualInformation." be made
subject to the ex part rule. This change
however, Is not required by the stitute
and has not been incorporated In the
final rule.

Another major area of comments in
this subpart concerned protective orders
for the release of confidential
information to attorneys or other
representatives of interested parties in

countervailing duty and antidumping
investigations. Several comments
sgested that the access tougconfidential
information by representatives other
than attorneys will not be adequately
admlisterable by the Commisision
because strong sanctions are not
available in the event of a breach of the
protective order by representatives
other than attorneys. It was also
suggested that in-house counsel be
excepted from the terms of the
protective order, since access by In-

house counsel to confidential
information would have a chilling effect
on submitters of sensitive information.
The rrosed rules have beepn amended

accordingly so that only independent
attorneys.-nd not in-house counsel.
economists, or other professionals. will
have access to confidential information

der protective order The unonly
exception to this rule is that
Independent. nonlegal professionals
who hav gned a protective oreveder will
have access to such information if they
are working for an atrnmy who has
also signed a protective order. Thus. the
attorney will also be responsible for any
breach by the professionals working for
biuL
Other comments on the protective

order provision were directed at the
Commission's proposal for the
automatic release under protective order
upon application by interested parties
who are parties to the proceeding of
domestic price and cost of production
information submitted by the petitioner
or an interested party in support * the
petitioner. Some comments stated that
this release was too automatic and that
the Commission should incorporate a
standard of need for the information to
be satisfied by the requesting interested
party. On the other hand. some
comments suggested that the proposed
protective order provision was too
narrow and did not take full advantage
of the statutory authorization for the
Commission to release all confidential
information under protective order. In
responding to these comments, the
Commission has decided to add a
standard of need similar to that
incorporated in rule 26 of the Federal
Rules of CIil Procedure. Before the
Seetary releases domestic pricecrand
cost of production information to an
interested party. an interested party
must demonstrate a substantial need for
the information in the prosecution of his
ca and that he is unable withoseut
undue hardship to obtain the substantial
equivalent of the information by other
means

In the past. the Commission has not
released any confidential information
under protective order in anidumpig
and countervailing duty investigations
Lads found this practice to andbe very
helpful in obtaining sensitive data
quickly in order to fulfill its statutory
mandate of determining within a short
time whether there is injury to U.S.
industries A. rngiy, he final rule
has been amended to permit the
disclosure to interested parties who are
parties to the proceeding of confidential
information other than domestic price
and cost of production only when all
such interested parties agree to such
disclosure. This does not exercise the
full range of the Commission's authority
to release confidential information
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dealing with data other than dometic

price or cost of Production. It is
conceivable howeverwev. t at. after the

sasonh uaccmulated

admsirniitatve experience with these
protective order requests. mit ay modify

itslesru to allogrew e atr eaccss tuo sch

information. Ioultwd be unwise for the

Commission. in the absence sof uch

experience to reverise ts long-Standing
actice
A ifnal comment on subpartA

ocntenedd that the Commission erred

language $2 07-9 whihc

requires a tie vote to be consructted as
afifrmative in every edtermination under
title IIVof the Tariff Act. This comment

alos critciseid the second sentence in

cwbih requiresaffirmativeiv
vote on any theory injury to be
construed as airmative when tallying
the votes Caomissioners. Teh
C ommission believeshat J$20
correct rly reflects section771(11)
Ac taust thus nges have been de

Subpr B

Several comets we.-ments were
conz oing thcerning the timing of
suomissiic in pbelimionry
desmntion investermination inv

prposerale evivaedoposed rul
period between the Ming.of a pettio
and the date on w c the is

would institute a formal negation

duri wbci the Diretor Cperationsn
would conduct informal =Ve}stigative
acvities It as ore Sed tt the

Comiassion would institute a formal
Irvestigation oniy after an affi:mativin
petition determination had been made

by the administing authority. Several
comments pointed ut that the effec oi
this prOPosed procedure would be to

allow for e-ceedingly shart periods

within whch pardoe would have had to

mals written submissions to the

Com issinL The Commission bad =ade
this props vnith the view not

canterperannow 'Nf thll
administering authorty so that private
industry woidnot be burdened by
breasts 'oiormation from

Couissionin cases which were

teotly to be rejected by the
adinistering authority as being based

on insufficient petitions. The comments
received bythe however.

suggest p;rtate i is More

concerned with di .cees i preparing
I

sthin exceedinsly brie
period than with the possibility of

unnecessary woiceing -equired for
uestio arms. The Commission's final

rule attempa to balance these concerns
by pvidngfor a notice of investigation
isuld by the omn:io ili-ngof
a petition. or soon thereafter. and for the

determination smh an Investigtio In

the event that the administerI

auoity determines that the petition Is

insientThe OIrecor expected to

consult with the administering authority
concrning the suTciny Of a etition
thus a notice of investigation may ut
be issued immediately. It is anticipated
that the Coinm n staff will liit It
requests for informan during this frst

m-ay erod and also will notfy al

person to whoisuch requests for-
informatio had been made in the event

that the terint authority msIcs a

creative petition determi=tion. Another
effect of instituting a formal

investigating by the Commissin uinca
or soon after the ling of a petition is to
extend natica for the ling of written
statements with the Commission in

PFalminary investigatn from the

period of 4 days (wach received u

adverse coment) to a period of
approximately L ays.

Othe c=entx wit re o

subpart 3 alt with the Commission

proposal tat the Directr of Operations
couft aonfeencein lieu ot a -'ad
Coaisson hearing in prelar
Invesdgation&sSeveal commets

sUgested that tis procedUr- wd

deprive Iiwasted parties of an

oto aru fuly thei positios
before the CIt we also

SU&Iesed tha in the event a cofeen
and not a full Comission hearing were
hei. the Cmmissio would reiy
excessively on its staff instead of
casigits statutorily required

Independent judgment in reachig its
determination These comments.
however. igm= the provision the
Trade Aemnta Act which very

do not require any fm of

Commission hearing or cnfec in a

C12 b allaig a cet=
with the sta, has suma an appropriate
balance between the exigency of

reaching determinations of reasonable
indication o inur in every

2gU n and cuteilns dut
=Be (W onposed to limited

uber of Special cases in the past)
against providagan opportunity to
interested parties to have a hearing in

every case. The Coamin isalso
aware that the procedure required by
the Trade Agreements Act have made
antidumping and cuntervaiLig duty
investigations more litigiou and .ence
expensive for all conrn nd
thersore chooses. when it Is able. to
avoid unecsary fonraliaion of
presentation before the agency.
Commission has. nevertheless, decided
to reserve to itself the authority in

special circmztncs to crd a full
heating in proLminary investga
A dual category of coments on

subpart B was dircted at the concept of
delegation by the Commissiozto the
Director of Operations for the conduct oi
preiminar investigations. At the outset.
it should be pnaud hateven
though the Director of Operations and
his Staff are aUmd by 4prt B to
condut vestigative activities on
behaL of the Commission. and even to
le recommended finding of act with

the Cin s. itstill the fimion of
the Commiaaion itself to make th
determination of reasonable .dication
of injury based on the =teial provided
by the staX The Commission has
sucZssauly followed a similar
prcedure io several year in unfair
tadapractice investigations and
sectcn. of the Tari-Ac oiIS=
Subpart C
A large mberof consuts we

drvced at wiatwas perceived to be an
Cexcs1iVe llmitatio on the submision
by parties of information to the
Commission 3usquent to the fili;g of
orecearng statements. The C sni.zc=
has made two signirant changes in its.
ruis to respond to these comments.
.F:rs araet.'9bil be Pemtted at the'
heerng oot only n points raised in the
preenin statent, bt also with
rtpec to information not available at
thdie theprerxg statement was
iled. Second. the Cmmission has
decided to allow pothering bries of a
limited length within a tim to be axe
at the heirimg, In this way, parties wilI
be able to respond to now contoversies
and info:raion raised at the hei
The Cmission also received

con=-am effect that limiting a
party participmn at the hearing to a

brieff statement of its position with
respect to the Suec Matte of the
,tigtn was ovely narrow. It is

the postio of the Commission that uch
a standardis. on the c=niry, extremely
broad and will allow perons appearing
before the mission to bring their
expertise to bear on the issues at hand.
A Enl comment submitted in this

area concerned the availability of
oso.examinado of witesses at the

hearing. The hung conducted by the
Commission in antidumping and
cuntervailing duty investigations is not
a hearing governed by the adjudicative
provisions of the Adzinistrative
?Pacedure Act. It is. therefoe not the
iutatio of the Ca=zission to change
its current practice set forth in

I 0.¶c). which Jimit questioning of
Witnesses to the purpose of assisting the
Commission to obtain ielevant and
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material facts with respect to the subject
matter of the investigation.
Other significant comment concerned

proposed $207.2 and 207.27, which
inform parties-what the statute directs
the Commission to consider in making
Its determinations of material injury.
One goup of comments suggested that
because $207.25 sets forth what
constitutes material injury, a complete
and balanced treatment would require
the Commission to enumerate also the
elements of "threat of material injury."
These standards are not In the statute
itself but are inthe legislative history
The Commission has adopted this
suggestion and amended paragraph (d)
of $207.20 to reflect the pertinent
legislative history.
Other comments expressed concern

that the Commission. by enumerating
factors which indicate the presence of
injury, might have intended to change its

current practice of satisfying Itself that
there existsa causal relationship
between subsidized or dumped import
and injury to domestic industries These
comment also suggested that the
Commission make clear that the
examination of such a causal
relationship does not mean that the
Commission will expect petitioners to
assume the burden of demonstrating
that their injury is not a result of factors
other than the dumped or subsidized
Imports. Accordingly, the Commission

changed the language in its final
rule to show that the Commission will
continue its practice of requiring a
causal relationship without weighing the

causes

In spite of a commentto the effect that
the failure of the Secretary of the
Treasury to find 'substantial doubt" as

to the injury of a U.S. industry and to,
refer an investigation to the Commission
under section 201(c)(2) of the
Antidumping Act, 1921,constitutes a

determination by the Secretary of the
Treasury that thereis a reasonable
indication of materialinjury to a
domestic industry within the meaning of
section 701or 731 of the Act, the
Commissionunderstands section 102(b)

of the Act to require it to make an

Independent preliminarydetermination
of reasonable indication of injury in
circumstance where the Secretary has

not yet made a tentative determination
under the Antidumping Act before the

effective date of the Trade Agreements
Act.

Comments from several sources,

including the Executive Branch.
suggested that 207.31 be amended to
allow greater flexibility for the
Commission in choosing the priority of

injury determinations with respect to
outstanding countervailing duty orders
requiring such determinations.
Accordingly, this rule was amended also

to allow consideration of the trade
interests of the United States and the
volume of trade concerned.

Subpart E
One comment read sections 704(a)

and 734(a) of the Act and I 207.40(a) as

literally prohibiting the Comnission
from terminating aninvestigate until

the administering authority has issued a
preliminary determination and
suggested that this could cause the
Commission to wait for an event which
will never occur. The Commission.
however. interprets the Act to mean that
termination of an investigation by the
administering authority also terminates
the Commission's investigation. Any
other reading of the statute would leave
the Commission with no statutory basis
for terminating investigations which are
terminated by the administering
authority prior to its preliminary
determination. This clearly was not the
intent of the Congress.
A comment was received to the effect

that the Commission's intention to use

section 603 of the Trade Act of 1974 for
factflnding during investigations which

are suspended as a result of agreements
to eliminate injury completely is
inappropriate and may cause conflict
with fo intrests who believe the
suspension process will remove from
them obligations to supply
lnformatirn to the United States
Government. The Commission intends
to leave its proposed rule unchanged.
Commission factfinding is directed
primarily at domestic markets and
industrieL In addition, the Commission
will use Its dlsmdon where appropriate
to avoid unnessy conflict with our
trading parme. However. it is
necessa for the Commission to retain
authority to keep Its information up to
data during the suspension of an
Invest igation the event that the
suspension is ended and the

Commission must go forward to make a
dtetmination of injury within a brief
period. Another comment argued that
section 603 authority is limited to
matters encompassed completely within
the Trade Act of 1974. The Commisi

disagrees and reads section 603 more
broadly. Section 332 of the Tariff Act of

30 also grant bad investigative
powers to the Commission.
As proposed. 2a7.4 sets forth the

scope of investigations to review
agreements to eliminate completely
injury caused by subsidized or less.
than-fak-value imports. Proposed
1 207.43 provided that the Commission.

in mlkng deta!inatons in such
investigations, would consider alI of the
merchandise subject to investigation
without regard to the agreement.
Because complete elmination of
Injurious effects suggests that alu of the
marchandise subject to the investigation

must be covered by the agreement. a
review "without regard to the
agreement" would appear to be
impossible: . thu,s$$I1207.41 and 207.43,
literally read were contradictory. The
Commission intended the two rules to
provide for a scope of review covering
ll1a1 imports which were the subject of the
suspended investigation regardless of
whether the agreement applied to less
than all imports (as, formexaple, where
most-but not all-of the foreign
exporters accede to the agree)entl. The
Commission. therefore. hasngedWed
207.43 to provide merely that the

Commission will consider all of the
merchaindse subject to the
investigation.
Another commenit ndicated a

technical error in 1 X7.45(a)(2). namely,
that the wor" 'not" was omitted in two
places which resulted in an improper
statement of the subject of the
Commission's review. eh Commission
has revised the language to read
"whether changciredcumstances exist
which indicate that an industry in the
United States would not be threatened
with materiainjul ry or the
establishment of such an industry would
not be materially retarded if the
countervailing duty order or
antidumping order were modifed or
revoked." emphasiss supplied her
only.)

Finally, several comments on 1207.45
stated that the Commission should
provide explicitly for requests for
review of dumping findings issued underthe AntumpingAct1921.ihed 192. T
Commission has added language to the
fironal rule to pvide for review of both
dumping finding issued under the
Antidu21,mping Act.19 and
counervaling duty orders issued under
tehe duhty-fre mercandise provisions of
section 303(b) of the Tariff Act
A ssection-by-ection analysis of the

final rules follows.
I0ca7Jl ppli barty ofpmt
Th ntroductory rule makes the

procedures set forth in pat 207
applicable to all investigations
conducted by the Commission under
section 303 or titlIe VI of the Tariff Act
of 1930 (the Act), The inclusion of
section 303 investigations is required by
section 103 of the Trade Agreements Act
of 1979 which makes the procedures
and findings with respect to
countilivaIlng duty investigation set
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foth in tide VT of the Act applicable to
merchandise Importedfrom any cation
which is not a country under the
Agreement" definedd in section 7,0(b) oa
the Ac.) and which is free oi dut7. A
determination of ijur=y p=urs t, to title

VU of the Act is not required with

rasped to dutiable merchandise
imported frm =ntinwh is not a
To=u7 ncedr the Aeement.-
Subpart .4 Provmisins

Subpart A contains rules applicae to
an ComissiOn investigation under

Mo and title VEE the Act-and,

and title the Trade

Agreemnents Act.

272 Deflndcn cpp~fn=1 = Par

2Qr
This rele Ca-ain tzs used

repeatedly in Part .

t=r -_he Act IS defied to

the Tariff Act im7
(b) The defnition 'i "adminiatertig
auhrt"is taken directly from

7771) its Act. Sectn != the

Trade Mts At- ameding

secon 3(b) of thu At= provides that
the dwy imposed by acton =(a) is to

be adniitared in acccrdancs with titl

VT (section7m(1)).
(C) Thu def"inion "county de

tim Agreement Is en

section 7M1(b) dftha Act.

(ds 1te 'Vireceis defied to

mom the8 J:i' lf= ot
Opmn or swure apponte to act

bm that capacity, or. if 1:r is Meither, a
parssn designated by ta Ci-Jan to
fWiMI the responsible tes of the Direor
With respect to Investigations =dei this

Pa
(e) The defnition of 'effecdw date,

reflectc the provisions of sec8ion 17 oi
the Trade Agreements Act os ISM.

(17 definition of -cx ;arts
t'5 is derived from section

777"a)(3) the Ac. no isio

katmds that only the Director of

Opations willm a 1
-________- to theCamris

within the meaning of secti

777(a)(3)(B7 of the Act. The tmrm Other
pence used in thin rale does not

ree to Commssion staf.
(1)Tb* term -Wnjur" ix defined tO

ean materiel injury or threat of

materiel int=r to an, induuir tn the
Umdtad Slates oa material retardation of

thx establishnmet of an fxdos7 the
nlited States The detiition is intended
to allow Shorthand4 reference throughout
pae 2a to the rtpes of har at

which ae.-Jon 3W and title V1 of the
Act are directed.

(h) The defition of interestedd par
'is taken directly son, 9
the Ad.

kI) The term "party" is defined to

Icblde two csses c pursons: (')
intrsted parties who have filad an
Appearance wit.h the Comm~ission under

I 2073 and (2) any other peron wo
after manifesting a proper interest in the
subject matter of the CommisSio

inestigation has Maled such an
appearance A peon who is not an
int sted party and who cse to

becme a party to an investigation will
receive =Pies d a do ents Meved

to I Z Z3. However, such a

pe0on wil also be required to

with the obligations a paty. Including
service of docuents =dw 73 and
Submission of a preheerng statement
under I ==7
a) Te definition of "rerd reflects

the definition of the record ior pm; ses
of judlicla -revw contained in section

O1A(b)(2)(A of the Act. The

Commission is of the view +tht the tern
"inormtion" in section SlISA(b)(2)(A)(i)
includes only infiatio that goes to
the facts undr investing n. d ot to

Stff do= benta renting to

adminisi tativdeadlines. bavel
aangernents. guidelines far CnC4g
!Xrvestigtios andsmi-lar matters. The-

rmmissin intends therefore that such
doc enut zot be made a part af
record.

2=~'3 $.e~rv of
Tis rule established rqr en

the service of doc=mts on, ;aries to

an investistio A=y pay su:mi:tng a
doumet for inclusicn in the record is

required to serve a copy cf each such
dcumen an ail othersurtezs ta its
invegtigadon. Parons riot complyin;
with thee obligatons my be removed
fom party status. IUS rie also
provides that all t eet
"r sC#A plac2d on the public record

by thae Cazmsin staff umst be made
available to each Par to the

investigating
2C.~4 Mhe rezccl

This rule establish irequrZMenta for

Comms c T r
will be dinded Into a public portion and
a monpublicportion cosis-ting of

da C -ents which cotin business

nflrator. p d

author'i d by this rcle
to conduct such audits as he deems

necessary. The absence cf an audit will
be presumid to indicate that the
Director decided that= audit -wm
necessary or

Matmdas ecmve ! Xh
ar authority will be plad
an the rcrd and designated public or

nonpublic in confc t witt6the

designadon assigned to them by the
administering authority. Requests for
aCcess to or rpe'ase or materials
orinating with the minigtering
authon.ty will be rsferrsd to that agency
for its adica. Although the Secetary
will make the dual docetion as to
whether the material in question will be
released. he will give serious
considerationAo the advice of the
adtinisterin; authority.

7.5 Ex pot Meeting&s
This role etashe requirements for

the = ntae"cs anmd c=tent of ex paret
meeting records as required by seion
rd7i a)(3] of the Act. The rule provides
that a record of each such =eedng, as
defined in I ZO7Z4X shall be placed in
the recordL and that each =meedng record
shail include the identity of the persons
present t1e date. tlme ard place oc the
meeting and a s1mmary Oi the =mtters
dissed or subimfttd.
§ 2M.6 Aeprcs ofprgrms of

Ths rmle establishes requirement for
the Co:missicn Semet=ry to inform the
parte to an investigation of the
press of that !avesiado= Such
reports ae Squired -!rcm =e to tim*
Uori request' by sectio ,ijta)(21 of the
Act To parent an udue b = the
tfc~missian Sta.. the section provides
that no progress report will be fuished
(1) ess than 30 days aft=uti of an
Lnvestgatd aesm n the Fedw-ai
Registry. or (27 less than 30 days after
issuance of the prvnous rport oxn the
proresaof the same investigation.
Reports wig be liMited to a statement of
the offirial ac"oIn. if any, taken by the
Commission since the last such report. It
In contmplated that the Sectrzt7 on
his own i tiative will isse monthly
reports upda&ig the progess of all.
lavesrgations over 30 days o1
i X.7 Ldtied disiour of certain
tXzrfdentiinformationn Umdar a
protectt order.

Ca) Za genemL Ths subsection
establishes proce&nes for the disclosure
of domestic price and cost information
ande protcive order to attorneys
ccaot =-house counseL oi interested
parties who an parties to the
Investigation. Mlscasure of any busins
Information under protective order is
authorized by second 777(c'(-1 of the
Act. but disclose of domestic price or
cost of production information
submitted by the pettioner or an
intested prty in support of the
petitioner may be requrd uder cotrt
order Purnunt to sectionrmC c)(21 af te
Act In1.act, the Commissiso rarely, i
ever. collects domestic coe. os
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production information. and it only
collects price information relevant to the
products in question. The term
"domestic price" as used In this rule
does not mean the price of an imported
product in the United States. The
Secretary will release such domestic
price and cost information under a
protective order if the inteiesied party
applying for such information
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the
Secretary a substantial need for the
information in the prosecution of his
case and that he is unable without
undue hardship to obtain the substantial
equivalent of the information by other
means. Decisions of the Secretary
denying requests for release of such
information will be directly appealable
tc ¢ Customs Court Requests for
re1.dse under protective order of
confidential information other than such
domestic price or cost of production
data may be granted by the Secretary.
only where all the interested parties
who are parties to the proceeding agree
to the terms of the request. Although the
Commission is authorized by section
777(c)(1) of the Act to release additional
confidential information under
protective order to any party to the
investigation. this rule limits disclosure
of such additional information to
interested parties who are parties to the
proceeding and only when all such
interested parties agree to this
disclosure. Given the Commission's lack
of experience with protective orders in
antidumping and countervailing duty
investigations and the fact that the
Customs Court will not be exercising the
direction provided in the Act for
r"-ests for domestic price and cost of
r. Auction information, the Commission
is not going to exercise the fall range of
its authority to release confidential
information dealing with data other than
domestic prices or cost of production
until it has accumulated administrative
experience with these protective order
requests.

(b) Prtective order. This subsection
establishes the conditions for the
release to attorneys (except In-house
counsel] of confidential information
under a protective order.

(cJ Final disposition ofmaterial
released underprotective order. This
subsection establishes procedures and
requirements for the final dispositiou of
material released under protective
order. At the completion of an
investigation (or at such.earlier date as
the Secretary deems appropriate), all
copies of the released material and all
other materials containing the
confidential information must be
returned to the Secretary. Retuned

materials must be accompanied by a
certificate from the person to whom the
release was made attesting to hais good
faith effort to ascertain that no
additional copies have been made
available to any person to whom
disclosure was not specifically
authorized.

(d) Sanctious. This subsection
establishes sanctions for breeah of a
Commission protective order.Section
777(c](1)(B] of the Act authorizes the
Commission to establish such sanctions
for breach of protective order as it
determines to be appropriate. The
sanction contained in this subsection
include being barred from practice
before the Conmission. referral of any
breach to the U.S. Attorney and to the
ethics panel of the appropriate
professional association. and striking
from the record any information or
briefs submitted by the offender.

(el Sanction procedures. This
subsection establishes the right of any
person accued of breaching a
protective order to be heard by the
Commission before a detemiatidn
regarding sanctions is made.
I 20%8 Questionnaires to have the
force ofsubpoenas; subpoena
enforcement,
This rule provides that Commission

questionnaires have the force of a .
subpoena, provided they are labeled as
subpoenas and siged by a
Commissioner. In the event any person
refuses or is unable to produce the
Information requested in such a
questionnaire in a timely fashion. the
Commission may (1) in accordance with
section 778(b) of the Act use the best
information otherwise available in
making its determInation. (2) seek
judicial enforcement of its subpoena
under 19 U.S.C. 1333, or (3) take any
other actions it deems necessary and
appropriate, including waiver of any
time limits set forth in part 207. See
Usezy v. Whiten Afachine Works, Inc,
SU F. Zd 498 (5th C:r. 197).
1 207.9 Affliative deternations by
divided Commission.
This rule establishes a voting rule for

investigations under part 207 to apply in
instances where the Comrm;ssioners
voting are evenly divided regarding
whether any determination should be
affirmative or negative. The rule is
intended to implement and clarify
section 771(11) of the Act.
The rule provides that. if the

Commissioners voting on a
determination required under section
303 or title VII of the Act are evenly
divided regarding whether the
determination should be afirmative or

negative. the Commission will be
deemed to have made an affirmative
determination. In order to conform to
what the Commission believes to have
been the intent of Congress. this section
has been drafted to cover all
Commission determiations under Part
207 wherein a Commissioner may vote
affirmatively in more than one way.
Thus, when the issue before the
Commission is to determine whether
there is (sections 75 and 735 of the Act),
whether there would be (section 104(b)
of the Trade Agreements Act), or
wLether there is a reasonable indication
of (sections 702 and 732 of the Act)
either (1) material injury, (2) threat of
material injury, or (3) material
retardation, an affirmative vote on any
of the issues will be treated as a vote
that the Commssion's determination
should be affirmative.
Subpart 3-Preliminary Determinadons
Subpart B provides a procedural

framework for preliminary
investigations under section 303 and
title VII of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
amended, viz, the filing of petitions, the
amendment of petitions. the conduct of
preliminary investigations by the
Co-mission's Director of Operations.
the submission of written comments by
persons interested in the subject matter
of investigations, the conduct of
conferences among interested parties
and the staff of the Director of
Operations or hearings before the
Commission, the submission of the
recommendation of the Director to the
Commission. the preliminary
determination by the Commission as to
whether there is a reasonable indication
of injury. and the issuance of
appropriate notification to interested
parties and to the public through the
Federal Register of Commission actions.
j 207.10 FMng ofpetition with
Commission.

Section 207.10 implements the
requirement in sections 7M(b) and
724(b) of the Act for simultaneous filings
of countervailing duty and antidumping
investigation petitions with the
administering authority and the
Commission.
I 207.X1 Contents ofpetition.
This rule restates the requirements for

a petition set forth in sections 702(b) and
732(b) of the Act. Reference is made to
the factors relating to injury which will
be considered by the Commission
pursuant to section m(7) of the Act and
20728 with the expectation that the

petitioner will include information
relevant to these issues. The rule also
requires a petitioner alleging critical
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circumstancestoprovide reasonably
available information dan rant evxn to the
addnalfindingswhiii zaWndn which- the
rnmissian suant toe purma to

(b)seios 7W(bJ(35(b)4)(A) aofnd 7J(4)(A)d
the Acd icrithe event Citical
dromsces are found by the
teringad;nstitym authot. Pestireone3 an
advised to consulpplicablekcable
regnbatiom of the admringtegnn
authority for the requiond czotents of a
petition.
.1207tice dceinvestigation of
reasonabe indication of injury.
Upon receipt of a petition or of notice

that the administeringtrug orihhorhasy s
initiated avestigation based o
information available to it the Direcotor
will consult the administering
authority and, as soon as practicable.
institute a formal investigation to
detarmine whether there is reasonable
indication of injuryunder section 703(a)

or 733(a) of the Act and publish a notice
to that effectin the Federal Register.

$207.13 Cooperationwith
administaringauthority preliminaryinvestigation.

This rule provides that the authority
to conduct investigations of reasonable
indication of material injury is delegated.
from the Commission to the Director of
Operation. Thedelegation includes the
exercise ofthe Director's discration as
to how bestto conduct each such
investigation. Information adduced
throughthe investigative activities of the
Director will be placed on the record.
The decision to delegata te conduct

of suchinvestigations from the
Commission to the Director is based
upon the Commission's administrative
experience. Currently,the Commission
administers 30-day investigations ina
limited number of investigations under
section2 Z01)(c(2) of the Antumpmningc t_
21.ISThe use ofq oestionnaires and
ubliic heaings presided over by the ful
Commission in these investigations has
been extremely taxing on the resources
of the agency. The agency'sresources
are not rent enough to conduct such
proceedingsin both preliminary and

final investigations especially in view of
the asticipated caseload ofnew and
transitional investigations.
This rule also authorizes the Director

to cooperate with the administering
authorityafter a petition is filed toassist
the administering authority With its
determination under section 702(c)or
739(c) of the Act regarding whether a
petition ailegesthe elements necessary

for the imposition of a duty under
section 701(a) or 731(a)of the Act.The

Directorwillc34ietooprwils also =cheoierat-e with t
uthorityewith respect to th rfent to

proposed amendments to petitions. It is
the intentioomsof tn tCmmissio that this
rue satiy its stoaltutory abiation under
0ect)rn7=232(b)ofJ2bj oi the Act
concering amendments tions.itl
No withstanding anssistan
provided by the Direeoctor the
admniisterg inauthority under this rule.
all detaemintiaons undr esections -M702
and7 c32(c) uldmttimly to be made by
th ademintinister authoty.ri
I2$0744.1Neadgatipeldtti
This rufe illemeplts sections 70ZcI2

anti 7d cJ32(c)o Aeemtwhich provide thc.
boseinthsecases in which the

administering authority determines that
the petition does not allege the elements
necessary for the Imposition of a
countervailing or antidumping duty, as
the case may be. and accordingly, the
petitioned-for investigation is dismissed.
the Commission shall terminate its

countervailingorantidumpingduty, as

noticewill have been provided bythe
administeringauthority. no additional
notion of termination will be issuedby
the Commission.
$ 207.15Writtenstatementsand

Section 207.15 provides thatany
person maysubmit to the Commission
on or before a date specified inthe
Commission's notice ofinvestigationa

writtenstatement of information
pertinent to the subject matter of the
investigate Joint conferencesmaybe
scheduled for parties if the Director

D7.=av 'i

deems them aencesriate. Confer=c
wil be held otice public ncotce and in
a$ 201.12(a). The Za,1=4) The
tansclpts of such cwonlferences ml be
placed on the administrative record of
thtioneinvestiga. Although it does not
atoear to be feasible generaly to
schedule formal hearings before the
CQmmission within the available time,
theiCommihoriz.s autahoiZed to hold a
lien of the Director's holding alding a

8.W.4 RecommenoatDirector.wctcr.
This rule requires thctorretowr of

COerations to prepare a
enecoronMdatio to mmheCoaissicn
upoed appn the reford oithe
ivmetigation of reasonable indicatfonom

inury. Tommission may choose to
accept or rejec: this recmomendatior an
whole or in part.
I 2D7.z7 Detaermination y Commis=son
Oof reasonableindication ofin

This rtle urovides that in all cases
Other thLn taose in Whicw the
adganministering authoritydismiss
petition.The Comtis4in shasion shall

deteminatorminationbased upont
nibrmatiinformation before itat th
whathe theretisrre oble inasdication
of injury by reason of imports of
merchandise which L thu uibjecteoi the
investigation It is anticpatad thaipated
large number of Investigations .ad tae
short time available in wich to conduhich
them may ncessitate pecessitat
determinations fequenty ts be made ly
internaIC internal iommissio
Prcur rath ti tscproc
public meegS.
I Z%18 NVadc ofprlfizir7

This rule provides that tIe
C5o~misaio shal otify a11Parties to its
preliminary investigator of its
deteintion and publish a notice of its
deta=iat, L3ne derai Rgizterin
cases where the Commisin,'
preliminary dateiation is affrmathe.
the Diretr of Cpration =aycotinua
such zvestigative amivtai as dee-s
arprpratepednmntce of an
aE.att prliminary detez-rationx
a Enl determinaton from the
admnstering ahority.
Subpart C-FnalDe
Subart C contains the prczduv%

specitclay pplcable toXan
denatWCs
IX.ZA*oice of i2Vetig:ctia
Although It is nzt required by the

statute by this -.le the Commssn
intends to give to the public otices ao it
commerncment of al investiati=n to
reach a Mai dateiriation under
section 705(b) orS3(b) of the Act In ths
event of a negative Eal dtermintion
by the administer authority
subsequent to an aE.rzadve
preliminary determation, the
Commission's investigation shal
ternmst Because notice will have
been provided by the admiste
authority, no additional noce wiJ be
issud by the C Ssio
I07. Sfreport
This rule requires the Cammission to

place on the record a staff report
containing preliminary ndIng of fact
t s intended tht pros oi the state
rorcontaining czmddendal or
privileged information be placed on the
a,'upubiic record and the remainder o
the staff rpoxrt. including a
nonctddenal su=mary of the
c=ndential or privilege portions be
placed a the public record. Section
=O,4 Pies'r the mitenance ai
the record intwo portions, toh pubic
poraton c=tainig nnconfidential
mateial and dte nonpuic portion
containing privileged and condential
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material.This rule sets anticipated time
limits for mission of the staff report.
In 75-day investigations it will generally
be filed on or before the 45thday after
the date of the corresponding

notice of investigation. In
120.day invetigations or extended
investigation under Section 735(a)(2) of
the Act the staff report will generally be
played on the recordon the third day

administering authority of its final
determination. In 180-day investigations
the staff report will generally be placed

on the record on or before the 130th day
after the date of the corresponding
The purpose of this procedure is to

provide to the partiesa preliminary
indication of the Commission staff's
view of the affected industry. Parties
will be able to prepare their prehearing
statements in such a way as to address
an common body of information
describing the allegedly injured United
States industry. The intention of this is
to make for a more cogent and pointed
briefing of the issues.
207.22 Prehearingstatement.
This rule requires each party to

submit to the Commission a prehearing
statement within 15 days after the date

of service by the Commission to the
parties of the publicportion of the staff
report discussed in the preceding rule.
The operation of prehearing
statements following receipt of the staff
report will allow the parties to address

the disputed issues directly and will
enable the Commission to conduct a
concise and penetrating hearing. It
should be noted that the prehearing
statements called for by this rule should
not be confused with the submission of
copies of witnesses' prepared testimony
required by 201.12(d).
207.23 Hearing.
Section 774 of the Act requires the

Commission to hold a hearing at least
once prior to making a final

determinationundersection705(b) or
735(b) of the Act if any party to the
investigation submits a timely written
request. Section 207.23 sets forth the

proceduresforconducting such a
hearing. The rule requires a person

desiring to appear at a hearing to notify
the Secretary of the Commision np later
than 5 days prior to the date of the
hearing. Each party appearing at the
hearing must limit its arguments to a
nonconfidential summary of the
information and arguments contained in
its prehearing statement to a
nouconfidential rebuttal of the
information and arguments contained in
the prehearing statements of other

parties and to information not available
at the time its prehearing statement was
filed. Each other person i.e, not a party,
shall limit its presentation at the hearing
to a brief statement of its position with
respect to the subject matter of the

investigation.
The purpose of this rule is to focus

and direct the hearing to the issues
briefed in the prehearingstatements. By
generally limiting the arguments

presented at the hearing to issues raised
in the prehearing statements the rule

ensures that other parties will be
advised of all adversary position.
Nevertheless, because all information
pertinent to the proceeding may be

unavailable at the time prehearing
statements are prepared, the rule also
allows arguments at the hearing with
respect to subsequently available
information. Persons appearing at the

hearing who are not parties, namely,
consumer or other groups with no direct
economic interest in the outcome of the
proceeding, may appear and make a

statement at the hearing.
It is anticipated that parties will make

copies of witnesses' formal testimony
available before the beginning of the

hearing in accordance with 201.12(d).
and that hearing presentations will be
brief to the point, and will, to the

greatest extent possible, smmarize the

arguments set forth in the prehearing
statement and in the witnesses'
prepared written testimony.
A verbatim transcript will be made of

the hearing and will be subject to
nonsubstantive revision in accordance
With paragraph (c)(2) of this rule. The
transcrlpt will be placed on the public
record.

1207.24 Posthearing submissions.
This rule supersedes 201.12(g). The

Commission may order interested
parties to submit within a specified time

posthearing statements responsive to

questions or requests of Commissioners

made at the hearing. The short time

between the hearing and the

promulgation of the Commission's

opinion in these investigations will

make it impossible for the Commission

to give careful analysis to extensive

posthearing briefs. Accordingly, the rule

limits posthearing briefs to ten double-

spaced pages. Any other posthearing
submissions must be responsive to

Commission requests or questions.

207.25 Final determination by the

This rule restates sections 705(A)(1)
and 735(A) (1) of the Act, which require
the Commission to make a final

determination of injury. Paragraph (b) of

this rule restates the provisions of the

Act which allow the Commission 120
days from the time the administering
authority makes its affirmative
preliminary determinations to make al
final determination and section 705 or
735 of the Act. However, if the
administering authority take more than
75 days to make its final destination,
then the Commission is guaranteed by
the Act and by this rule at least 45 days
after the final determination of the
administering authority to make its final
determination. Thus, if the administering
authority takes more than 75 days to
make its final determination, the total
elapsed time from the administering
authority's preliminay determination to
the Commission's final determination
will be more than 120 days.
Paragraph (c) of this rule again

tracking the Act provides that, if the
administering authority makes an
affirmative final determination following
a negative preliminary determination
then the Commission will have 75 days
after the date of that affirmative final
determination to make its final
determiation.
Paragraph (d) of this rule sets forth the

additional findings required by the Act
in special situations. If the finding of the
administering authority as to critical
circumstances under section 705(a)(2) of
the Act is affirmative, then the
Commission must make a finding that
there is material injury which will be
difficult to repair and that the material
injury is byreason of massive imports of
the subsidized merchandise over a
relatively short period of time. The
corresponding provision in the
antidumping area found in section
735(a)(3) of the Act requires the
Commission to make a determination as
to whether the material injury in critical
circumstances is by reason of massive
imports to an extent that, in order to
prevent such material injury from
recurring. It is necessary to impose the
duty provided for in section 731 of the
Act retroactively on those import.
The final subsection of this rule is

based on sections 705(b)(4)(B) and
735(b)(4)(B) of the Act which require the
Commission. When it makes a final
determination that there is no material
injury, but that them is a threat of
material injury, to determine whether
material injury by reason of import of
the merchandise with respect to which
the administering authority has made an
affirmative determination under section
705(a) and 735(a) of the Act would have
been found but for any suspesion of
liquidation of entries of the
merchandise.
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207.28 Factors considered in
determinationof material injury.
This rule incorporates the factors set

forth in section 771(7) of the Act to be
considered by the Comission in
making its determinations of injury

under the Act.The illustrative factors
which the Commission mayconsider in
making its determinationof threst of

injury, derived from the report of the
Committee Ways and Means ( H.R.

Rep No. 96-317, 96th Cong. 1st Seas 47

(I979). is also Incorporated in this rule.
The factors listed in this rule are not

exclusive. Commission determinations
of injury are governed ultimately by the
standards in the following rule and by

the judgment and discretion of the

Commission.

207.27 Standard for determination.
This rule reitrates that the presence

or absence of any factor which the
Comisson is required to consider
uner the precedingrule shall not
necessarilygive decisiveguidancewith
respect to the determination by the
Commission of material injury. The term
"materialinjury" means harm Which is

not inconsequential immaterial or

unimportant.The enumeration of the
factors which must be considerd in

making countervailing andantidumping
injury

which for the first time are specified in

the statutory text and Consist of various
factors, some of which singy or in

combintion have been considered
relevant and determinative by the
Commission under current law-
provedno basis for changing the
causality relatdoships which must be
found to exist under existing law. It has
been the long and uniform interpretation
of existing law that an affrative injury
determination by the Commission
requires the existance of a causal

relationship between the subsidized or
dumped U.S imports and injury to a U.S
lndustry. This causation linkage

between the offending imports and

Injury is based in existing law on the
language in section 201(a) of the

Antidumping Act and in secton 303(b)
of the Tariff Act that such injury is 'by
reason of the importation is such
merchandise." Both section 701(a) and

731 of the new provisions for
autidumping and counteaiing duties
also require the same linkage test. viz-,
that the injury is 'by reason of imports
of that merchandise." The Cmmission
will consider factors other than

subsidization or dumping which
contribute to injury. However. the law

does not require the Commission to
determine that sports subsidized or

said at less than fair value are injuring
an industry in the Undited States to a
degree greater than any one or a

combination of other factors as a

condition necessary for an affirmative
determination.

207.23 Publication nofice Of
determination.

This ruleincorporates the standard

of Section 703(d) and 733(d) of the Act

which require theCommission to notify
the petitioner other parties to the

investigation and the administering
authority of the Commission's
determination and of the facts and
conclusions of law upon which the

determination is based. Notice of Such
determination will be published by the
Commission in the Federal Register.
Subpatt D-Transition

This subpart sets forth rules

implementing for the Commission
sections 102. 103 and 104 of the Trade
Agreements Act of 1979 with respect to

investigations under section 303 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 and the Antidumping
Act 1921 that are pending as of the

effectivedateof title VII of the Tariff
Act of 1930 which the Commission now

expects to be january 1. 1980. These
rules also prescibe the priorities the
Commision will use in scheduling

investigation and consideration of
certian classes of cases arising under
this subpart

207.30 Pending investigations and
preexisting countarvailing duty orders.

This rule implements sections 1O2 and

103 of the Trade Agreements Act. of 1979
by setting forth principles for
instituting. and the procedures
applicable to, investigations usndr title
VIl of the Tariff Actof 1930 as amended
by the Trade Agreements Act which
were the subject of investigations
pending before the effective date. Under
section 103 of the Trade Agreements
Act. investigations pursuant to section

303 of the Tariff Act of 1930 are subject
to the procedural rules of title VIl of the
new law except to the extent that those
rules would not be applicable to such
proceedings. These rules may not be
applicable because the product
concerned is not a product of a country
under the agreement, is not a duty free

article, or in a duty-free article from a
country as to which the international
obligations of the United States do not
require an injury determination. As to
section 303 cases that are subject to title
VII. and cases that concern products
that were the subject of pending
investigationsunder the Antidumping
Act, 1921 section 102 generally provides
that the investigation of the same matter

would cotinue after the effective date
of the new law so as to begin the
proceeding under the new law as if the
determination under the new law that is
most closely analogous to the latest
determination actually made under the
old lawhad beenmade on the effective
date. Finally, 207.30implements
section 104 ofg the Trade Agreements Act
concerning countervailing duty orders in
effect pursuant to the provisions of
existing law which require some further
action by the Commission.As to these
Various classes of cases, the following
rules apply.
Under pargraph (a)(1). If the

Secretaryhas not made a preliminary
determination. including either a
preliminary determinationmunder section

303(a)(4) of the TariffAct of 1930 or
section 201(b)(i) of the Antidumping
Act 1921 thentheCommission will
institute an investigation to determine
whether there is a resanable indication
of injury in accordance with title VII of
the Tariff Act of 1930as enacted by the
new law. Since the new law clearly
intends that the Commission have the
full 45 days that would normally be
allocated to it for such a preliminary
determination this rule interprets
section 102(a)(1) and secton 102(b)(1) as
Providing the Commision with the full
48 days normally available for a
reasonable indication determination
under the new law, even though with
respect to pention-initiated
investigation. section 102 provides that
these investigation are to begin '"as if'
an affirmativedecision oninstitution
had been made on the effective date.
This interpretation is based upon the
fact that under the new law, no time
periods are calculated from the

institution decision under title VII. and
therefore the statute can only be read to
allow a full 45-day period
Under paragraph (a)(2, if the

administering authority hasmade a
preliminary but not a final
determinaton as of the effective date.
then the Commission proceeds with
respect to the same subject matter under
rules applicable to Commission
investigations following a preliminary
determination of the administering
authority under the new law (see
subpart C. These rules provide that if
the administering authority's
preliminary determination in affirmative
then the commssion institutes an
investigation leading to a final
determinaton subiect to certain
counting rules provided for in the law
and if the administering authority's
preliminarydetermination is negative.
then the Commission does act institute a
formal investigation unless and until the
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administering authority makes a final
affirmative determination. Consistent
with 207.16 concerning negative
preliminarydeterminations by the
administering authority, I 207.30(a)(2)
provides that the Director will continue
his investigative activities as
approprate pending the administering
authority's final determination
Under paragraph (b) of this rule, if the

Commission is conducting an injury
investigation under existing law as of
the effective date of the new law, then
on the affective date it shall institute a
75-day injury investigation subject to
certain rules for the treatment of
preexisting determinations of the
scretary of Treasury provided for in

section 102 of the Act.
Paragraph (c) of this rule implements

section 204(a)(2) of the Trade
Agreements Act, which requires the
Commission to make 180-day injury
investigations with respect to certain
countervailing duty order, of which the
administering authority is required to
notify the Commission by January 7,
1980. When this notice, together with the
most current information the

administering authority has with respect
to the net subsidy benefiting the
merchandise subject to the
countervailing duty order is received by
the Commission, this rule would provide
that these investigations begin. The
investigations which are subject to this
provision concern countervailing duty
orders issued under section 303(d) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 by the Secretary of the
Treasury with respect to products of a
country under the Agreement that were
other waived or that, waived or not,

were issued after July 28, 1979. and
before the effective date. or fell in
certain other categories set forth in the

regulation.
Under paragraph (d) of this rule, other

countervailing duty orders are made
subject to the petition process provided
for in section 104(b) of the Trade
Agreements Act. These requests may be
made in a simple manner, but provision
is also made for the Director to require
requested to make their request by
filing a form he prescribes that would
require information he considers
necessary to conduct the investigation.
207.31 Scheduling the institution of

investigation ofcertainunwaived
investigations.

This rule sets forth the principles upon
which the Commission may delay
institution of investigations arising
under. section 104(b) of the Trade
Agreements Act relating to uwaived,
preexisting countervailing duty orders
issued before the date of enactment of
the Trade Agreements Act, which are

provided for in §207.30(d). The
Commision at present expects. based
upon the official record of outstanding
countervailing duty orders set forth at 19
CFR 159.47(f) and upon other
Information available to it at the time of
this notice, to have before it
approximately SO investigations upon
which action is required earlier than
action would be required in cases
arising under section 104(b). The
Commission has therefore tentatively
determined to assign to these other
cases a higher priority than it would
assign to cases arising under section
104(b). This higher priority will result in
a conservation of administrative
resources and. ultimately. public funds.
The delay in investigation of cases
arising under section 104(b) is justified
by the Congressional determination to
permit these cases to be decided in a
much longer period of time than any
other class of cases arising under the
new law. The classes of cases which.
because of the shorter time limits that
are applicable to the, have higher
priority than cases arising under section
104(h) are (1) new petitions filed under
title VIIof the Act (requiring preliminary
Commission determinations in 45 days);
(2) pending investigations requiring
Commission preliminary or final
determinations (45-day to 12D-day
determinations); and (3) cases
requiring-rather than requiring only on
request-.Commission investigations of
certain countervailing duty orders under
second 104(a) of the Trade Agreements
Act (180 days).
The priorities the Commission has

established would allow commencement
of section 104(b) investigations at any
time after they are filed. so long as
within 10 days arter the filing of a
request for such an investigation. the
Secretary would inform the
administering authority of the fling of
the request. This notice has the effect of
requiring the administering authority to
spend liquidation of entries as to the
affected merchandise. This effect does
not, however. depend on
commencement of an active
Commission investigation.
Subsequently, the rule would permit the
Commission to commence a section
104(b) investigation at any time so long
as it completes the investigation within
3 years after the request is filed in
accordance with the law. If a number of
such petitions is filed, as are presently
expected, then priorities among various
investigations may be set pursuant to
the rule. One of the bases of these
priorities would be consolidating cases
relating to like products. which would
be done pursuant to the Commission's

authority under section 603 of the Trade
Act of 1974 to consolidate its
investigations.
237.32.Proceduresforpending

investigations.
The purpose of this subsection is to

make clear that the procedural rules
applicable to investigations conducted
under subparts B and C would apply to
investigations arising Under subpart D.
Thus. the time limitations applicable
under those subperts to the Ming of staff
reports, and the definitions and rules
concerning hearings, the record ex parte
contacts. and so on. would all apply
with full force with respect to
Commission investigations in pending
investigations and investigations of
outstanding countervailing duty orders
Subpart E-Ivesitgations To Review
Negotiated Agreements, and
Investigations To Review Outstanding
Determinations
This subpart describes procedures

that impiement portions of title VII of
the Act as amended by the Trade
Agreements Act which provide for
special determinations in antidmping
and countervailing duty investigations
by the Commission. These
determinations are principally found in
sections 704.. 734. and 731 of title VII
Subpart E concerns the termination of
Commission investigations, compietion
and reistitaution of suspended
investigation and investigations to
review both the suspension agreement
of the administering authority and the
determinations of the Commission when
circumstancesappear to have changed
from those prevailing at the time of the
determination.
§ 207.40 Terminationand suspension
ofinvestigation.

Section 207.40 concerns the
termination and suspension of
Commission investigations. Paragraph
(a) implements section 704(a) and 734(a)
of the Act which permit the Commission
to terminate an investigation after the
adminstering authority has made a
preliminary determination only upon the
withdrawal of the petition by the
petitioner and after notice to all parties
to the investisation. The Act does not
require the Commission to terminate an
investigation where it has a reason for
not terminating notwithstanding the
withdrawal of the petition.
Paragraph (b) provides that upon

receipt of a notice that the administrating
authority has suspended an
investigation under section 704(b) or
734(b) of the Act, the Secretary shall
issue a notice suspending the
Commission's investigation. This
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provision is set forth in sections
704(f)(1(B) and 734(f)(1)(B)of the Act.
The notice shall not prevent the Director
from conductingsuch investigative
activities as he deem necessary. since
Invesgative activity is authorized by

second 603 of the Trade Act of 1974 and
section 1332 of the Act.
Pragraph (c) provides for the

resumptionofspdon GI suspended investigations
ficationun noflcatum from the
gauthorityuainntazig shkity that the
puemeonetos between the nitating
uhoiigngovernmentsofvcihtyandfore.nts or
orag5exports whlch ed to the
usPensiai of an inlongervestigation no t

mmesst the requieint of the Act.vestifationandfinalsgi te~ats and thetimelimitse an htm U~mts for the
estigationandfinal's ivttionad 2na.4

determnti~o are established.
sin207.4 Cm-o review of
oeliminatetheinjuriousmt-ale the

subsidizedimportsorimportsnn osddzzpar or =Pars
r valuedl x1 fiirvalm

Commission'sX cmndCac the Cmi uions
review of aeemn egotiated by the
adininltertg authority to eiminIae the
subsidizedimportsofnn efec of shsidlzd nort or-
irvalue.Ttheat .!sa than fair vzin Te
o suinpts the provsin of

section)sof7h Actand 734(h a th .
wh provreiuirementsfdeWsanding 4.q
puchetition for sa75eview and a rday

Umit.oomr th C.M=mfinaliss's Soa
dtintion.421 Investigationcontinueduponm-pia conZ"ued =an
This rul caes tie provision In

)section7374) and 4(gtforj o the Ac=
the Commisson upon request, to
continue an invefsetigation atr the
Publication of the notice of suspension
of the investigation by the

2Z7.43 Cmmeteriinationinssionr i=ions to rfvxn a

rule provides that in
inestmenigatin to review agre"VM and
in ctinued invesdgtions. decribed in

2.4 ad 207.42. the Commnisson,
sall considemr all of the -rchaqdise
subject to thenninvestigatio ot merelye coveredbythevos cored by he
agreements negotiated by the
administeri authority.
on2O4 Cdnssidc of

This rue provides that the
Cl.ocmnmolissieon shl osidat

atio under section(g),of704{s; ci th
Ac with investigations under section
704(h) of the Act whenever such
consolidatipkrop[on ispriate.ruleisThise

authorized by s335ecfttion the Act and
by s3ectionTradeActop1974fYAOode Ac f s974.
toreview27.4sInvestigatioor
ationsdng deRMina =

Thies rle Inpemans secftion, 731 o
the Act which provides for the

toreviewadeterminvtionaCeto revnw aodatonshowing
pend ante toshspeed-ao

rmiaationnnetigato o a deito a donmsticindustruyue icindusft7
rulealsoe:=Mnt s Merl lo
Provides fsor review of outtanding
orders sAntisumuined under the pm
A-freect acnd the 4rvr-hanise
provisions of se)ction 302(b of the Act.
In the absence of god cause an
investigation toeterreview a dmination
or suspension agreement will not be

d untilat least 24 =mothsfte dar
the datfe oPublicatioon f thnotie ce of
the erminv,iomnot or suspension.
agraph(b)provides (bI provides that the
tjhprocd e et for n Subpart C of
thlese ruleseeviewwvshal apply

s and that uchsano
etisutigaon shall be comlpietd within

20days. Thjs provision implements
second 731 of the Act.

207.48 Modificationclarificationor~C! o~Tiolf or
determination.or aefcn.

7Secto 2W.8 provides that the
Commisionsswill imodificauie anyaton.cation orcvrrectionofaovoron oreaction of a
detemination as may be necessary.
This authority has been previously
fiexersedof. See Clafrationd
Determination in nvestigation of Steel
Wir Ras om 27380lapa (38 FFR Z=
(1973
icillaSubewPrt FPJulevi*

isSubpajrt Fildwith udica review
of Commimssiononsdeterinati under
section 30 anoIId titlt.e of the Ac
iciaasReviewl.W fuW

Testablishesprocedurestohs rule ebimbesprocedures to
htw judicreview of Commission

determiadeuns min the U.S. Casons
Court under section MA of the Ac. The
rle porovides tat a cap of the record
(as definined in 207.2(J) the
Cominmision proticieedL or a cerfed
emlst orfinthe its thee= will be
taittedoutto the C=r b the
Commissrein's Sectcary in eacordanc
wruith the es of the Court The
Commission's General Counsel is
appointemd tshe Comision'fs agent or
sferpvoeisce o ces inricasesnasing uder
sIBection SA.-

7=cia2Juevd= riw ofndlemia o
apcatiplions for diosusclre oerfainnc
fmcientialinWrmfatinoa nder
protectiveo redr.

This rule establishes procedures to
faciltatej udicial review in the U.S.
Customs Courtun edr seticon 77(7)c()2 of
the Act of Commissino determinations
act to discloseu nerd protective odrer
confidentila information oncerniogc
domestic Pirec or Cost fo production
Prfgraaph (a) fo the rule deals with

tanrsmittalo f the record and reflects
Section25 33()C of the prpooesd Customs
Cortsu Act of19 79..S 1834s98 th Cogn
st Sess sec. 2Z33Mc) (I379)1 Para raph
(a) provides that when a court order is
sought under section 777(c)(2) the
Secrety shall within 5days after
service of a summons and complaint
upo the Commission transmit to the
Court underseal the confidential,
information involved along with

part of the recrod is defined in
subsection (c) to consist of (1) the
application for Commission disclosure_
together With, any documents filedin
support thereof or in. opposition thereto;
(3) any governmental memoranda
relating to theCommission's's denial, and
(3) the Commission's deniafl o the
aplicatniouractionSb r e(d)povidas that
ssitham Sion's Generall Counseiis
appoind the Commissionn's aget fio
service of process in ariaingundersecassing =der
Sec)tion ,7Ii(2Z

Th Trade AcchangesinexistingCommissionseveralexiSting Cis
rules for conducting subsidy and
an n Inverstigatios.% These

alin natureandarel techical in nae and are
co;lt1nfndto part = o tile 3of he
ulations (19CFR(edal ais(9 aR
20O-.41)M.T1hamendMets arn as

There present exists a Vai=dtc=a
et.ror in the second sentence of this
section. By ubstituting "thrO" for
'an" in the phre "part = and M27.
Inclusive. it is intended to make clear
that res Of special appLication may
appear in all o£Part ML224, 20 and
= w6ch incasce of confi will take
precedence or the rules of general
application set forth in Part ZOL
I 20m. " e!initions.
The confring aiendre.'rtu propose

these additional deanidam for ter
usd extnsively in Pat 207, but which
are found in other parts an well. The
new definitions-"Trade Agreements
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Act "rule." and"Secretary"-and self-elf-
explanatory.
1 201.7 Inivestgative authority and
iwtiation ofintvesigans.ai

Present rule021.7 provides theea
by which lnvettnon may be initiated
by the Com imission.Tmethods
outlined in the ruleierain applicable
=nuer the new 4wlaand an reetained in a
new paragraph (b). Paragraph (a) is
added to make clear the Commission's
prerogative to take those steps
necessary for the expeditious and
ecanomical conduct of its proceedings.
For example. separate investigations
conducted under part 207 relating to like
products may be combined if the
rrciumasances warrant S.imilarly,
adjudicative investigations conducted
under part 210 involving com paints and
countercomplaintasof ufanf trrade
practices may be consolidated into a
single proceeding.
I &201Methods employedIn obtaini
infrrmaoirc= on & 201.11 Phearing

In several &entenses in these rules the
word "evidence" is used in descibing
the information gathered in the course of
Commission nonadjudicative
proceedings. To make clear that the
information upon which the Commission
rests its determination in these
proceeding is not evidence in the sense
that ith been asested in an adjudicative
frm te opword "information" is
substituted for "evidence" where it now
appears-in f2019,&I &111(c,
I0.12(e)&, a1.d I201.2(g&).
5 .142 &201.1ct ofnonadjudcative
heaig or cnfexr

Besides the changes of the word
'evidence' to infor"ationn "esc "ibed
above, the following amendments are
proposed for § zoitiz.

(a) Secon201.2(a) is endetiod by
the addition of the words "or
conferences" after the term "hearings"
in each place such term is used,
including the title of the rule. This
amendment establishes procedures for
the conduct of conference which may
be held pursuant to subpart B of Pea 207
of these rules.

(dl Submission ofprepare)
statement.

Section 20112d) Is amended to
require that witnesses' prepared
statements shall be submitted not less
than 3 business days prior to a hearing.
Distibution of such statementrs for the
first time at the hearing will no longer be
allowed. The strict time requirement Is
necessary in view of the expedited
conduct of investigations set forth in
new Part 20.

() HIearL ranhcnpptL

in a typographical error denoting
this subsection. The amendment will
correctly number the paragraph as
5 201.12(h).

) request
New paragraph (Iwill allow parties

to request the Commission (or its
delegate) to take specific action thought
to be necessary by the requester to
fnciiltate the proceeding in which ha ili
involved. It is contemplated that such
requests will involve the timing or
conduct of specific proceedings and
similar matte. B requiring service of
such requests on all parties. the rule
provides ail opportunity for comment or
objection: however. it is not intended
that a motions practice will evolve in
Commission nonadjudicative
investigation. The Commission will
make an appropriate response to a
request. but that may include taking no
action
J2LI Who may auter a
appearnc=.

Section 0113(a) is amended to delete
the requirement that an appearance be
entered "for the purpose of appearing at
a public heanng." Because parties may
enter an appearance without
participating in any hearing, the
requirement is unnecessarily restrictive.
By order of the Commission.
Issued December1n , 17

K'nneth L Mason
Seaetary

Part 2Z of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 207) is
hereby repealed. A new Part 207 is
established as follows:

PART 207-NESTIGATIONS OF
WHETHER INJURY TO DOMESTIC
INDUSTRIES RESULTS FROM
INPORTS SOLD AT LESS THAN FAIR
VALUE OR FROM SUBSIDIE
EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES
See
201 Applicability of part.

-pr A-4sane Prov
27.2 Definitions applicable in part 207.
207.3 Servic,f docents.
207.4 The record
207. Ex parts metg.
07 progreiation.

X7.7 Lmited disclosure of certain
confidentainformation uder a
protctive order.

207.8 Questionnaires to have the force of
subponenas subpoena enfoe

209 Affirmative determinations by divided
Commission.

Subpart y Deternartons
207.10 Filing of petition with Comissio.
207.11 Contents of petition.
207.12 Notice of investigation of reasonable

indication of injury.

207.S3 Cooperation with administering
authority: preliminary investigation

207.14 Negative petition determination.
207.5 Written statements and conferene.
207.16 Recommendation of Director.
207.17 Determination by Commission of

reasonable indication of injury.
207.15 Notice of prelminay determination.
Subpar C'."nlu Determinao
20720 Notice of investigation.
m727 St3H reprt
207.22 Prehearing saeent.
207. Hearing.
20724 Posthearing submissions.
207.25 Fil determination by the

Commission.
m20 Fators considered in determination

of material injury.
727Z' andard for determination.

20728 Publication of notice of
determination.

Subpart 0-Transitin
27.30 Pending investigation and existng

countervailing duty Orders.
20731 Scheduling the institution of

Investigation of certain unwaived
Investigations.

2.32 Procedures forpending
Investigations.

Subpart E-Terminatei± Suspended and -

Continued Investigations, Investigations to
Review Negotiatid Agreements, and
Investigations to Review Outanding
DdueUmIa
207.4 Termination and suspension of

Investigation.
207.42 Commission review of agreements to

eliminate the injuious effect of
subsidized imports or imports saod at less
than fair value.

207.42 Investigation continued upon request.
207.43 Commission determination in

investigations to review agreements and
in continued investigation

207.44 Consolidation of investigtions
207.45 Investigation to review outstanding

determinations
207.46 Modification. clarification or

correction of a determination.
Suban F-dkAsi Reste
207.30 judicl review.
207.51 Judloial review of denial of

application for disclosure of certain
confidential information under protective
Order.

Andioity: Sections 3=.33. and 771-
778 of the Tariff Act of 1%9 (19 U.:. 303.
LI=2.5-1677sc 803Of the Trade
Act of 2974(19 U5SC 2582: sea. 3.102-107,
1001. and 102 of the Trade Agreements Act
of1979

1207.1 Applcabd"tof p
Part 2 applies to proceedings of the

Commission under section 303. section
51SA and title VU f the Tariff Act of
1930 (iS.SC 1303, 1S5A and 1671-
1677) (the Act) and sections 102-107 of
the Trade Agreements Act of 17 (Pub.
L 96-3 95 tat. 144). Subpart A sets
forth rules of general applicability.
Subpart B sets forth rules dealing with
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Preliminary investigationsundersection s un sct

303 and titl tVII of the Act Subpar C
sets forth roles dealing with
hmgeiialgations rlqurnmfl
detertimninations under seco 33 and
titie VII of the Act. Subpart is

cononerneasd with ,anitinaI ces LAW
pending ca and countervailing duty
ingorders u AistM lawSubpar E

Kdresses termination of an
n.skmetnsig on and
tnatton Investigation. and

investigations to revienwg eotiated
rageements and deretminations in affect

Subpart F deals with jucidlireai vewf

tdrminationsmadeeay the

IioIf theAt.c

uSbarpt A-Genealr Porisivn.o

f0#.2 Dart 2"tb Pu :07
poFor the purses of a part the

th e

toy o Ut

tyctdI=it ttermcountryunderthe(C) ThtitleVIIoftheActiMM e I-a 't~ayo
Bt United staesnSubsidiesandwhin he mliau

2(b) ofthedWe s a =
the Ac

e byfi~ UdS

cc) -,- ydter enVstha

A W X d Qr

United Slates andth

whm gich- o ubiie

(Aa Tune aplies and

uie

Nl Thd unrl
and Tad som apply betw

Uite States ad thatoUnte y

onreq pev it

reemd an

(.. Tb is an ag e tinefc

bdemorunied bt and ds r

i

e un...,cal...x,fitvried-=t on itpreatzonwhich are

iYc tmd int the J ite S at

7u and TLan

7oesb nt au.plA etenh

dived o parent deptive or

(d) The tm D .ar m=s= The
lcbekost COmmission Director or
Actng Di=eor. OMC of eS
in the Absence of either. a person
d ed by he bairmin.
(a) The ter Ofd"V dati mnme

JeuaryI.S~, orsuhotherd a

Agmedc= Ac:the fective date of

(fA tarm xpert&msew :men
Anyctlm between
(11ny interested psr or her

person providing factua iformal In
action with an invespdgao an

(2) Any C=:svione or
C d=saus or =nenb o
Q=OimicizneZ' sfs. or the vlrctor~
Operations.
In which less than all pates partiinpt.
nceand w-c is zota heing or cOsXPz=
for whteich an opporronty to participaz
is - to parties.
ianjinjurytotury or thret of materie an
Indes.usty in the United Statir
ateri retardadc Of the
aajbdustryshinen f an~a~ in

United Slte by reason of the
M~radonintnioe Umted Sttes of a
Classknor id of merchaendih" wich is
t&d theofministering astorinty obe(1)subsidized.or (2) soldorlikely to
be sold at less then its fair Value

(h) The tarm interested party"means:
(1)A foreignmanufacturer. producer. or
exporter. or the United States importer.rr.
ofchmehasndie which is the jsctofube
ian nvigationunestder titlIe VI of the
Act or aa trde or busies asisocotian a
oritjrtf oi the mersea of whichear
portersiPmpotr of suchercmardhsn:ie

o(2rmentThgve=nountryiof a cvi
uch marchandiseisproducedorwpcs dodiseinPsroueadon

tt A s.aea
wlillepounited statestiedunionorrecognized(4)A catemcgizd

rkerswhich=1 os go: rsmworkrwhc is

the term prmesic: Any
States of alikesw teesaed aty Uwo Sastrse an

(3) A tradc rbwite ssionaor a
mtherperof wio. afber s
lea=anuict mduorf, wholese a
Wm Prod= in the Unied Staes

hkmste pmt Who b ami an
aPcmen8 wnyit thO COMsOn Or aU7
aeieshoPer-nunder wh. aftr allcwtmro

tif3tion-U to he saasiacan f the

*" CIand m ait tw Aa=
Soem - t.?491 G L AM.

Commission a propr interest in the
subject matr at an investigati has
Bld uch an appearance.

( T ter cr eans: (1)
inefration pesetd to orobtained by
thoe Commissin duroursing te c e of a
iprloczdging.ncudin copleted

ires. informationobques dosims ifossrmsai obtained
from thsadm=m tarng autority
pu0rsu)(2).732(d)(2)ant to sections 72(d(:. 7=5t(d(21.
7M0Xj3 733(, (c) and 33 of
the Act written comications omm
edany party, r ad ings of act
by the Diirector of Operatons. staff
rnront, all gaanveuetl memorzrnd
petaining to the case and the record of
a part. meatinp required to be kapt
prsn77=(n) t)osectio7nta(of the Ac:
and

(Z) A copy of allrCeosmmissionodr
atiann detroranscriptsos all t Ct
reconis of s or hearns. and
all otd publishediera the FedAL

se.
7.3Service of documentswte
Anyrtypay subminttig a uocomeft ,or

*nclusnio in the ordc=d ofeth
investigat sna3leL in addition to
coplyig withI§ 2 sere a coY oi
eash hucn ument onall al other parts
to tinhe vestigation in thanne mer
Pcriresbed &201.18in Failure toplcomyhwitthequirementsofthisrulemaye rmtoithisrmnl=ay
rom statusas a party. as a D=rr.
ThnhCommmissio sall ake available to
al parties to the investigation a copy Co
ntexceeac docmcriptse. except tnsopt of
con~recelasand hearings. pa in the

recd of tohe investigatin by the
CQoImis Ion
ecord. 2074 The momc.

ftherecord.The(a) daiatennc o the raccrd The
ecordofSecmatrY shall cuintaim the reord of
each proceeding conducted by the

CQUIlizi~npMugsunt to sction 303 or~titi II of the Act. -hrecord shall be
contempodraneouslwith

cordeach allctual Miing in the zrcrd. i she.!
be divided into public and nonpublic
Sections. The Seetry stall alo
maintain a cotemporaneous inde of
afl dOcmenti.including exhibits
therto and all other mateials
incorporated in the recd All materal
alMadwth the Secretarysial bplaced
irin the record. Allitenl whichis
pieled in the recor sha be maintained
In the public record, with the exception
of materWal which is privileggd. or 'which
is businefssm couddential inoration
submitted&201.8in acIodane with ML
Pr ileveientialand business confdani
Materialihal bre Maintained in the
notpubfic record.
(b)AadisytheI Dkmzotw The

Director may in his discrtionaudit
completed quatitonnaire or otherwise
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verfy information received In the course
of a proceeding. To the extent an audit
or verification results in new or different
information. the Director shall place
such information on the record.

(c) Materials provided by the
administering authority. Materials
received by the CammsskiorLfrom the
administering authority shall be placed
on the Commission's record and shall be
designated by the Commission as public
or nonpublic in conformity with the
applicable designation of the
adminstering authority. Any requests to
the Commission either to permit access
to such materials or to release such.
proterials shall be referred to the

ministering authority for its advice.

&207.5Ex parte meeytgs.
There shall be included in the record

of each proceeding a record of ex parte
meetings as required by section 7771a)(3)
of the Act. The record of each ex parte
meeting shall include the identity of the
persons present at the meeting, the date,
time, and place of the meeting, and a
summary of the matters discussed or
submitted.
§ 2.6 Report of progress of
Investigation
The Secretary shall upon the request

of a party inform the parties to an
investigation of the progress of that
investigation. No such progress report.
however. shall be issued by the
Secretary less than 30 days after the
date of publication of com cement of
an investigation by notice in the Federal

fster, nor will the Secretary be
' Suited to issue a report on the
progress of any investigation less than
30 days after the date of issuance of the
previous such report with respect to the
same investigation. A report shall be
limited to a statement of what official
actions the Commission has taken since
the previous such report if any.
f 207.7 Llntted dscosry of certain
conf Wena formaton under a protective

(a) In general. Upon request of an
attorney of a party to the investigation,
excepting in-house counsel, which
describes with particularity the
information requested. sets forth the
reasons for the request, and
demonstrates a substantial need for the
information in the preparation of his
case and that he is unable without
undue hardship to obtain the substantial
equivalent of the information by other
means, the Secretary will make
available confidential information
concerning the domestic price and cost
of production of the like product
submitted by the petitioner or an

interested party in support or the
petitioner to such attorney under a
protective order described in paragraph
(b). Upon Mling with the Secretary of an
agreement among all interestrd parties
who are parties to the proceeding
requesting the release under protective
order of confidontil information
submitted by such interested parties.
other than domestic price and cost of
production data. the Secretary may
make such confidential information
available to an attorney of such an
interested.party, excepting in-house
counsel under a protective order
described in paragaph (b). The
Secretary may adopt, from time to time,
forms for submitting requests for
disclosure pursuant to a protective order
incorporating the terms of this rule. The
Secretary shall determine whether the
requirements for release of information
under this rule have been satisfied. The
Secretary's determination shall be final
for purposes of review by the Customs
Court under section 777(c)(2) of the Act.

(b) Protective order. The protective
order under which information is made
available to the attorney of a party shall
require him to submit to the Secretary in
a form prescribed by the Secretary a
personal sworn statement that. in
addition to such other conditions as the
Secretary may require. he will.

(1) Not dive any of the information
so obtained and not otherwise available
to him, to any person other than

(i] Personnel of the Commission
concerned with the proceeding,

(ii) The person or agency from whom
the information was obtained,

(iii) An attorney, excepting in-house
conasel employed on behalf of the party
requesting the disclosure, and who has
furnished a similar statement, or

(Iv] Those persons independently
contracted with, or employed or
supervised by, the attorney having a
need thereof in connection with the
proceeding and who have furnished a
similar statement

(2) Use such information solely for the
purposes of the Commission proceeding
then in progress or for judicial or
Commission review thereof;

(3) Not consult with any person not
described in paragraph (b)(1) (iii) or piv)
concerning such confidential
information without first having
received the written consent of the
Secretary and the attorney of the party
from whom such confidential
information was obtained;

(4) Not copy or otherwise reproduce
any confidential material obtained
under protective order except in
accordance with procedures to be
established by the Secretary, and

rS) Report promptly to the Secretary
any breach of the protective order.

(c) Final disposition ofmaterial
released underprotective order. Upon
completion of a proceed. or at such
earlier date as the Secretary may
determine appropriate for particular
data, the security of confidential
information shall be projected by the
return of all copies of materials released
to attorneys of parties pursuant to this
section and all other materials
containing the confidential information.
such as charts or notes based on any
such information received under
protective order, accompanied by a
certificate from the attorney to whom
the material was disclosed attesting to
his personal, good faith belief that no
other copies of such materials have been
made available to the party he
represents or any other person to whom
disclosure was not specifically
authorized.

(d) Sanctions for breach ofprotective
order. The sworn statement referred to
in paragraph (b) shall include an
acinowledgment by the person
providing it that breach thereof may. for
up to seven years following publication
of a determination that the order has
been breached. subject to being barred
from practice in any capacity before the
Coamission-

(1) The person submitting the
statement and

(2) Such person's partners. associates.
employer, and employees.
Any breach of a protective order may be
referred to the United States Attorney.
In the case of an attorney. accountant.
or other professional, such breach also
may be referred to the ethics panel of
the appropriate professional association.
and the offender and the party he
represents shall be subject to such other
administrative sanctions as the
Commission determLnes to be
appropriate, including striking from the
record any information or briefs
submitted by. or on behalf of. the party
represented by the offender.

(e) Sanction procedures. The
Commission shall determine whether
any person has violated a protective
order, and may impose sanctions in
accordance with paragraph (d). Any
person against whom a sanction is
proposed to be applied shall be afforded
a reasonable opportunity to be heard
before the determination is made.
§ 207.8 Quesbonnalrn to how the force
of subpoena subpoena enforcement
Any questionnaire issued by the

Commission in connection with any
proceeding under section 303 or title V13
of the Act. may be issued as a subpoena
and subscribed by a Commission,
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after Which it shAll haVe the forceand
effect of a subpoa authorized by the
Commission. Whenever any parry or
any other person WaiU to respond
adequately to suon a subpoena, or
whenever a party or sny other person
refuses or is unable to produce
information re-quested in a tiMely
mannerand in the form required. or
otherwise significantlylfiandy impedas an
Invesiaptionmmiss. theaCoion my (a)
us the best information otherwise
available in maidu rminationits dete.i
(diciale) secek jtoW enforemen f the
subpoena pursuant to 1:9 U.S.C (cl
take such otser actions azare necessary
anincludingd apprate. ciwaiver oi any
dxme limitation set forth in this part as
necessary to obtain needed infazuatio:
or (d) any combiuation of the above.-

tive determinationsCl7Atftm=&vv shonam by
dbtdedCotnr

If the ComisSioners voting on a
detminadtion by the Cammssioz vndTitleVIIoftheActaresct=3o orTidw Aa are
evenl ~vid as to whether the
determinrmativeaton should be aff or

eatethe Commission shall be
deemed to have dade an affi;ative
determination. For the Purpose of
applyiang thheis paragrph. Wn the issue
eio tCommiSsion is to det

whether there is.. whether +tere wouid
baor whether there is a reasonabls
indication oi-

(eriala)jurMatiny itoutryan ndsin
the United States.
(bjeatofmaterial injurytoselzto such

ry,&a industr
(c) Material retardation of the

estbisohient a an ryiindu t; the
United State
by reason of imports of thhe miercandse.
an aaffirmtive vote by any
Commissioner Onfany o the isssllues ha
bee-eaad s oa vatethat the
deterination should be iraativffme.

eouirmnatisona
§ 2010Filingo7.a pettion wftu

Any interested parry who aes a
ipedion with the administering authonty
pursuant to second02(7b)(1) or 732(b)(1)
of the Act shall in accordance with
csetion,027(b))(2 or 7(32b2))(otthe Act
leacopyMec of the petition With the
Secretary ai the Commission on the
same day as the petitiofieln is d with the
adiniringsitetauthority. -

207.1ontentsofpetition.1 C-w oa peton.
71petiton shall alelege the elemnts

ancessar for the imposition of a duty
under section 7Q1(a) or t731 of the Ac:
andraconnrtasin ilnfomtioeaonaby

available to the peotitioner supprting the
See & 207.2 for alistofllallegati=s . i = for a list of

factors relating ttoiiju ryconsidered by
the Commision. Lf tba petition alleges
citial drt 3ta. it shall also
contain information reasonably
availablefindto the petitioner in support of
tm, r~dt equired to be made by the
Co mission purunto sections
70(b)(4)(A) and M(b)(4)(A) of the Ac.
Penonero ae advised to reier to the
administering anthoritys regulations

Noticeofparticipationofonceinm b Contents o petidto

ms2ne-12 atim ofbIjtur.
7.12Noticeofreceipt y the Commission Of a

petition undar I . or receipt of
notice that the administering authority
has comenced, an investigation nder
section 7,agaJ or 73Z(a) of the Act. the
Direcor shadL as soon as practicable
aft= consultatilon with the administering
auhry, institute a preiminary
lmretiadication etermine whether there
3is ressona in=da of injury under
seton 7t(a) or 773(a) of the Act and
sall publish a notice, to that aleict In
tithFederl Reostau.
207.1i Coopwahn wthad.Nam
sfidr MKWk iq"agao
Subsequent to institute of an

fnvsgatiM uuan the
Director shall conduct sucn
investigation as he des apopate.
InioratIon addu2ed in the investigate
shel be placed on the recod. Tim
Director shall coaverate with the
administering authority in it:s
determination of the suzcg=Y of a
petition and in Its decision whether to
pe=%it any proposed amendment to a

2e7i14Negnpeto
Upon receipt by the Commission Of

notice from the admintering authrtty
d section 7Md) or 7=dl of the Act

that the ainistmen a rty ha
made a negative petition deter-nat
nde section 7c)(3) or 7=c)(3) of the
Ac the investigation begun pursuant to
I 2.=2 shall terminate. The Drec>or
shall aodfy all peCn Who ha
received requests fo infomatn fom
him of the term-inatio.

Any peson =ay submt to the
Commission on or before a date
specfiud in the natica of investigation
issued pursuant to I 207-Z a written
statement of information pertinent to the
subject =attar ot the iestigation. If he
de- it acnrotziate the irectr shall
hoid a conference pursuant to
= t.12(a). The coaerence. if any, shall

be -eld afte ntice thee is Served On

the part and published in the Fedak
Regiser and shall be nbed
Naotithstandi:n the foregoing the
Commission may demcde to hold a
hearing in Heu of the Directo's olding
ofaconference.

The Director sal submit to the
Commission is e m tion based
On the record cnengthe eVistance
of a reasonable indicaion of injury
ude secto 7M(aJ or 7M(a) of the Act.

f 207.17 Oetm3*tutlo by Ccwiatc

1xcpt in the csa of a petition
dismised by the administeing
aut*hoty undar section 7gc (3I or
,32(c)(3) of the Ac. the CommIiSion.
within 45 :asafter the data an which a
petition is Sad under secton. ,-2xb) or
7n(b) of the Act or on which it recrivas
oti fr=o the administming authority
of an investgatincom under
section 7ga) or 732(a) of the Act shall
make a preizinary determination based
upon the best information available to it
at that dfe of whether ther is
reasonable ;idicadon of 3njur by
reason of i amotsof the merciandie
which i3 the subject of the invavszti son
by the administeing authority.
1 207.18 Notic d,v&nw

The Commission shal notify the
petitioner, other ;ardas to the
investgaton, and the adm4inisterng
authority of its preliminary
determation nde section 7c(a) or
733(a) of the Act and of the fat and
conclusions of law lpon which the
detednation is bsed and it shall
publisbanotice of its deterination in
the Fedeml Register. If the
Commission's preliminary determination
is native the investigation shall be
teminated, If the Comis ion's
preiminary determination is afflrative.
the Dietrmy continue investigative
acivnties pending Notice by the
adminitering authority of its
preiminary determination =der section
703(b) or 7n(b) of thct.ffecIitithe
administesiing authority's preii
detemination is a6=tive. the
Commiion shag institute an
investigation in accordance Witt
subpart C. If the adz inistaog
authority's preliminary detmination is
negative, the. Dtracicr shall continue
on investigative activities as he deem3

appropriate pending a Snaonl
determination by the admutistezrng
authority under secti 70S(a) or 73$a)
of the Ac.
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SubmanC-Final Determnataors
f 2072 Notice of Investigatlon.
Upon receipt of notice from the

administering authority of an affirmative
preliminary determinaton under section
703(b) or 733(b) of the Act or. If the
administering authority's preliminary
determination is negative, of an
affirmative final deteraction under
section 705(a) or 735(a) of the Act. the
Commission shall publish in the Federal
Register a notice of its investigation to
reach a final determination under
section 705(b) or 735(b) of the Act. Upon
receipt by the Commission of notice
from the administering authority of Its
negative final determination under
-ection 705(a) or 7235(a) of the Act, the
corresponding Commission fv0stigation
shall, terminate.
§ 207.21 Staff rpoMt

(a) The Director shall prepare and
place in the record a staff report
containing preliminary findings of fact.
Portions of the staff report containing
confidential or privileged information
will be placed in the nznpublic record.
and the remainder of the staff report.
including a nonconfidential summary of
the confidential or privileged partions,
will be placed in the public record.

(b (1) 75$day ivestigations.-In
injury investigations that are to be
cmpleted in 75 days. namely,

(i) Injury investigations following an
affirmative final determination by the
administering authority after a negative
preliminary determination by the
administering authority (I 20=25(c)),

(ii) Investigation to review
Agreements to eliminafte injurious effect
(& 207.41), or

(ii) Other investigation provided for
in these rules incorporating by reference
timing rules of this subpart (continued
investigations provided for in 207.42
and investigations in transition under
subpart D).
the staff report shall be placed on the
record by the Director within
approximately 45 days of the date of
issue of the corresponding Commissi=
notice of investigation.

(2) o20day or extended
investigtdons.-.n injury investigation
that are to be completed within 120
days, namely. injury investigations
following an affective preliminary
determination by the administering
authority under § 207.25(b) and other
investigations provided for in these rules
that incorporate by reference timing
rules of this subpart (continued
investigations provided for in I 207.42
and investigations in transition provided
for in subpart D of thi8 part), or in
investigations extended pursuant to

section 735(a)(2) of the Act. the staff
report shall normally be placed on the
record by the Director on the third day
after the date of issue by the
administering authority of its a affirmativermatve
final determination.

(3) 180.dayinvetnigatio--uIyn injr
Investigations cocrn waived and
certain othtt countemrailig duty orders
unde 207.30(c) of these rules, that are
to be completed within 150 days. the
staff report shall be placed cm the record
by the Director within approximately
130 days of the date of issue of the
corresponding Commission notice of
investigation.
1 207.22 Prehertn stateent.
Within 15 days after the date of

service by the Commiasion to the parties
of the public portion of the staff report.
e party shal submit to the
Commission a prehearing statement. A
prehearing statement shall, to the extent
possible, refer to the record and shall
include:

(a) Exception if any, to the
preliminary findings of fact contained in
the staff repot

(b) Any additional or proposed
alternative findings of fac&

(c) Propoped conclusions of law; and
(d) Any other information and

arguments which the party believes
relevant to the subject matter of the
Commission's determination under
section 705(b) or 735(b) of the Act.
§ 207.2 Hebig.

(a) Ai genermL The Commission shall
hold a hearing in the course of an
Investigation upon the written request of
any party to the investigation, or at Its
own instance, before making a final
determination under section 705(b) or
735(b) of the Act Any such request must
be received by the Commission within
15 days after the date of publication in
the Federal Register of the notice of
investigatoE under this subpart.

(b) Procedures Any such hearing
shall be conducted after notice
published in the Federal The
hearing shall not be subject to the
provisions of Subchapter IL Chapter 5,
Mtle 5. United States Code, or to section
702 of that title. Any person desiring to
appear at a hearing shall notify the
Secretary not later than five (5) days
prior to the date of the hearing. Each
party shall limit ttes presntation at the
hearing to a nonconfidential summary of
the information and arguments
contained in its prehearing statement. to
a nonconfidential analysis of the
information and argumen'a contained in
the prehearing statements required by
I 207.22. and to infoormatin not
available at the time its preheating

statement was filed Each other person
appearing shall limit Its presentation at
the hearing to a brief statement of its
position with respect to the subject
matter of the investigation. Hearings
shallbe subje&201.12.ct to with the
exception of paragraph (g) thereof

(c) Heang Transcipts. (1) In general.
A verbatim transcraipt shll be made of
all hearings or conferences held in
connection with Comion
investigations conducted under this part.

(2) Revision nscrioftrapt. Within 10
days of the completion of a hearing, any
person who testified at the hearing may
submit proposed revisions to the
transcript of his testimony to the
Secretary. No substantive revisions will
be permitted. If in the judgent oi the
Secretary a proposed revision does not
alter the substance of the testimony in
question, he will incorporate the
revision into a revised transcript
I 207.24 Po rlngubms
Posthearing briefs concerning the

Wfrmation adduced at the hearing may
be filed with the Secretary within a time
specified by the official presiding at the
hearing, provided that no such
poathearing br-ef shall exceed 10 pages
of textual material, double spaced. on
8% x 11 inch stationery. In addition, the
presiding official may permit persons to
file within a specified time statements
responsive to questions or requests
made by the Commission at the hearing.
Posthearing submissions which do not
accord wit th is rule will not be
accepted.
I 207.2 FinaterminationbdthMfnatdog by Me

(a) In Geneml. At the times specified
below, the Commission shall make a
final determination of whether-

(1) An industry in the United States-
(i) Is materially injured. or
(ii) Is threatened with material injury,

or
(2) The establishment of an industry

in the United States is materially
retarded,
by reason of imports of the merchandise
with respect to which the administering
authority has made an affirmative
determination under section 705(a)(1) or
73S(a)(1) of the Act.

(b) Period forminjury detennination
following affinrative preliminary
determination by administering
aubority. If the preliminary
determination by the administering
authority under section 703(b) or 733(b)
of the Act Is affirmative, then the
Commission shall make the
determination required by paragraph (a)
of this rule before the later of-
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(1) The 120thday after the day on
which the administering authority
makes its affirmative preliminary
determiation under section 7M(b) or
733(b) of the Act. or

(2) The 45th day after the day on
which the administering authority
Makes Its affirmative final
determinationunder section 705(a)(1) or
4735a)(l) or (21 of the Act(c) PeriodforinjurydeterminationfUi d&
tdpoeeninona
tyathfoM7y ie ithe prlminary
determination by the terin
auctitnhority der s3(eo 703(b) or 73b)
of the Act is negative, and its dial
udettermination nde section 7(a)(1) or
735a)(1) or (2) of the Act is affimative.
then the final determination by the
CoMission =de bis section shalI be
madewidf75 d ater t date of
ngthe ads1mintectig authority ative
Bal determination.

a(d) Certitniln adindioaflndgs. (1) IfingthetheadministeringfEd foi
authoritriticaly as to c'tcalces
5-d se)ction 0(a)(1 of te Act isissionshallincludefindings1theIOsallintSa~t-gndi
axtoZ whta-

(i lThere is materW xjuhich wil
be Fcui ora. and

injurywasCHITahmerws by reson
- such aasive ports ofthe

subsidized Merchandise over a
relatively short period.

findingoftheadministering(21iftheirdin of the administg
a)uthority Mude sction 73t(a131 f he
cAmct cnce:nng ritical c::ustce is
afirmative, then the Snal determination
of nthe eCom=ssion shall iMlud a
Ending as to whether the material injury
is bpy reason of amvai imorts
deswied in section 73a)(3) of the Act
to rdan extent that.noir to prevent
sCh moatrecuring.itiserial injury frm c=-.g= it is
necessary to impase the duty imposed

-by simian 7M of the Act reactdyely
those tM-s--

on of thee dial detrmnan of the
reomm Sio is that ther is no material
Wnjh ebut that ther is tersa of material
Inuy, then its determination shall also
Include a Endmaterialing as to whether riall
njurx y rea impos of the
merchandise wihth respect to wich the
administering authority has made an
aImimaatove deerterntinan u
sections735703(a) or (a) of the Act.
would have been found but for any
uspeion of liquidatiorn af enties of

handise.the me~icand~e.fmaterialinjury(1== an x=Wwad In
(a) In mauking Its determinations nder
sndn703 dM05b) 733( anti 733(b)

of the Aoct. the Commissin shall
consider, among other factors-

(1) Th volume of imports of the
cmerch-d'se whih is the subject- of the
ainaestigtin

(2) The effect of imports of that
merchandise on prices In the United
Svtates for lie products and

(3) The impact ofimports of such
on domesticproducersofdecadse = dotcpmdr of

(blForpu)(1pose of paragaph (a-1
In evaluating thfe volme of imports o
merschnandie,.the Comnisao shall
consider whether the volume of imports
of them adbe.-or any isoe in
that volume either in absolute terms or
relative, to production or consumptin
the United State is sigat.

(2) 1evaluaing t of impors
of sesuch merchandise an pric the
Commission ahl onsider whether-

(in iThere has been sigifcant price
adercutdngby the imported
merchandise as comricepared with the p
Of like prodUcts of the United States
and

(ii mhe effect of I=prts of such
merhandlaotherwise edepresses prics
to a sifricant degee or prevents p ica
Inchees. wmich otherwisehweould baa
ocmrd. o ifia signIcrnt degee..

(3xaminingtheimpacton; nini ths imspac on the
afeocted induw tCmmission shall
evealuante all rlevat toeconomic facrs
which a bearig at he state of the

cluding,butnotlimitedto1::dust7. ncin g,rt but not Limited to-
(ii Actl and potential decline in

output. sales, market share profits
productivity, return an invesnents
ut.1iion of capacty,

(ill ces.Facton affecdg omestic pri
and

(11i] Actual and potential negative
effects on cash so. inventors,
employment. wages. Poth. ability to
raise capitaL and investment.

(cicultural) Spec rmle for agrtural
produ (1) The Commission shall nt
determine that there is n material

material injurytotnuwu or threat of mtrl in* to
United States producers of an
agicnita cm yrely becau
the prevailing market price is at or
sabov the icemini= a8rt pr.

(2) Inarthelturae of gicuitral products
the Commcosion shall tnsider any
lcmased brnmentincomeden on gover entincome
or price support programs

(d) For puirpoInses o is secton-to
dete=ning whether ther is a threat of
materommissionial =1=ur.the Cacmsaon shall
consider among othe factors-

e ofsubsidized(1) The rate of 1noeasoof ubsidized
or dumped exports to the U.S. market:

ry(2 Capad: in the exporting uztry
to generate exuartr a

export(3) Te valabilit7 of other exot
8 ' :,

The CommIssion shell aLso consider
such information as may be presented to
it bythe admistering authority as to
the nate of the subsidy (particularly as
to whetherte subsidy is an exports
subsidy COnsistent with the
Agreement) provided by a foreign
country and the eects likely to be
causedby.Lhe subsidy.
230.2? Sfanwd for detarr~netimn
Th* presnc or absence of any factr

which the Commission is required to
consider under U2. shall not
necessariyve decsive sidance with
respect to the determination by the
Commission of atr. The term
'material injury' =e sha= which is
not inconsequential mmateriaL or
ounimportant ln etermining whether
injury is oceing by reasn of
susidized or less than fair value
i=port he Commission will look at the
eects3 of such =ports on the domestic
industry as set forth in §207.5 The
Commission will also take into account
informtrtion preented to it or that it
obtains. if ay, demons=ating that the
har= attifuted by the petitioner to
subsidizrd or Iess-faair-valze
imports is attludingls to facto= other
than nhose listed in 4 275 incsIng
volume and prices of noasubsidized
importtions or iports sold at less than
fair valu. contracdao in demand or
changes in pattern of cnsumption.
trade restictive practices of and
cmetit=poentetween the foreign and
do tcproducesors. develomntcs in
techaology, and the export peroan
and productivity ofizedthe domestic
indstry. The effects from the subsidL-ad
or less than fair value imports will not
be weighed against the effect3
assocated with other factors which may
hbe contrbuting to overall injury to an
idutry. Nor Wi the petitioner be

required to bear the burden of proving
the ngative, that is. thmateral injury
nofnoticeofis nat caused bysuch other factor
27.2 fticada of ,atim of
ft"MrONICI
siWhenever the Commissio akes a

final determination =der section 33 or
title V7I of the Act. it sha notify the
petitioner. other parties to the
investigation. and the administering
authority of its detarm:inat and of the
facts and coclusions oi law upon which
the determination is based and it shall
pubiish notice ci its determination in ta
Federal Register.
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Subpart D-Transton
207.30 Pending Investigations and

existing countervaling duty orders.
(a) investigations in process at the

administering authority as of the
effective date. If. as of the effective date,
there is an investigation In progress
under section.303 of the Act as to
whether a bounty or grant is being paid
or bestowed on either duty-free imports
subject to a Commission injury
investigation or imports from a country
under the agreement or, under the
Ar. ".nmping Act. 1921, as to whether
imports from a country are being or are

likely to be sold in the United States or
elsewhere at less than fair value, then
the following rules apply: If the
administering authority as of the
effective date-

(1) Has not made a preliminary
countervailing duty or a tentative
antidumping determination. as the care
may be, then the Commission shall issue
a Notice of Investigation and commence
an investigation with respect to the
same matter in accordance with 207.12
to determine whether there is a
reasonable indication of injury, as
provided for in sections 703(a) or 733(a)
of the Act, which shall be completed
within 45 days after the effective date;

(2) Has made a preliminary
countervailing duty or a tentative
antidumping determination. but not a

final determination, then the
C. dssion shall proceed in
accordance with subpart C of these
rules to investigate the same matter.
except that In the event of a negative
preliminary or negative tentative
determination by the administeri
authority, the Director shall continue
such investigative activities as he deem
appropriate pending a final
determination by the administering
authority.

(b) Investigations in progress at the
Commission as of the effective date. If.
as of the effective date. the Commission
is conducting an investigation under
section 303 of the Act or section 201(a)
of the Antidumping Act. 192L as to
whether an industry in the United States
is being, or is likely to be injured, or is
prevented from being established, it
shall terminate any such investigation
and initiate an investigation concerning
the same matter under title VII of the.
Act. which shall be completed within 75

days after the effective date, and it
Shall-

(1) Treat any final determination of
the administering authority under
section 303 as a final determination
under section 705(a) of the Act and
consider the net amount of the bounty or
grant estimated or determined under

section 303 as the net subsidy amount
under subtitle A of title VII of the Act;
and

(21 Treat any final determination of
the adminstering authority under the
Antidumping Act. 121. as a final
determination under section 735(a) of
the Act.

(c) Cammission investigations of
injury in coses in which countervailing
duties were waived ora countervailing
duty order wa published afterJuly 26,
:1979. Upon receipt by the Commission of
the administering authority's most
current net subsidy information
pertaining to any countervailing duty
order in effect on the effective date
which the administering authority
waived under section 303(d) of the Act
or which was published after July 2,
1979, Mth respect to products of a
country under the agreement. or the
subject of which concerns frozen.
boneless beef from the Eumopean
Communities under Treasury Decision
76-109 (10 Cust. B. & Dec. 189 (19763), the
Commission shall commnce an
investigation to detmcine whethr- there
is injury within the meaning of secrdion
204(a)(Z of the Trade Agreements Act.
which investigation shall be completed
within 18o days after such receipt. The
Secretary wil transmit the
Commission's determination to the
administering authority and publish it in
the Federal Register.

(d) Commission investgatian ofinjury
in cases in which countervailing duty
orders werepublished before July2&
1979. and were not waived Within 3
years of the effective date, a request in
writing may be filed on behalf of the
government of a country under the
Agreement or on behalf of exporters
accounting for a significant portion of
the exports to the United States of the
merchandise subject to a countervailing
duty order in effect on the effective date
or issued pursuant to a court order in an
action brought under section 516(d) of
the Act, and not subject to paragraph (c)
of this rule. then the Commission shall
comence an investigation to determine
whether there would be injury by reason
of imports of the merchandise covered
by the countervailing duty order if the
order were to be revoked. The request
shall set forth, the person. persons. or
government making the request; the
order as to which the request is made:
the relief sought' the factual basis
therefore, and otherwise be generally in
compliance with part 20 of these rules.
In addition, the Director may prescribe a
form for making such requests. which
shall be completed if available, and
which may require information that the
Director considers necessary to conduct

the investigation The Commission
determination in such investigations
shall be made within 3 years of the date
of the receipt of the request that caused
the Comission to investigate. Within
10 days after the filing of a request
under this subsection the Secretary
shall notify the administering authority
of the order or orders that are the
subjects of the requesL The SecretaMr
will also transmit to the administering
authority the Commission determination
in investigations under this section. and
publish notice thereof in the Federal
Register.
207.51 Scheduling the institution of

Investigation of certain unwaived
investigations.
Among the factors considered by the

Commission for establishing priorities of
institution among requests under
I 207.30(d) when the work before the
Commission is such as to make
immediate investigation in such cases
impractical are:

(a) The trade interests of the United
States:

(b) The length of time a countervailing
duty order has been in effect (longest
first);

(c) The volume of trade of the product
in question; and

(d) The appropriateness of
consolidation of investigations relating
to like products.
207.32 Procedures for pending

investigation
The procedures set forth fn subpart B

of this part. including applicable time
limitations, shall apply to all
investigations requiring a preliminary
determination within 45 days. All other
investigations described in this Subpart
D shall comply with the procedures.
including applicable time limitations. set
forth in subpart C of this part.
Subpart E-Terminated, Suspended,
and Continued Investigations,
Investigations To Review Negotiated
Agreements, and Investigations To
Review Outstanding Determinations
§ 207.40 Termination and suspension of
investigation.

(a) An investigation under title VII
may be terminated by tCe Commission
by giving notice-in the Federal Register
to all parties to the investigation, upon
withdrawal of the petition by the

petitioner. The Commission may noi
terminate an investigation. however.
before a preliminary determination is
made by the administerIng authority
under section 705(b) or section 733'b) of
the Act.

(b) Upon receipt of a notice of
suspension of an investigation by the
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administaring authority under section
704 (b) or 734(b). the Secretary shall
issue " a notice of suspension of the
Comiission investigation. Such
suspension shallnaot prevent the
T~jzwctor from conducdng such other
iavetative activities as he deems
appropriate with respect to the same
mate.

Cc) Remtpelonbf spanded
nvestigation(1) Purpose. If
administering au&,ahthorittermines that
an agreement described in subsection
704(b)r(c) orsubsection7 b)or(b)or)(c
of the Act is being. or has been violated.
or no longer meets the requrimants of
section 704 or -o the Act (other than
the ;qeuireemenunder subsections
7%0c)(1) and M74(c)(l), of complete
elimination of irnjuy) and sc notices the
C.omission of it sdetaermination nadon and. in
the event that the investigation
suspended by the agreement was nowt

tedtheCommissionshalltwrizatd. the Comision al
ums the investigation as if this

deteminadonof the a
authoritty Wer an affirmaive
Preliminary dretermination undei~~~~~~~hmbec-- ,1~ ar 7=(b ¢soi teAc

(2),Pseod/oirfty m
Ca i shal maie its f5nal

detin canformity with t!e
,chelished in I =7 b
(33P.=C=Lns- The procedures sat

forth in subpart Cappicable to
investigations requiring omplleton
within 20 days shall appiy to ail
investigatizas instituted under this

.
I7.4 ".View of
aqrms to dhmtaeimeuRWWux effect

ot1 ai r or up sd 3

If the administering authority
determines to suspend an investigation
upontnce of an agreement to
dlmitis the Injurious effect of
subsidized imports or imports sold at
mpLos tha i value the Commission
shall. u= petiion. Initiate an
investigation to determine whether the
Injurious effect of imports of the
merchadis which wa the subject of
the suspndd investigation is.
itionsmyominated completely by the agreement
Pedt*ons may be fliedsbey a part the
investigation which is an intereutd
party describein subparagraph,(3), (41.
or (51 of I 7..Zh) Investiatiow under
thisJ 27.41 shall be completed within
ion73 dcays of their nitiation.

I 20.42 Inveslqtion Continued upon
request.
Upon rceipt of advice from the

admnistering authority that it has
received a request for the continuation
of a suspended investigation pursuant to

sectionl7'04(gJ or MWgl of the Act. the
Commission shal continue the
investigation. The procedures set forth
iIn seubparts B and of this part.
including apcabla time limitations
hall apply to all continued

ionveestiinationgai witsrule
1 datermh=1attn IngationstoreviewagreementsandinbWestgqon to review aqreem and In

*e=tlmd Irmeelgatom
Inuakng a Einal determatioa in.

investigations to review agemets
described in' 2=.4. armi continued
Inetigations described In I 207.4Z the

Commission shall consider all of the
merchandise which is the subject of the
Investigation.
3207.4 CoassIi-datown d
The Commission may, when

appropriate. consolicontinued
in)vestigation un'.lr~section 704(gj or
section 734(gj of the Act with
investigation to review agreements for
the elimination. of inJury under section
7,04() or section 734(h) of the Act.
* 207.449 dontqzm to review

(a) Purxw&e Upon the receipt ai
information cneinor upon a
request ',or the review ciL a
determination cocriga suspension
agreement acascepted under sction 704 or
704 cf the Act or an affirmtive
determination made under section
704(h)(2, 703(b). 734(h)(2), or 735Z(b) of
the -Act, or nder the Antiduvinpin Act
or section 303(b) of the Act. which
shows chean ed circumstances sufficient
to wart a re-new at such
deterination. the Commission shaLl
institut)ean investigaion to determn
as thx case may be.(iXwhether in light
of the alleged changed dcrstnUc
the agreement contins to eliminate
completely the injurious effect of
partssanoef the merchandise: or (2)
whether change circumstnc exist
which indicate~that anU indusry in the
United States would not be thresatned
with material Injury, or the
establiersment of suh an industry would
not be aterially rtarded. if the
ocouintervaiing duty orde or
atidumigns. order were =died or
eoked In tnhe absence ot 3ood cause
shown. no invtigation uder this
120.45 shalgb instituted within 24
onths of the date of publication of thei

notice of the suspension or
determination.

(bJ Procedures. The procedures set
forth in subpart C applicable to
investigations rquid ng completion
within ofdays shall apply to al
investigations instituted nde-r this

207.45.

20=7.44 Uotiu!thzeda dmicetano ot
of a etonthitsb".

Nath ingi 207.45 Shall limit the
tnhern authority of the Commission to
Issue an appropriate madification.
clarification. or coretion of a
determination within a reasonable time
of its issuanc.

Subpart F-4udlcW Review
207.0 4udkdW review.
(a) LgevermL Prsn: entitd to

fudiaL rviewnder section S1BA of
the Act ay seek review in the U..
Customs Court

(b) iiofmeod In the event
a Commzision dete=rmiation is appealed
to the U.S. Customs Court uder section
51s a copy o the record in the
procediag beimoe the Commission, as
such reord is defined in J 2072U3, or a
certified list of all items then, will be
trsmitted. to the Court by the
Secretr accordan with the mils
of the court.

(c) Sarvice ofpmces Th
Commission's general Counsel sall be
the Caomission's agent for service of
process in cases arsngnd section
5_JAotthe Act.
=0.S1 .JudeWI rreview of dentsal of

coWletarnworatin wider proteetive
order.

(a)[irgnern Persons titled to
judcial revew under section 7M.c of
a C==isuion detemination not to
disclose confintial information
concerning domestic rice or c=at o£
production may appiy to the U.S.
Customs Court for an order directing the
Commission to make the information
involved available.

(b) r'=aswiac of mcrd In th event
a court order is sought undr section
777tc)(2e the Comission to
discs c enti inrat
concerning domestic price or cost of
product the Secretary shall within S
days afthr service of a summons and
complaint upon the Co issio
transmit to the court unde seal, the
confldentiAlinformatio involved along
with pertinent parts of the recrd.

(c) Prdment pare ofthe recod The
pertinent parts o the recrd shall
consist of (1) the application for
Commission disclosure together with
any doc!:ents aled in support threof
or in opposition thereto. (2) any
Gaverrment memoranda relating to the
Com::imison's determination, and (3) the
Commission's action on the appliaticn.

(dl ser'dc OfPrCss Ther
Commission's General Counsel shall be
the Commis3ion's agent for service of
process in cases arising uder setion
7(tc)(2) of the Act.
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Conforming Amendments
The following changes are made in

Part 201 of title 19 of the Code of Federal
Regulations:
9201.1 (Amended)

1. Substitute the words.2= through
207" for the words "202 and 207 where
they appear in &201.120.
§201.2 [Amended]
2. Add new paragraphf),(g),s and h)

to § 2012 as follows-
(f) 'Trade Agreements Act' means the

Trade Agreements Act of 1979. Pub. L
No. 96-39, 93 Stat 144.
)(gul'e" means a section of the
Mission Rules of Practice and

Procedure (19 CR Chapter Ir).
(h1) Secretary" means the Secretary

of the Commission.
3. Revise § 201.7to ead as follows:&201.7 Investigativeauthorityandnel7tv =sauthrtad

estigations.intlafln of lrwstgatlons.
(a) Investigative autbrity. In order to

expedite the performance of Its
functions, the Commission may engage
in investigative activities preliminary to
and in aid of any authorized
investigation consolidate proceedings
before it. and determine the scope and
manner of its proceedings;

(b1) zitiation of inmestigations.
Investigations may be initiated by the
Commission On the Commission's own
motion. upon request of the President or
the Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations, upon resolution of the
Cam iittee on Ways and Means of the
"'Uwe of Representatives or the

.nmmittee an Finance of the Senate.
upon resolution of either branch of
Congress. or upon application. petition.
complaint. or request of private parties.
as required or provided for in the
pertinent statute. Presidential
proclamation. Executive order, or in this
chapter.
1 2019, 201.11 and 201.12 [Amended]

4. Substitute the word "information"
for the word "evidence" where it
appears in I 21.9, § 20M.11(c),
i 201.12(e). and § 201.122(g)

5. Add in § 20112(a) the words 'or
conferences" after the term "hearings'
in each place such term is used.

6. Substitute in § 20112d) the words
"not less than 3 business days prior to
the hearing" for the words "three
business days prior to the hearing or as
close to actual presentation at the
hearing as possible."

7. Substitute "(h) Hearing transcripts."
for "(f) Hearing transcripts." in § 2.1

8 Add a new paragraph (i) to § 2012
as follows-.

§ 201.12 Conduct of nonasdodkaftehearings.

(i) Rquests. Any party to a
nonadjudicatory investigation may
request the Commission to take
particular action with respect to any
aspect of an investigation. Such requests
shall be by letter addressed to the
Secretary, shall be placed by him in the
recordL and served on all other parties.
The Comission shall take such action
or make such response as it deems
appropriate.

§201.13 [Amended]
9. Delete from I 2113(a), the

language "for the purpose of appearing
at a public hearing"
[F Dw-np-a=4aSmuaw
9Mo CC 0N-
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

International Trade Adminitration

19 CFR Part 353

Antidumping Duties

AGENCY: international Trade
Administration, Department of
Commerce.
AC'nON Final rule and requests for
comments.

SUMuARYr The International Trade
Administration is publishing final
regulations concerning antidumping
duties. These regulations replace the
Customs Service regulations relating to
antidumping and adopt in part.
regulations proposed by the Customs
Service (44 FR 59742). These regulation
effect the changes made by the Trade
Agreements Act of 1979, which repealed
and superseded the Antidumping Act o

1921, and by Reorganization Plan No.3
of 1979. The regulations now contained
in 19 CFR Part 153 will be deleted from
19 CFR by the Customs Service at a lato
time.
DATES These regulations are effective
February 5. 1980. Written comments
with respect to proposed Customs
regulations. (§§ 153.7(b), part of
153.10(e), 153.12j), 153.68(b), and 153.24
published on Ottober 16, 1979 may be
submitted until March 15.1980.
AOORESS Written comments (in
triplicate) with respect to the provisions
mentioned above may be submitted to
the Assistant Secretary for Trade
Administration, Room 3828 Departmen
of Commerce. Washington, D.C. 20230.
Written comments submitted -411 be
available for public inspection during
regular business hours atRoom 3;it;,
Department of Commerce, Washngton.
D.C.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTAcT. C
Christopher Parlin. James Lyons or Ann
White Foley, Office of General Counsel
Department of Commerce, Washington
D.C. 20230: (202) 377-1434.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:OWN

Backgroumd -

The Trade Agreements Act of1979
was enacted into law on July 28. 1979.
and Title I became effective January1,

1980. The Act transfers the authority to
regulate antidumping duties from the
Treasury Department and the US.
Customs Service to the International
Trade Administration, Department of
Commerce. The Customs Service
published proposed regulations on

antidumping duties in the Federal
Register on October 16. 1979, 44 FR

59742. with comments due on November Since publication by the UPS. Customs
30. 1979. The Department of Commerce Service of proposed rules on October 18.
is hereby adopting certain sections of 197. Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 197
the proposed regulations published at 44 and Executive Order 12188 have
FR 59742 by the Customs Service and effected the transfer to the Secretary of
has determined for good cause, pursuant Commerce of all functions of the
to section 553(d)(3) of TItle 5 of the Department of the Treasury pursuant to
United States Code (5 U.S.C. 553(d)(3U), title VII (including section 771(1). which
that further notice and public procedure defines the administering authority) of
prior to the effective date of these final the Tariff Act of 1930. except for certain
regulations are impracticable. functions reserved to the Customs
unnecessary and contrary to the public Service.

- interest. These regulations ar necessry In anticipation of the transfer effected
to carry out the antidumping program, by the Plan, the Departments of
and consequently they will be effective Commercetand the Treasury have jointly
immediately on publication. The reviewed and considered all comments
Department. however. is deferring received on the proposed regulations
publication of final regulations on issues and have jointly prepared these final
covered by certain sections of the regulations; although since January .,
proposed Customs Regulations 1980, all preparation has been performed

5 published on October 18. 1979. As by the Commerce Department. The
indicated, additional comments with Trade Agreements Act of 1979 requires

d respect to those previously proposed the Department of Commerce to issue
f provisions may be submitted until regulations necessary or appropriate to

March 15, 1980. carry out its antidumping duty -
The provisions of the former Customs responsibilities by January 1. 1981.

Regulations relating to antidumping However, in order for the Department of
ir duties were based on the Antidumping Commerce to conduct its antidumping

Act. 192. as amended (19 U.S.C. 180 et duty program. it is necessary for some
seq.). Section 106(a) of the Trade regulations to be effective as soon as
Agreements Act of 1979, Pub. L 98-39, possible after the effective date of Title I
repealed the Antidumping Act. 1921 as of the Act. January 1.1980. These
amended, effective January 1 1980. - regulations follow. The Department

) Although Title I. Subtitles B. C, and D anticipates that as experience is gained
(Antidumping Duties) of the Trade in administering its new antidumping
Agreements Act of 1979 in large duty program. the Department will
measure retain the substantive law of continue to evaluate these regulations,

B the 1921 Act. some changes and and, when appropriate, will propose
additions to the regulations are required amendments to them. The Department
in order to implement the modification will consider written comments on the

t in substantive law and procedure regulations published below.
effected by the Trade Agreements Acts The Department of Commerce is
of 1979 and Reorganization Plan No.3 of deferring publication of final regulations
1979 (44 FR 69273, December 3. 1979),. on issues covered by certain sections of
which took effect January 2.1980. A the proposed regulations of the Custom.-
number of other regulations incorporate Service published in the Fedeal
existing administrative interpretations Register on October 18, 1979.
and practices which had not heretofore - specifically 153.7(b), part of,e been set forth in regulations but which if 153I0(e). 153.12(j), 153.18(b), and -
are intended to be continued under the 153.24. Final regulations on these issues-
new statute. are not necessary immediately for the
The principal changes in the new Law conduct of the antidumping duty

relate to shortened time limits during the program. Moreover. these issues are
investigative phase of proceedings; complex. and the Department prefers to
detailed provisions concerning gain.- inre experience with them prior to
suspension of investigations; the... publishing final regulations. In addition
imposition of time limits on the -to the sections enumerated above.
liquidation of entries subject to the ~-seconds 153.15 and153.19 of the
assessment of antidumping duties; Customs proposed regulations are not
yearly administrative review of being made final in the form they
outstanding suspension agreements and appeared in the proposed rulemaking.
Antidumping Duty Orders: and greater Several significant changes from current
public participation in, and greater practice were included in these sections
public access to information developed as proposed. Additional consideration
in the course of, antidumping of the suggested changes and the --
proceedings. These changes in the law . comments submitted thereon is
require that conforming amendments be necessary. Accordingly, the subsfFtance
made to the antidumping regulations. the former Customs Regulations on
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drmranca of sale and level of trade
f19 CFR 133.0. 153.13) has been retained
in the interim, and they are published
herein. The viepartment inites

* additional written comments on
Customs proposed regulations
I§ 153.7(b). 153.10(e). 133.12(j). 153.iS.
133.18(b). 153.19 and 15324. Comments
should be sent to the address !isted
above and must be received by March
15. 19802,
On November 16 1979. the President

directed Executive Departments and
Agencies to ensure that federal
regulations will not place unnecessary
burdens on small businesses and
organization. The President's
mnemorandulm was issued after
publication of the proposed regulations
on antidumping duties and preceded the
close of the comment period by only two
weeks. To comply with the President's
-.efloranldunt. the Departments of
commercee and the Treasury have

examined the written comments for
those relating to smail businesses and
have anempted to incorporate these
comments in the regulations published
beiowv.. oreover. the Gecart..ents have
intfleduced some aexibility into th.e
regulationsminimider to inir.nze the
burden on small businesses and
organizations. A section was added
inviring persons intending to file
petitions to seek from the Deparment oi
Caome-.rce information on the
requ.irerents for petiticns' prior to Eling.
A provision wvas added to waive. when
unduly burdensome, the requirement
that parties serve written comments on
all other parties. In at least one case, a
comment was rejected because of the
burden to petitioners, particularly small
businesses. This comment suggested
reqmnng the petitioner to give notu of
its Ming to all parties named in the

However. because the comment
period was well underway at the time of
the President's directive to minimize
unnecessary regulatory burdens on
small businesses. the Departmrent of
Commerce now invites written
comrents specifically on the effect on
small busigenises and or;aizations of
the regulations published below as wefl
as the sections enumerated above upon
which final action is being deferred.
Wrinen comments should be sent to the
address listed above and must be
received by March 15. 1980. The
Department of Commerce will analyze
these comments and. if appropriate.
publish proposed or final amendments
reflecting them.

In Foeregulationsrmulating th -'a ons
pubished below, the Departments of
Commerce and Treasury have

considered all written comments
received as well as the testimony which
was presen5ted at the November . 11979.
conference relating to the proposed
antidumping duty regulations. Some
comments went beyond the scope of this
rulemaking or urged changes
inconsistent with the Trade Agreements
Act of 1979. These suggestions have not
been incorporated. Some comments
addressed-atters more appropriately
addressed by the U.s International
Trade Commission; these were refereed
to the Commission. Some comments
urged a degree of specificity considered
inappropriate for regulations and were
rejected for this reason.
A number of comments stated that the

deadlines are too short for submissions
by parties. for example. the deadlines
for resubmiiang corsidential requests.
for arcumlleging; critical cistances. and
for presenting written views prior to a
final determination. While sympathetic
to these views, the Oepartent has not

gestedchanges"co.ar~ed 1-ha su;Seted changes.
because any additional time granted to
parties would Lpair the ability of the
Department of Commerce to meet the
deadlines imposed by the Act.
A section-by-section analysis of the

comments folloWs:
1. Section 353.0 Scae. T.is section

delineates the scone oi Pan, 3Z2. The
provision, waich appeared in the
proposed rulnmaking. remains
unchanged. This section also provides
that determinaticsby the Secretary
under the Tosf Act of 1930 shall not be
constered major federal actions
sitifcantly affecting the environment
within the meaning of the National
Environmental Pliqcyf 1969. as
amended, or relevant Executive Orders.

Z Section 353.1 Relationship of Fair
Value to Foign Market Value. N1o
comments were received with respect to
this section. and it remains unaltered.

:L Section 353.2 Definition of Foreign
Market Value. This provision references
the manner in which foreign market
value shall be determined. It remains as
published in the proposed rulemaking.

4. Secton 3533 Foreign Market Value
Based on Prce in the Country of
Exportation. No comments were
received pertaining to this provision
and it remains unchanged.

5. Section 353.4 foreign Mfarket Value
;here Sales in the Country of
Exportation 'L-e Inadequate. The
comments received suggested that the
preference for third country sales over
constructed value should be more
strongly stated. Further guidance was
also requested with respect to those
situations in which home markett sales
would be considered inadequate and
constructed value would be determined

.o be the most appropriate means of
calculating foreign market value. The
preference for use of third country sales
set !orth in paragraph (b) of the section
cannot be stated more strongly without
eliminating thle discretion which the Act
confers on the Secretary and which the
Secretary will require in those
circumstances where the use of third
country sales is inappropriate. With
regard to the second comment, other
sections of the regulations. specifically
I 3537 (cost of production) and i 353.8
(state-controUed-*zonomy country).
already indicate two instances where
constructed value ordinarily will be
used. The request that the regulations
more clearly stipulate when home
market sales will be adequate has been
adopted: a general 5 percent rule.
administratively applied for some time.
has now been incorporated in paragraph
(a) of this section.

- & Section 35315 Foreign .V)'a-ket Value
Based on Sales to a Third Country.
Comments were received which
questioned whether it would be more
appropriate to base the selection of a
surmogate third country urst on
considerations of volume rathe_ than
similarity of merchandise. The suchs or
tion wh" de.:ini:on wvich appears in
Secticn7:7116) of the Tarif Act of 1930.
as amended by the T:adeAd:s-e:s
Act of 19;-9. however. requires that
s.m.ilaritly be the paramount
consideration so long as an adequate
volume of sales exsts. Other comments
opinedi that the provision in paragraph
(d) for aggregation of countries should
be used in only exceptional
circumstances. It is likely that the
aggregation principle will be used only
rarely. However. the :e;paz-ent wishes
to gain experience in administering the
program before determining whether a
limitation to 'exceptional'
circumstances" is warranted. One other
comment recommended substituting
'.U.S. market" for "home market" in the
last line )f paragraph (cJ This
suggestion was adopted to ensure no
ambiguity in the provision. which is
intended to refer to the U.S. market.

7. Section 353.5 Formign Mlar-ket Value
Determined by Constracted Value. One
comment recommended that in the
calculation of constructed value. use
should be made of generally accepted
accounting principles as deffined in
§ 153.1.Zj) of the proposed regulations.
However. the publication of § 13.12{j]
in final form is being deferred to permit
farther analysis of the concepts
embodied therein. ConsecuentIv, it
would be premature to consider such
principles as they relate to the
calculation of constructed value. The

-
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other comments received pertain to
subsection (b); specifically, the meaning
of "any element of value" and whether
the transaction prices would be required
to include the statutory minimum of 10%
for general expenses and 8% for profit.
The elements of value to be considered
are those mentioned in § 353.6 (a)(1) and
(a)(2), and a cross-reference to them has
been included. The inclusion of the
statutorily mandated minimum amounts
for general expenses and profit will not
be required in determining the arms-
length nature of the sale between
related parties; normal considerations of
profit and expenses in the market will
be adequate.

8 Section 353.7 Foreign Market Value
Where Sales Are Made at Less than the
Cost of Production. Comments
submitted with respect to paragraph (a)
expressed a concern that the reliance to
be placed on "the best available
information" was over-emphasized and
that an opportunity would not be
permitted for the submission of
supplemental data necessary to rectify a
deficiency in the information supplied.
As the proposed regulations provided.
resort to the "best available
information" will be made whenever the
information supplied is inadequate.
What will, in fact, constitute the best -
available information will depend
largely on the particular circumstances:
at times it may be the information
supplied by the respondents subject to
the investigation. at other times. the
information supplied by the petitioner:
and. of course. it may also constitute a
combination of those and other sources.
Any party will be permitted to
supplement otherwise deficient data as
long as the additional submissions are
made within sufficient time to permit
analysis and verification of the
additional data.
The remaining comments relevant to

this section pertained to paragraph (b)
which defined "cost of production". A
number of the concepts which were
formally described for the first time in
proposed regulations were criticized. In
light of the need for additional analysis
of those comments, the publication of
paragraph (b) in final form is being
deferred although the earlier proposal
should be considered as continuing as a
proposal. Any additional submissions
with respect to the issues developed -
therein are invited,

9. Section 353.8 Foreign Market
Value of Merchandise from State-
Controlled-Economy Countries. The
comments focused on the
appropriateness of the comparability of
economy standard. This concept was
incorporated in the Customs Regulations

on August 19. 1978 (43 FR 35285). and
many of the same issues were
considered then. Although the current
regulations are republished for this final
rule-making, continued consideration is
being given to the possibility of
amending the regulation to reflect the
concerns expressed in the comments,
particularly those relating to other
methods of determining economic and
commercial comparability. One change
has been made in paragraph (a) to
codify a previously unstated preference
for comparisons based on prices.

10. Section 353.9 Foreign Market
Value Based on Sales in a Third
Country by a Related Company. This
provision remains unchanged. Although
a few comments suggested that the
section be expanded to provide
additional guidance with respect to its
use, the absence of any experience
under the provision makes such
elaboration inappropriate at this time.

11. Section 353.10 Definition of
United States Price. The final regulation
remains unchanged. except that
subsection (e) is being deferred. The
definition of purchase price is consistent
with present practice under which sales
from the foreign producer to middlemen
and any sales between middlemen
before sale to the first unrelated U.S.
purchaser are examined to determine
whether any of those sales are made
below cost. Several comments
expressed concern that the language in
the preamble which accompanied the
proposed regulations indicated "that if
the manufacturer or producer knew or
had reason to know that the goods were
for sale to an unrelated U.S. buyer and
the terms of sale were fixed or
determinable from events beyond the
control of the parties as of the date of
importation, the manufacturer's or
producer's sales price to an unrelated
middleman will be used as 'purchase
price.' "The comments suggested that
purchase price would not always be the
most appropriate United States pric. to
use in.such circumstances.
The comment has merit Accordingly.

In the situation described. purchase
price may not always be the most
appropriate United States price: in
certain circumstances, the preferable
comparison will be to exporter's sales
price.
Other comments criticized the "80

percent nrle" contained in paragraph (e}
as arbitrary and contrary to commercial
considerations governing profits. This
provision was not contained in the
former Customs Regulations. In light of
the significant change which would
result and the number of comments
received. it was determined to defer this
provision to permit further study. The I

proposal reflected. in part. past practice
and should be considered as continuing
a: a proposaL

12. Section 35X7.11 Definitions of
Antidumping Duty "Proceeding. "
"Investigation. " "Determination " and
"Order. "This provision remains
unchanged except for technical
amendments.

13. Section 353.12 Other Definitions.
Several comments noted the omission of
United States importers as parties to the
proceeding. This omission was
corrected. all interested parties as
defined by the Act can be parties to the
proceeding. Several comments
suggested that there be a deadline for
filing requests to become a party to the
proceeding. provided that later
intervention would be allowed for good
cause. The essence of these comments
was adopted. The publication of
proposed Customs Regulation § 153.12(j)
in final form is being deferred to permit
further analysis of the concepts relating
to, and the definiton of. the phrase
"generally accepted accounting
principles."

14. Section 353.13 Determination of -

Foreign Market Value. Several
comments objected to inclusion oi the
burden of proof requirement. It was
concluded that while burden of proof
was not the appropriate standard. some - -
standard should be required of the
person claiming entitlement to an
adjustment. Accordingly..the regulation
has been revised to indicate that the
party claiming an adjustment must
establish entitlement thereto to the
satisfaction of the Secretary. .

15. Section 353.14 Differences in
Quantities. One comment questioned
the consideration of industry practice in
determining allowance for quantity
discounts. This provision of paragraph
(a) has been maintained. because
knowledge of the industry-wide practice
assists in the analysis of practices by a
specific firm.
Two comments suggested that

adjustments for differences in prices
arising from sales of different quantities
be allowed without the need to satisfy
the six-month rule or cost justification
rule of paragraph (b). This suggestion
was not adopted. The paragraph (b)
criteria are necessary and appropriate to
ensure adequate substantiation and
valuation of claims for such an.--
adjustment.
One comment suggested that the time

period in paragraph (b)(1) should be the
period of investigation rather than six
months prior to the date the issue of
dumping was raised. This suggestion
was adopted. The investigatory period
ordinarily covers the period from five
months before to one month after receipt
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at an accenable petiticn (see I 353.33).
Thus. this change will simplify the
conduct of investigations without
causing a radical change from curt
practice.
One comment suggested that

paragraph (b)(t) be changed from
requiring that quantity discounts
actually be rantedtto permit:ing the
discount wherever it was "actually
offered." This comment also objected to
the eaquirement that the discount be
wanted with respect to at least 2D
percent of such or similar Merchandise.
Neither suggestipn was adoated. Both
concepts were taken without change
from the former Customs Regulatioas,
they are necessary and appropriate to
ensure adequate substantiation of
entitlement to this adjustment.

Several comments objected to the
incluraion in pan2)graph (b)( of
'sccunts based on savings attributable
.o delivery (as Opposed to production) of
the different quantities involved. Several
other comments urged that savings
attributabia to all disz'i'ution costs and
to lower overhead coss be permitted. It
was determinedd that only savings
attributable to production of different
quantities should Ce permitted. Other
sactons of ihese regulations. such as the
circumstancep of sale orovision
(§ 353p.15, enompass an allowance for
savings attributabie to different delivery
costs. Expansion ot the differences in
quantity provision to encompass
overnead costs would be a radical
1evarture from current 3ractce. Such a
departlre was dete-mined ;o be
inapopriate at this time.

I8 Sec:.;on 353.A3S .Qi.erences in
C.- stances of Sale. Several
comments; objoc2al : ±s expansion of
the adjustments permitted und"
section of the proposed regulations
Several others regarded the expansion
d. too limited. Because of the number
and range of comments. the proposed
regulation has not been made flial. The
substance of the provision from the
former Customs Regulations (19 CR
153.101 has been republished: possible
revision has been deferred, although the
earlier proposal should be considered as
continuing as a proposal. (The
regulation as published herein is
intended to reflect no change in the
substance of the Customs Reguations
under the Antidumping'Act. 19ZL in --
effect on December 3T 197.)

17. Section 3D53.e168 e iffrencs in
Physici arc2Jrrisec Several
comments suggested that the adjustment
aot be limited to differences in physicci
characteristics. This Limitation was in
the former Customs Regulations. It was
not considered appropriate to change it
at this time. One comment suggested

that the phrase 'cost of manufacture' be
changed. to "cost of production' to be
consistent with the wording used in
other sections. This suggestion was
adopted. One comment questioned the
sentence dealing with merchandise not
tending itself to comparison for purposes
of this section. This sentence is intended
to make clear that where an adjustment
for dufferences in physical
characteristics is appropriate but the
usula methods for valuing the difference
are not. the Secretary may select any
other method resonas , _ ',
reflect the impact of any ziierencs in
physical characteristics A new last
sentence has been added to indicate
explicitly that dIfferences in costs of
producing merchandise with identical
physical characteristics will not be
considered appropriate adjustments.
Numerous comments objected to

proposed subsection (b). which provided
that where differences in physical.
characteristics account for more than 13
percent oi the value of the merchandise.
an appropriate allocation of any profit
realized on the sales under
consideration also would be made to
material or labor used or services
periormed in a'eating such differences.
This provision was not contained in the
former Customs Reulations. In light of
the radical change from current 2ractice
and the significant number Of comment3
received, this provision will be 4eferred
to permit further study. (The easier
proposal should be considered as
continuing as a proposaL)

13. Sec3tio1ns 33.7 and 3.113. M
Offering Price and Fictious Sales. No
romments were submitted regarding
these sections Accordingly. they remain
as in the proposed rale-mtaing.

19. SecVon 3=19 L~avel of Trade.
Several comments objected to the
change in this provision from that in the
former Customs Regulations. -the
proposed regulation has not been made
final. Possible revision of this section
has been deferred: the ear ier proposal
should be considered as continuing as a
proposal. The provision fr n the former
Customs Reguiation.r. :.
has been republished. (The regulation
published herein is intended to reflect
no change in the substance of the
Customs Regulations under the
Antidumping Act. 192 in effect on
December 31. 1979.)

20 Section 353.20 Sales atVf g
Prces. Several comments suggested that
paragraph (a) be caziied to make
explicit that there can be two fair
values -one calculated in accordance
with i 3=344(b)(3) or 353.19: another for
remaining sales. While tMo fair values
possibly could exist in a situation
involving a level of trade adjustment

(§ 353.'9. the making of adjustments for
differences in quantities (§ 353.14(b)) or
the making of any other adjustments
could not produce more than one fair
value for such or similar merchandise
produced by the same person and sold
at or about the same time as the
merchandise in question sold to the U.S.
Accordingly. reference to § 353.14(b)(3)
has been deleted. In addition, paragraph
(a) has been redrated for purposes os
clarity.
Some comments objected to

paragraphs (b) and (c); they suggested
that weighted averages always should
be used. This suggestion was not
adopted. When the vast majority of
sales are at one price, use of that
dominant price clearly is appropriate.
Likewise appropriate is paragraph (d),
which permits selection of "any other
method for determining fair vaiue" when
neither paragraph (a) nor (b) is
appiicable. Because of the lose
relationship between "fair value" and
"foreign market value." it was deemed
appropriate to substitute "foreign
market value' for "fair value' in this
section to reflect the intent that. to the

maIMu extent possible. calculations
will be performed on the same basis for
both fair value and f-oreign market value
purposes. .

2tio2. S5e.21ons 33 and2333.2
Shipomenmts fro lararmdointriesate Cuz5es
and 'wnactias between Relawd
Persons. No comments were submitted
regarding thes sectons. They remain as
pubLished in the proposed rale-making.
= Section 353.23 Oisrgarding

InsianificcntAdjustwments One
tomment proposed that insignificant
adjustments be disregarded only when
to do so would not materially affect the
results oi the calculation This concern
is already reflected in the last sentence
of subsection (a); no further clarification
is necessary. Another comment asserted
that the authonty in paragraph (b) to use
sampling or averaging techniques should
be explicitly circumscribed. This
suggestion was not adopted because the

l._- ; a-iin.e
authority bestowed by the statute. One
comment urged that a new paragraph be
added Indicating that dumping margins
of 1.5 percent or less be held to bed.
07minims This suggestion was not -

adopted. While, under current practice.
margins as high as 0.3 percent have been
considered de minimis. no conclusions
have yet been reached on whether a
fixed standard for de minimis margins
in antidumping investigations is
appropriate and, if so. wnat that level
should be. If and when such a
determination is made. appropriate
changes is the regulation will be
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proposed. la any event, there is no legal
justification for treating 1.5 percent per
se as de minimis.

23. Section 353.24 Fair Value Price
Comparisons in markets Reflecting
Parallel Pricing. Numerous comments
asserted that this regulation, which does
not appear in the former Customs
Regulations. contained excessively
vague terms and reflected a marked
departure from traditional dumping
methodology. This regulation has not
been made final at this time: it is being
defended to permit further study. The
earlier proposal should be considered as
continuing as a proposal.

24. Section 353.25 Information
Generally Available. One comment
suggested that the first sentence of
subsection (a) be amended so that the
reference to material submitted or
collected be limited to "by any
interested party." Since the statutory
provision on the record for judicial
review deals with "all information
presented to or obtained by the
Secretary" (section 515A(b](2)(A)(il,
Tariff Act of 1930. as amended by
section 100(a). Trade Agteements Act
of 1979, 93 Stat. 302 (19 U.S.C. 1SlOa), it
was not considered appropriate to make
this change. Two technical -aes have
been made in paragraph (aj. i; ;ws
determined that instead of merely citing
the statutory provision on contents of
the record for review, the statutory
criteria should be spelled out. It was
also determined that the last sentence in
paragraph (a) should be part of
paragraph (b).

25 Section 353.25 Ex Parte Meetings.
Several comments suggested that the -

record of ex parte meetings should
contain, in addition to the i"""tlty of the
persons present. the date, time and
place of the meeting. This suggestion
has been adopted. It was also suggested
that the regulation identify the party
responsible for preparing the - .

memorandum of the meeting. This
suggestion also has been adopted, The
regulation now indicates that normally
the memorandum for the record will be
prepared by one of the Government
participants. Of course, in light of
§ 353.46(a) ("submission of information
and written views") private parties who
participate in such meetings may submit
their own summaries. Another comment
objected to the materiality requirement
in the first sentence. Section 777ta)(3) of
the Tariff Act of 1930. as amended (93
Stat. 187, 19 U.S.C. 177f(a)(3)) refers to
persons providing factual information
"In connection with an investigation." In
light of the statutory language the
regulation has been changed to refer to
"factual information relating to a

determination." (Section 353.15 of the
Countervailing Duties Regulations. 19
CTIR 355.18, published in the Federal
Register on January 22. 1980 (45 FR 4932
4929), also will be amended to conform
to this change).

28. Section 353.27 Confidentiality
Maintained. In response to a comment
that this section of the proposed
regulations was more appropriately
situated in another section. the material
has been deleted and so transferred.
Several comments objected to
paragraph (b) of the proposed
regulation. They pointed out that unlike
all other situations involving
information submitted under a request
for confidential treatment, this section
contained no provision for notifying. the
submitter of the intent to disclose such
information and providing an
opportunity to withdraw it rather than
have it disclosed. The revised provision
(in j 353.23(e)] clearly indicates that
notification will be given and an
opportunity to withdraw the material
provided in all instances where a
request for confidential treatment is not
granted. The transferred material has
been replaced with language dealing
with the maintenance of confidentiality
of information designated as
confidential by the person submitting it.

27. Section 353.2 Requests for
Confidential Treatment of Information.
One commenter objected to the
provision of a 10% band for
approximated presentation of
confidential information. stating it was
not large enough where the numbers
involved are small. While such a
problem may exist in a small number of
cases, it has been determined that. on
balance, use of a wider band would
have the effect much more often of
excessively distorting the
nonconfidential summary. Accordingly,
the comment has not been adopted.
Another comment stated that paragraph
(a)(3) could result in less information
being made available than under the
former Customs Regulations since only a
brief nonconfidential summary is
required to accompany an agreement to
permit disclosure under an
administrative protective order. Where
such an order is granted. parties other
than those whose attorneys or other
representatives are granted access will.
have only the less detailed non-
confidential summary. This is an
inevitable result of the protective order
mechanism: it was determined to be
inappropriate to require a more detail
summary in such cases. However. the
comment was adopted with respect to
situations where the request for an order
in denied. Accordingly, the regulation

has been amended to indicate that
where the request for a protective order
is denied. a nonconfidential summary
conforming to the requirements of
paragraph (a)(1) or a statement under
paragraph (a)(2) shall be required.
except where. in unusual circumstances.
a less detailed summary is permitted.
Two comments objected to the

provision in paragraph (b) that.
nonconforming requests be returned to
the submitted; they expressed the view
that this paragraph should contain the
same provision for notification to the
submitter and opportunity to correct as
is contained in new paragraph (a). This
suggestion has not been adopted.
Paragraph (b) is concerned with
procedurally deficient requests for
confidential treatment (including
inadequate nonconfidential
summarization). while new paragraph
(e) deals with the substantive question
of the effect of a determination that
information does not warrant
confidential treatment Thus. ;Ze
mechanics for each situation are
appropriate-rejection of a
nonconforming request under paragraph
(b) and notification and opportunity to
withdraw under (e). Of course. a request
rejected under paragraph (b) may
always be resubmitted. as long as the
resubmission is timely. Several
comments objected to this provision and
requested that a 10-day period always
be permitted for resubmission. This
suggestion has not been adopted. Under
the short time limits of the new Act it
would be exceedingly burdensome
automatically to permit a 10-day
resubmission period. Thus. it has been
determined that the language belatedtd
submissions may be rejected" should be
maintained: of course. since the word
"may' is used. where feasible and
appropriate, extensions for resubmission
*will be within the discretion of the
Secretary.

Several comments stated that
paragraph (c) should be amended to
provide that unless a request for
confidential treatment is denied within
10 days, the request should be deemed
accepted. This suggestion has not been
adopted. The rights of other interested
parties to review information not truly
warranting confidential treatment
should not be defeated by the automatic
grant of such treatment for any reason
not relevant to the content of such
information. The regulation has been
amended. however, to provide that
normally a determination on whether to
grant a request for confidential
treatment will be made within 10
working days. - - -
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P graph (d) has been divided into
two paragraph for purposes of clarity.
one dealing with the grant of a request
for confidantal treatment. the other
dling with the denial of such a
request. In new paragraph (e), which
covers tho situation whers requests are
denied, the material onginaly in
paragraph (b) of 353.27 of the proposed
regulations has been relocated.

ti& Sec~on W.29 Sinndods for
Detmining Confidaeneicky of

rmation.* 0rmatfoa One comment objected to
inclusion of "ordinarily" in paragraph
(a. The moment was not accepted..
because it was determined that
ircumstancespardtlar drcstances (eg., public
disclosure of the same iniafration
aisewhere) might make it inappropriate
to grant confidential treatment. Several
comments asserted that information
fom domestic interested parties
garding the operations of foreign

MtSrested parties should aot be
accorded cnfdenl teatment. This
cmmnt has been accepted in par
Praph (b) is being amended to
provide that such information will not
be accorded confidential treatment
excpt to the extent that it migt
disclos the identity of cnFIdential
source used by the domestic interested
parties. This revision is being made
because it is recogniZed that knowledge
sof alegapn y domestiec Interesut
parties isla vtital eemen inpthe attamt
by foreign interested parties to establish
that they aagre not enged in the
compnfanries of uaitices.rade pract
One camment stated that the identity o
wuces should never be mubliciy
disThclosed. is commit was aot
accnderepataed. U prgraph (cc(61, the
identity of sources can be protected
wheor requested and approved. No
change from this standarrard is wanted.

2on9. Secti i . LMted DiscIos
of Ceartin Confidendal Infomadon
Under = dminative Pratectiv
Osde. Numerou comments suggested
tthrnat only atoeys should be eligible for
dislosure -under an administra.tv
proterective ord: several of the
commnts uned farther limitation-to
outside counsel NeAther suggestion has
been adopted. In the Statement of
Administrative Action accompanying
the T-ade .Agements Act of 1979. the
Administration stated that genlerry.-
disclosure under administrative
protective order would be made only to
attorney. (House Doc. No. go-i3n Part
IL 98th Cong. 1at Sees. 437 IJuly 19.W791.) Use oi "generally" precludes
absolute limitation to attomeys. Of
course. business confidential

in-tozation from foreign rms
:cncerning prices of actual transactions,

production and distribution costs, and
names oi particular customers and
suppliers is vital in antidumping duty
proceedings. Such information is
considered highly confidential and will
be provided only if those submitting it
believe that it is. and it is in fact.
exceedingly unlikely that such
information will be disclosed to persons
who should not have access (primarily
competitors). Accordingly, the
Departent will grant administrative
protective orders only where it is
convinced that the requesting person
will be subject to effective sanctions in
the event of a breach: normally this will
be limited to attorns wo arn subject
to disbarment.
Numros comments aLso suggested

an addition to the relations ildicating
that an administrative protective order
will be wanted only up a showing of
good caus.. This ugstion has been
adopted. The applicant for an order
must demonstrate good cause for
release. Further. in determining whether
to grant the order. the Snd of the party
requestfirnag the inomtion. will be
wgnted agnainst the eed of the party
submitting it for continued confidential
treatment Ths balaning test is taken
from language in the Senate Report
dealing with judicial erection orders
(S. Rep. No. 96-24U. Nth Cang. 13t Sass.
I)CO (1979. It was considered
appropate to use it with respect to
administrative protective order as weL

Several comments objected to the
absence of provisions focer noti of a
request for an order and opportunity to
comment and for the rigt to withdraw
Einormation rather than have it so
disclosed. These suggestions were
adocceoadin these rights are available
with regard to information that the
Department does not believe to warrant
confidential treatmet
Some Comments expressed the

concern that paragraph (b)(1)(D) as
drafted could permit disclosure -der"
protectve order to employees of
domestic competitor Thesection use
the phrase - persons employed by
or supervised by the attorney or
representative *'P. Cay,
employees of tidormestic competos
other than counsel should never have
such access. Th relation has been
amended to so indicate explicit.

.31Information3Q Sectin W.- Infrmativfon
ExemptFrom DQifsu One omment
suggested that information received
from a foreign government should not be
'classified' and ttrefore exempted
refrom disclosure wh a foreign
govenmenit is merely transmtting data
received from and prepared n behalf of
private sources. This suggestion ba not
been adopted. Under the terms oi

L'cecutive Order 1205 the Departent
Is not permitted to disregard a foreign
government's submission of information
in confidence. Further. it is often
difficult to determine whether
information is, in fact. relyy being
tasmitted by a foreign government on
behalf of private sources or whether it
has been supplied in. prt at least. by
the foreign government itself. In
practice, foreign governments will be
discouraged from claimin confidential
treatment for information they are
merely transmitting an behalf of private

31. SdfuoenM Procedwrs for
Sif-Wfation Two comments suggested
that lengthy consultations with a
signatory to the Agreement on
antidumpzg prior to initating an
investigation under this section might
unduly delay initiation. To make clear
that this is not contemplated. this
regulation hasgebeen chaned to require
that a signatory be given an opportunity
for consultation prior to self-initiato

n 353.38.a33cu Proedres for
aidci -by Pedtei Some comments
urged reduction ormprin the iation
required to be in a petition. This
comment was not followed. because
information is required only to the.
extent it is reasonably available to the
petitioner. To assist dtitionezs. a
prosion was aded inviting petitions
to obtain additional information
condemning requirements for pedttio by
contactfiing the Ofce of the Asistant
Secretary for Trade Adminstration.
This provision also responds to a
comment which suggested that persons
intending to Me petitions be allowed to
submit their petitions for -'3ceening'
iling.prior to f.
One comment suggested that a

petitioner be required to supply
documentation on which it relish in
making its petition if reasonably
available. This comment was adopted.
Oib comment suggested that

petitioners be required to state the
position of other industry ers oan
the petitio This comment was reected-
on the groud that each idustrr
member best knows its own position
and should be the source of that
nfomation.

* One comment suggested that - -
paragraph (a)(9) implied that the
Seaetary might deviate from the -
standard of section 773(b) of the Act. To
make clear that no deviation from the
Act is intended, paragraph (a)(9) was
revised to conform to the statutory
language.
Some comments suggested that the

petitioner be required to provide notice
of its M1ing to parties named in the
petition or. alternatively. that the
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Secretary publish notice of receipt of a
petition. The service requirement was
rejected as unduly burdensome to
petitioners, particularly small
businesses. The suggestion that the
Department publish notice of its receipt
of a petition was rejected as
impracticable within the 20 days
allowed the Act for the sufficiency
determination.
One comment suggested that the

regulation make clear that only the non-
confidential copy of the petition will be
provided to the representative of the
foreign country. This change was made.
One comment suggested that an

opportunity should be provided for
submission of comments on the
sufficiency of a petition prior to a
determination whether to commence an
investigation. Solicitation of comments
prior to initiation was rejected as
impracticable within the 20 days
allowed by the Act for the sufficiency
determination.

33. Section 35337 Deterination of
Sufficiency ofPetition. One comment
urged that amendment of the product
description, as appropriate. be allowed
based on materials and information
received during the investigation. No
change was made to this section since
such an amendment is not precluded by
the language of the regulation.
One comment suggested that the

regulation make clear that the petition is
deemed to be filed at the time it is
received by the Secretary. This comment
was adopted.

34. Section 353.38 Full-scale
Investigation. Paragraph (b) was added
so that exporters representing a
sufficient dollar volume of exports for a
suspension agreement may request
inclusion in the investigation.

35. Section 353.39 Preliminary
Determinations. Several amendments
have been made in this section to reflect
comments received in response to the
proposed mle-making. Paragraph (b) has
been changed to require that a
petitioner. when requesting an extention
of the period prior to a preliminary
determination. set forth the reasons for
the request. Without such information
the Department would be unable to rule
on the requests satisfactorily. Several
comments indicated displeasure with
paragraph (d) which limited disclosure.
to domestic interested parties
preliminary to a waiver of verification.
Neither the Senate or House Reports nor
the Statement of Administrative Action
are explicit on whether disclosure was
intended to be to all interested parties.
In the interest of fairness, the regulation

disclosure to all parties. Paragraph (e)
has been revised to indicate that the

posting of a bond or other security
should ordinarily be considered
adequate to protect the revenue.
Whether special bonds ultimately will
be required for merchandise subject to a
suspension of liquidation in an
antidumping duty investigation is a
question which must await further
review at the administrative level.

36. Section 353.40 Critical
Circumstance Determinations. No
comments were received with respect to
this section. and it remains unchanged.

37. Section 353.41 Termination of
Investigation. One comment suggested
that this regulation should provide for
termination of an investigation upon a
negative preliminary determination on
injury by the International Trade
Commission. This comment was
adopted.
One comment suggested that the

regulations provide that prior to
termination the petitioner be required to
describe any agreements made and to
certify that it is not aware of any others.
This suggestion was not incorporated in
the regulation. The Secretary has
implicit authority to seek this
information from the parties as part of
his consideration of whether the public
interest is served by termination.

38. Section 353.42 Suspension of
Investigation. Certain aspects of this
section have been further clarified.
Paragraph (g) has been amended to
indicate the principal criterion which
will govern in selecting the most
representative period for purposes of
establishing a ceiling on the level of
imports during the interim period
preceding the date on which the sales at
less than fair value are to be eliminated
or exports discontinued. A number of
comments recommended that the
representative period not include any
time during which sales at less than fair
value had been made with respect to the
subject merchandise. This
recommendation was not adopted.
because where sales at less than fair
value have existed for a substantial
period, the adoption of the
recommendation could compel the
Secretary to utilize a time period which
is truly unrepresentative. Moreover, the
regulations preserve sufficient flexibility
so that the Secretary can use a period
other than the six-month period
ordinarily to be used where
circumstances so require.

Several other comments questioned
whether any authority exists to exclucd
from entry merchandise imported in
excess of the ceiling established
pursuant to paragraph (g). The exclusion

:n-cluded in

the proposed rule-making and has now
been deleted. Where the volume of

entered merchandise is in excess of that
imported during the designated
representative period. the suspension
agreement may be deemed violated.
Other comments suggested that such

terms as "extraordinary circumstances"
and "public benefit" be defined in the
regulations. The definition of these
terms, which are newly added by the
Trade Agreements Act of 1979, will be
deferred until the Department gains
sufficient experience in their
application.
Paragraph (h) relating to a petitioner's

role in the suspension procedures has
been amended to reflect explicitly the
legislative intent that the petitioner be
given a meaningful role during the
period prior to acceptance of the
agreement.

39. Section 353.43 Violations of
Agreements. This section pertaining to
the violation of agreements which form
the basis for the suspension of an
investigation remains unchanged except
for a clarifying amendment in paragraph
(b). The language of that paragraph has
been modified so as to make it clear that
notice of a possible breach will be given
to parties only where that breach is
inadvertent and other than one which is
considered to be intentional as defined
in paragraph (c) of the section.

40. Section 353.44 Final
Deterination. A number of comments
stated that the deadline is too short for
presenting written views prior to a final
determination. While sympathetic to
these views. the Department of
Commerce has not been able to
incorporate the suggested changes
because any additional time granted to
the parties would impair the ability of
the Department to meet the deadlines
imposed by the Tariff Act of 1930. as
amended. However. a provision was
added allowing for an extension of time
for good cause. .

41. Section 353.45 Exclusion of
ParticularFiLrms. Conflicting comments
were received pertaining to this section:
some recommend that exclusion be
automatic; others that it be
discretionary. Practical administrative
considerations dictate that a firm which.
although potentially subject to an Order.
has not itself been investigated. should
bear the burden of making application
for exclusion and supplying the
necessary information. firTshose m
hich are investigated will

automatically be excluded if exclusion
is appropriate. Where firms are
excluded. however, the regulations
provide for publication of the names of
the firms -ed.i

. .. ,.; 'ission of
Information and Written Views. A
comment suggested that the requirement
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that each party serve its written
comments on me other parties be
deleted because or the burden imposed.
an small businesses. In response to this
comment, a provision was added
allowing the Secrtary to waive the
requirement when unduly burdensome.

43. Section 330on 33.47iHear7ngs. One
comment suggested that notice of the
-earig be ;iven in the notice of the
preliminary determination. This
comment was rejected because, at the
time of thlimpreLminary determination.
the :hearillnw.' ot necissarfly have
been scheduled.

e4.iSactron 35tidumpydurping Duty
Order. This section has been amended
to specify that where an investigation is
continued pursuant to section 734(g) of
the Tariff Act of 1930. as amended, and
were the final determinadotns by the
Deoartent and the Commission are

=rmative. the ueparuent shall 3ot
sS:ue an teidumpingj Outy Order so
tong ath'-e suspension agreement
mm=ains in corce and, continues to meet
the statuto yequreuments. and the
parties to the suspension agreement
carry out their obligations thereuer..

45. Section 35349 Secranty in Lieu of
EstimtaedDutuySpending Eari
eDeeerminationof :uty. Some comments

objected to the requirement that
information be submitted within seven
days of publication of the Order. While
it is recognized that this deadline is
short, any longer period is
administrative infeasible. Further.
affected foreign firms can gaper and
process the requisite data prior to

nissance of the Order. thus alleviating
much of the time pressrue. Cne
comment asserted that paragraph (a)(Z2
was unclear. It has been redrafted to
eliminate any lack of clarity.

48 Section 350 Differences in
aDeterminedandEstimatedrined =d Etiaated Dumping

Duties This section provides for
adjustenu to be made where the
estimated antidumping duty deposited
differs fom that finally determined to
be due. No written comments wer
received on this section. and it remains
unchanged fom the proposed
regulations.

47. Section 53.32 Verdfliction of
aforation.w Use ofBest Izformation

Available. The section ha been
amended to refilet several comments
which suggested that a party be notified
at and afforded an opportunity to
correct a defect in its submission. The
resubmission of information to permit
the correction of a deficiency will be
allowed so long as the resubmission is

adequate analysis ann*verification of
the information so submitted. A
substantial extension of the original

time period in most instances would
Preclude the Secretary from fulfilling his
respcasibilides under tha Tariff Act of
1930. as amended, in the statutorily
mandated time limits and. consequently.
oiLl not be aUalwed.
Several other comments criticized the

reqglrement for Enziish translations set
forth in paragraph (d). This paragraph
remains unchanged. because the
regulations already provide for a waiver
of the requirement where necessary. The
Department will not initially possess an
extensive foreign language capability
and. consequently, it wiil not be able to
usde untranslated submissions in most
circumstances.

48 Section 353.5Z Inierest on Certahn
Overpay7enrs and Uadarpayrsents.
This section sets forth the rate of
interest to be paid on certain
overpayments and underpayments. No
written comments were received an this
section. and it remains unchanged from
the proposed rgulation.

49. Section 353.53 Administrative
Review of Detrmations. Paragraph
(a) has been redrafted to provide more
clearly for an annual review of
antidumping duty F"ndings and Orders
and suspended investigarins.
Paragraph (c) has been amended to
reflect the view exurssed in some
comments that the time Limits set forth
in paragraph (c) were excessively short.
The day on which a response must be
received has been extended so as to
continue the present practice of
permitting thirty days in which to reply.
Because the questionnaire riates to an
annual review of wbicn the respondent
is aware, the thirty-day period should be
adequate in all situations.
A new paragraph (e) has been added

to indicate the procedures to be
applicable with respect to the review of
disconinances which resulted in the
conclusion of an investigation prior to
.anuary -.- .

50 Section 353.54 Revocation or
Atidumpwg Duty Fwnding or Order and
Termination ofSuspension This
provision has been changed
substantially so as to incorporate a
number of procedus and principles
which have become a matter of practice
In the antidumping area.
Some of the changes in the section are

designed to reflect concerns expressed
in the comments received
Representatives of foreign and importing
interests thought that the 3-year period
required before revocation or
termination was too long. They also
stated a preference that the Secretary
have no dic:_,:a !.. dztarmining
whether to grant a revocation or
termination in those instances where
either there were no sales at less than

fair value of the imported merchandise
or exports had ceased for the requisite
period. Contrasting views were
presented by members of domestic
industry who pointed to the possibility
that renewed sales at less than fair
value or exports immzediataiy after the
issuance of a revocation or termination
could result in a flagrant vioiatdon of the
purpose of the revocation or :ermninadon
and undermine the administration of the
law.
The section as now published

addresses these concerns and adopts
procedures which should more
effectively implement the intent of the
Trade Agreements Act of 1979. This
section provides for a revocation or
termination both upon application by an
interested party and an the Secratary's
own initiative. Where the revocation or
termination is issued on the basis of an
application made by an interested party,
a minimum of two years must have
elapsed in which the imported
merchandise had not been sald at Less
than fair value. The two-year period will
ran from either the date of the issuance
of the Antidumping Duty Finding or
Order or the date of the preliminary
determination (In the case of a
termination only the latter is relevant),
depending upon whether the party
seeking revocation or termination can
demonstrate that the imported
merchanise has not been sold at less
than fair value during the period of an
immediately preceding the antidumping
duty investigation. Pursuant to
paragraph (d), a revocation or
termination ill not be issued unless the
party making application agrees in
writing to an immediate suspension of
liquidation and reinstatement of the
Finding or Order or continuation of the
investigation, as appropriate. if
*rcumstancas develop which indicate
that the merchandise thereafter
imported is sold at less than fair value.
Where three years have elapsed and

the Secretary has determined that there
is no likelihood of a resumption of
imports of the merchandise subject to
the Finding or Order or suspension or
the sales at less than fair value have
been eliminated paragraph (b)
authorizes the Secretary to issue a _ .
revocation or termination an his own
initiative.
The remaining provisions of

paragraphs (d) and (e) establish the
procedures which have been adopted for
revocation of Findings and Orders and
termination of suspended investigations.
A tentative notice will be issued. and an
opportunity for presentation of views
will be afforded. Where the Secretary's.
fnal decision, is to grant a revocation or
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termination, a notice to that effect will
be issued.

51. Section 353.55 Action by the
District Director; Suspension of
Liquidation. This section of the
proposed regulations has been deleted.
The substance of the provision is more
appropriate for inclusion in regulations
issued under the authority of the
Customs Service.

52. Section 353.55 Reimbursement of
Dumping Duties. Several comments
objected to this provision. Some
asserted it was without statutory basis;
other said it was unfair to importers.
The provision is taken from the former
Customs Regulations. The only changes
are the addition of the last sentence of
paragraph (a) (which sets down the
current practice of deducting any such
reimbursement only once) and of
paragraph (c), the presumption of
reimbursement when the required
certificate is not filed. This provision
has attracted comment.since its
inception. The current comments raise
policy issues which warrant further
attention. However, since the regulation
was in the Customs Regulations. it will
be implemented at this time as drafted
in the proposed rulemaking.

53. Section 353.56 Conversion of
Currencies. This provision adopts in its
entirety the regulation which was

heretofore in effect. Some comments
criticized the impact which. the current
method of currency conversion may
have on the determination of whether
sales at less than fair value exist.
Although consideration of these
comments is continuing, effective
administration of the law requires that
the preexisting practice continue until a
determination can be made as to
whether a change in the practice is
appropriate.

54. Section 353.57 Entered Value Not.
Controlling. No comments were
received on this section and it remains
as drafted in the proposed rulemaking.
Drafting Information
The principal authors of this --

document were C. Christopher Parlin.
James Lyons and Jan White Foley,
Office of the General Counsel
Department of Commerce. However,
other personnel in the Department of
Commerce. Department of the Treasury
and the U.S. Customs Service assisted in
its development.
Regulatory Analysis
The Department of the Treasury

concluded that a regulatory analysis is
not necessary for the regulations
published below because the economic
consequences involved flow directly

from the Act. The Department of
Commerce concurs in this conclusion.
Final Regulations

Accordingly, Title 19 of the Code of
Federal Regulations is amended as
follows:

Dated. January 1980
Stanley J. Marcus,
DeputyAssistant Secretaryfor Trade

1. A new Part 353. Antidumping
Duties. is added as set out below:

PART 353-ANTIDUMPING DUTIES
sec
353.0 Scope.
Subpart A-Oeffnlons
353.1 Relationship of fair value to foreign

market value.
353.2 Definition of foreign market value.
3533 Foreign market value based on price

in the country of exportation.
353.4 Foreign market value where sales in

the country of exportation are
inadequate.

353.5 Foreign market value based on sales
to a third country.

353.8 Foreign market value determined by
constructed value.

353.7 Foreign market value where sales are
made at less than the cost of production.

353.8 Foreign market value of merchandise
from state-controlled-economy countries.

353.9 Foreign market value based on sales
in a third country by a related company.

353.10 Definition of United States price.
353.11 Definitions of antidumping duty

"proceeding." "Investigation."
"determination" and "order".

353.12 Other definitions.
353.13 Determination of foreign market

value.
353.14 Differences in quantities.
353.15 Differences in circumstances of sale.
353.1a Differences in physical

characteristics.
353.17 Offering price.
353.18 Fictitious sales.
35319 Level of trade.
35320 Sales at varying prices. '
353.1 Shipments from intermediate

countries.
353.22 Transactions between related

persons.
35323 Disregarding insignificant

adjustments use of averaging and
sampling techniques

35324 (ResenwedL
Subpart S-Access to Informaion
353.5 Informition generally available.
353.2 Ex part meetings.
353Z Confidentiality maintained
353.28 Requests for confidential treatment

of information.
353.29 Standards for determining

confidentiality of information.
353.30 Limited disclosure of certain

confidential information under an
administrative protective order.

353.31 Information exempt from disclosure.

Subpart C-Antidumping Procedures aNd
Determinations

353.33 Procedures for self-initiation.
353.38 Procedures for initiation by petition.
353.37 Determination of sufficiency of

petition.
353.38 Full-scale investigation.
353.39 Preliminary determinations.
353.40 Critical circumstances

determinations.
353.41 Termination of investigation.
353.42 Suspension of investigation.
353.43 Violations of agreements.
353.44 Final determinations.
353.45 Exclusion of particular firms.
353.48 Submission of information and

written views.
353.47 Hearings.
353.48 Antidumiping duty order.
353.49 Security in lieu of estimated duty

pending early determination of duty.
353.50 Differences In determined and

estimated antidumping duties.
353.51 Verification of information; use of

best information available.
353.52 Interest on certain overpayments and

underpayments.
353.53 Administratdve review of

determinations.
353.5 Revocation of antidumping duty

orders and termination of suspended
investigations.

353.55 Reimbursement of antidumpig
duties.

353d.5 Conversion of currencies.
3535? Entered value not controlling.
Annex I-Antidumping duty findings or

orders currently in effect.
Authority: Tha authority for the final

regulations published below is 5 U.S.C. 301
ard the Trad agreements Act of 1979. dated
July 28. 1979. Pub. L 98-39. section 3(b). 93
Stat. 148.

§ 3534 Scope.
This part sets forth procedures and

rules applicable to proceedings under
Title VI of the Tariff Act of 1930 as
amended (19 U.S.C. 1673 et seq.)
(hereinafter referred to as "the Act"),
relating to the imposition of antidumping
duties. Determinations by the Secretary
under the Act shall not be considered
major federal actions significantly
affecting the environment within the
meaning of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1989, as amended (42
U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and Executive Order
11514. March 5. 1970. as amended by
Executive Order 11991. May 24. 1977:
and Executive Order 12114. January 9.
1979. - -- -. ;

Subpart A-Definitions
§ 353.1 Relationship of fair value to
foreign market value.

Fair value. used during the
investigative phase of a proceeding, is
intended to be an estimate of foreign
market value. Except where specifically
noted. all references in this subpart to
"foreign market value" should be
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considered to apply to 'fair value" as
well; on the other hand. specific
references to 'fair value" in this subpart
should not be considered to refer to
foreign market value."
$ 353.3 Denition of foreign market value.m
For purposes of the Act. the foreign

-rket value of imzorted merchandise
shall be determined in accordance with
& 332.3 through 3539 of this part.

I 3.53 Forign market value based on
pics in thecounry et exportation

(a) In general. (1) The foreign market
value of merchandise imported into the
United States shall ordinarily be
determined by the price. at the time of
exportation of such merchandise to the
United States. at which such or similar
merchandise is sold or. in the absence c
sales. offered for sale in the principal
..markets of the country from which
2xported. in the usual wholesale
quanrities and in the ordinary course oi
trade for home consumotion. olu wher
not included in such price. the cost of al
containers and coverings and ail other
costs. charges. and expenses indent tc
placing the merchandise in edition
packed ready for sh~ipmet to the Unitet
States except that in the case of
merchandise purchased or agreed to be
purchased by the person by whom or f.;o
whose account thes merchandise is
impormed. prior to the time of
importation. the foreign marixet value
shall be ascertained as of the date of
such purchase or agreeent to purchase
(nL determining the ordinary course

of trade. condia4ons and oracoces which
for a reasonable time prior to the
exportation of the merchandise which is
the subject of an investigation, have
been normal in the trade under
considerationwith reject to
merchandise oi the same class or kind
shail be applicable.

(bM Resticrad sales. When home
market sales form the basis of
comparison to the United States price.
they may be used for this purpose
whether or not they are restricted.
provided however. that appriate
adjustment.for the home market price
will be made for such restrictions that
affect the value of the merchandise to
the purchaser. .....

53. t w
In the county of exportatUion
inadequatiL

(a) In general If it is established. in a
situation other than that provided for in
4 33..9. that during the representative
period chosen for investigation the
quantity of such or similar merchandise
30id for consumption in the country of
exportation is so small in relation to the

quantity sold for exportation to
countries other than the United States

rt (normally. less than five percent of the
amount sold to third countries) as to be
an inadequate basis for determining the
foreign market value of the merchandise
imported into the United States, the
foreign market value of the imported
merchandise shall be determined either
by reference to the price at which such
or similar merchandise is sold or offered
for sale for exportation to countries
other than the United States or by
reference to its constructed value.

(b) Preference for third country sales.
Foreign market value based on sales to
a third country generally will be
preferred to foreign market value based
on constructed value if adequate
information is available and can be
verifed within the time required.

1 353.S Fireign market value bas" on
sWes to a third coum".

(a) rn general Where basedon salest to a third country. foreign market value
shall be determined by dhe price. at the
time of exportation of the merchandise
under investigation, at which such or
similarmerchandise is sold or offered
for sale to countries ocher than the
United States, plus. when not included
in such price. the cost of all containers
and coverings and all other costs
charges. and expenses incident to
placing the merchandise in condition
packedxadya.for shipment to tke United
States. recent that in the case of
merchandise purchased or agreed to be
purchased by the person by whom or for
whose account Lhe merchandise is
imported. prior to the time of
importation. the foreign market value
shall be ascertained as of the date of
such purchase or aqmement to purchase.

(b) Restricted scies. When third
country sales form the basis of
comparison to United States price. they
may be used for this purpose whether or
not they are restricted. provided
however. that appropriate adjustment of
the third country price will be made for
such restrictions that affect the value oi
the merchandise to the purchaser.

c) The third country selected For suc
purpose will generally be that single
country meeting, in order of preerenc.

_ the following criteria: (1) the product
exported to such country has a greater

- degeof similarity to the product
exported to the United States than does
the product exported to other countries.
provided the volume of sales to such
country ts deemed adequate: (2) the
volume of sales to such country is the
largest sales volume to any country
outside the home market or the United
States: and (3) the market in such
country is. in terms of organization and

development, most lUke the United
States market.

(d) If sales to a single country selected
under paragraph (c) of this section do
not provide an adequate sample. sales
to additional countries selected using
such criteria may be aggregated.
§ 3.53 Foreign market vatue determined
by coznsuctad value

(a) Method of determining constructed
value. Where based on constructed
value. foreign market value shall be
determined. from the best available
information, by adding-

(1) The cost of materials (exclusive or
any internal tax applicable in the
country of exportation directly to such
materials or their disposition. but
remitted or refunded upon the
exportation of the article in the
production oi which such materials are
used) and of fabrication or other
processing of any kind employed in
producing such or similar merchandise.
at a time preceding the date of
exportation of the merchandise under
consideration. which would ordinarily
permit the production of that particular
merchandise in the ordinary course of
business:

(Z) An. amount for general expenses
and profit equal to that usually reflected
in sales. of merchandise of the same
general class or kind as tho merchandise
under consideration which are made by
producers in the country of exportation.
in the usual wholesale quantities and in
the ordinary course of trade. except that
the amount for general expenses shall
not be less than 10 percent of the cost as
defined in paragraph (a)(1) of this
section and the amount for profit shall
not be less than 8 percent of the sum of
such general expenses and cost and

(3) The cost of all containers and
coverings of whatever nature. and all
other exenses incidental to placing the
merchandise under consideration in
condition packed ready for shipment to
the United States.

(b) Transacctions with relatedparties.
Direct or indirect transactions between
related parties (as defined in section
773(e)(3) of the Act) may be disregarded.
if in the case of any element of value
required to be considered pursuant to
paragraphs (a)(1). (a)(Z). and (a)(3) of
this section. the amount representing
that element does not famrly reflect -the
amount usually reflected in sales in the
market under consideration of the
merchandise subject of the
investigation. Lf a transaction is
disregarded under the preceding
sentence and there are no other
transactions available for consideration.
the determination of the amount -

required to be considered shall be based
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on the best evidence available as to
what the amount would have been if the
transaction had occurred between non-
related parties.
§ 353.7 Foreign market value where sales
are made at less than the cost of
production.

(a) Method for determining whether
sales are at less than cost. Whenever
the Secretary has reasonable grounds to
believe or suspect that the price at
which such or similar merchandise is
sold for consumption in the country of
exportation as determined under § 353.3.
or as appropriate, the price at which
such or similar merchandise is sold for
exportation to countries other than the
United States as determined under
§ 353.5. or the price at which such or
similar merchandise is sold by facilities
outside the country of exportation by a
related company as determined under
§ 353.9. represents a price which is. less
than the cost of producing the
merchandise. the Secretary shall
disregard such sales in the
determination or foreign mark-et value if
such sales:

(1) Have been made over an extended
period and in substantial quantities, and

(2) Are not at prices which permit
recovery of all costs within a reasonable
period in the normal course of trade

(b) Use of constructed value where
above cost soles are inadequate
Whenever sales are disregarded by
virtue of having been made at less than
the cost of production. and the
remaining sales in the home market or.
as appropriate. to third countries or by
facilities outside the country of
exportation by a related company, made
at not less than the cost of production.
are determined to be inadequate as a.
basis for the determination-of foreign
market value. the Secretary shall
determine foreign market value on the
basis of the constructed value as
determined under 533.8. The cost of
production will be computed on the
basis of the best available information
of costs of materials. labor and general
expenses, excluding profit. incurred in
producing such or sima merchandise.
§ 353.8 Foreign market value of
merchandise from state-controllod.
economy countries -

. . ..._ .

(a) In general. If, on the basis of the
information available. it is determined
that the economy of the country from
which the merchandise is exported is
state-controlled to an extent that sales
or offers of sales of such or similar
merchandise in that country or to
countries other than the United States
do not permit a determination of foreign
market value under §353.3, 353.5, or

333.9. foreign market value shall be
determined on the basis of the normal
costs. expenses, and profits as reflected
in order of preference by either:

(1) The, prices. determined in
accordance with § 353.3 or 353.5. at
which similar merchandise produced in
a non-state-controlled-economy country
or countries is sold either: (i) for
consumption in the home market of that
country or countries. or (ii) to other
countries, including the United States; or

(2) The constructed value of such or
similar merchandise in a non-state-
controlled-economy country, determined
in accordance with § 353.8.

(b) Comparqbility of economies. (1)
The prices as determined under
paragraph (a)(1), or the constructed
value as determined under paragraph
(a)(2), shall be determined. to the extent
possible. from the prices or costs in a
non-state-controlled-economy country
or countries at a stage of economic
development comparable to the state-
.controlled-economy country from which
the merchandise is exported.
Comparability of economic development
shall be determined from generally
recognized criteria, including per capita
gross national product and
infrastructure development (particularly
in the industry producing such or similar
merchandise).

(2) If no non-state-controlled-economy
country of comparable economic
development can be identified, then the
prices or constructed value as
determined from another non-state-
controlled-economy country or countries
other than the United States shall be
used, suitably adjusted for known
differences in the costs of material and
labor.

(3) If neither paragraph (b)(1) nor
(b)(2) provides an adequate basis for
determining the price or constructed
value of such or similar merchandise.
then the prices or constructed value, as
determined from the sales or production
of such or similar merchandise in the
United States. shall be used.

(c) Use of construced value. If such or
similar merchandise is not produced En a
non-state-controlled-economy country
which is concluded to be comparable in
terms of economic development to the
state-controlled-economy country from
which the merchandise is exported, the
constructed value of such or similar
merchandise maz be determined from
the costs of specific objective
components or factors of production
incurred in producing the merchandise
In question., including, but not limited to.
hours of labor required. quantities of
raw materials employed. and amounts
of energy consumed. if such information
is obtained from the producer of the

merchandise in the state-controlled-
economy country under investigation.
and verification of such information in
the state-controlled-economy country is
concluded to the satisfaction of the
Secretary. Such components or factors
shall be valued and such values verified
in a non-state-controlled-economy
country determined to be reasonably
comparable in economic development to
the state-controlled-economy country
under investigation. To the values thus
obtained. there shall be added an
amount for general expenses and profit.
as required by section 773(e)(1)(B) of the
Act, and the cost of ad containers and
coverings and other expenses. as
required by section 773(e)(1)(C) of the
Act-
§ 3539 Foreign market value based on
sales in a third country by a related
campany.
The determination of foreign market

value of merchandise sold by those
multinational corporations described in
section 773(d) of the Act shall be made
in accordance with provisions of that
section.
§ 353.10 Oefnitlon of "United States
prim."

(a) In general. For purposes of this
part. the term "United States price"
means the purchase price or the
exporter's sales price of the
merchandise under investigation, as
appropriate.

(b) Purchase price. "Purchase price"
means the price at which the
merchandise under investigation is
purchased or agreed to be purchased,
prior to the date oi importation, from the
manufacturer or producer of the
merchandise for exportation to the
United States. Appropriate adjustments
for costs and expenses under paragraph
(d) of this section shall be made if they
are not reflected in the price paid by the
person by whom. or for whose account,
the merchandise is imported .
Whenever purchase price is used and
there is reason to believe that the price
to the person by whom or for whose
account the merchandise is imported
does not reflect the costs and expenses
incident to bringing the merchandise
from the country of exportation. then
appropriate adjustments for such costs
and expenses shall be made under -
paragraph (d) of this section.

(c} Exporter's sales price. "Exporter's
sales price" means the price at which
merchandise under investigation is sold
or agreed to be sold in the United States.
before or after-the time of importation.
by or for the account of the exporter. as
adjusted under paragraphs (d) and (e) of
this section. .
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(d) Adjustrments to purchase price and
eIporter s sales price. Purchase price
and exporter's sales price shall be
adjusted by being-

(1) Increased by-
(i) When not included in such price.

the cost of all containers and coverings
and all other costs. charges, and
expenses incident to placing the
marcnandise in condition packed ready
for shipment to the United States:

Cii) The amount of any import duties
imposed by the county of exportation
which have been rebated, or which have
not been collected, by reason of the
exportation of the merchandise to the
United States:

(iii) The amount of any taxes imposed
in the count-y of exportation directly'
upon the exported merchandise or
compoents.thereaf. which have been
rebated, or which have not been
collected. bv reason of the exportation
of the merchandise to the United Statem
but only to the extent that such taxes
are added to or included in the ornce of
such or similar merchandise when sold
i.e country of exportation: and
(iv) The amount ot any counter-tailing

duty imposed on the merchandise to
offset an export subsidy: and

(2) Reduced by-
(i) Except as provided in pararaoh

(d)(1)(iv)this sectionthe am=ur.if any.
included in such price. attributable to
any additional costs. charges. and
expenses. and United States import
duties. incident to bninisg the
merchandise 8rom the place of shipment
in the country of exportation to the
place of delivery in the United States:
and

(ii) The amournt. if included in such
price. of any export tax. duty. or other
charge imposed by the-country of
exportation on the exportation of the
merchandise to the United States other
than an export tax, duty. or other charge
described in section 77t(6)':Cl of the Act.

(e) Additional adjustments to
e-yportfrs sales pric& For purposes of
this section. the exporter's sales price
shall also be adjusted by being reduced
by the amount. if any. of-

(1) Commissions for sailing in the
United States the particular
merchandise under consideration.

(2) Expenses generally incurred by or
for the account of the exporter in the
United States in selling identical or
substantially identical merchandise, and
attributable under generally accepted
accounting principles to the particular
merchandise under consideration: and

(3) Any increased value resulting from
a process of manufacture or assembly
performed on the imported merchandise
after the importation of the merchandise
and before its sale to a person who is

-ot the exporter of the merchandise.
which value generally will be
determined from the costs of material
labor and other expenses incurred in
such manufacture or assembly.
& 353.11Defnitions of antidumping duty
' Proceedng,"'Investigation,'
"Determination and "Order."

(a) A "proceeding" refers to that time
from the fillngof a petition (or
publication of a notice of self-indiation
under section 732(a) of the Act) until the
publication of the earliest of (1) a notice
of termination. (2) a negative
determination that has the effect of
terminating the administrative
proceedings: or (31 a notice of revocation
of an Order.

(b) An "investigation" refers to that
time between the publication of a notice
of initiation and the publication of the
earliest of (1) a notice of termination, (2)
a negative determination that has the
effect of terminating the administrative
proceedings: or (3) an Order.

(c) A "determination" is an ofica
decision in the co-ure ni a proceeding,

(d) An "Order' is a rnotice issued
following rinal determinations of sales
at less than fair value and injury, which
provides for the imposition of
aatidcumping duties.
§ 353.12 0t. definite

(a) Country Country means a
foreign country. a political subdivision,
dependent territory, or possession of a
foreign country.

(b) Lndustr4. "Industry" means the
domestic producers as a whole of a like
product. or those produce whose
collective output of the like product
constitutes a major proportion of the
total domestic production of that
product as provided in section 7771(4) of
the Act An "industry" may also include
domestic producers in a particular
market in the United States where such.
producers sell all or almost all of their
production of the like product in
question in that market and where the
demand for tte like product in that
market is nat supplied to any substantial
degree by producers of the product
located elsewhere in ths United States.

(c) interested party. 'Interseted party.
means-

(1) A foreign manufacturer. producer,
or exporter. or the United States
importer. of merchandise which is the
subject of an investigation under this
part or a trade or business association a
majority of the members of which are
importers of such merchandise

(2) The government of a country in
which such merchandise is produced or
manuiactured:

(3) A manufacturer. producer. or
wholesaler in the United States oi a like
product:

(4) A certified union or recognized
union or group of worker which is
representative of an industry engaged in
the Manufacture, production, or
wholesale in the United States of a like
product: or

(5) A trade or business association, a
majority oi whose members
manufacture. produce. or wholesale a
like product in the United States.

(d) Person "Person" includes all
'Interested parties" as well as other
individuals. enterprises or entities, as
appropriate to the context

(e) Secretary. "Secretary" means the
Secretary of Commerce or his designee.

(f) Cammission. "Commission' means
the U.S. International Trade
CommiSsion.

(3) Customs Service. "Castoms
Service" means the United States
Customs Service of the Treasury
Department.

(h) Deparment. "Department" means
the Department of Commerce.

(i) Party to the proceeding. "Party to
the proceeding" means (1) the petitioner:
(2) the government of the county in
which the merchandise subject to the
investigation is manufacnraed or
produced or from which it is e.xcrted:
(:) foreign manuiacrers, producers and
e.morte-'s of the merchandise subject to
the investigation: and (4) any other
interested party. within the meaning of
paragraph (cJ of this section who
informs the Secretary in writing of his
intent to become a party to the
proceeding within Z0 days after the
preliminary determination or who
demonstrates to the satisfactioon of the
Secretary good cause for intervention

(jJ Act "Act" mens the Tariff Act of
193 as amended.
f 13 Determination ot foreign market
value.

En dateiring foreign market value.
the criteria in § 353L4 through 3S3-2
shall apply. The person who alleges
entitlement to any adjustment pursuant
to && 353.14 through 3534;9 must
establish entitlement thereto to the ...

satisfaction oi the Seetary.
9 314 Differances in quantincs In quantties.

(a) In general. In comparing the
United States rice with such applicable
criteria as sales or offers on which a
determination of foreign market value Ls
to be based, comparisons normally will
be made on sales of comparable
quantities of the merchandise under
consideration. Further. reasonable
allowances will be made for differences
in quantities, to the extent that it is
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established to the satisfaction of the
Secretary that the amount of any price
differential is wholly or partly due to
such differences in the quantities sold.
In determining allowances for
differences in quantity, consideration
will be given, among other things. to the
practice of the industry in the country of
exportation with respect to affording in
the home market (or third country
markets where sales to third countries
are the basis for comparison) discount-3
for quantity sales which are available to
those who purchase in the ordinary
course of trade.

(b) Criteia for allowances
Allowances for price discounts based on
quantitative differences in sales
ordinarily will not be made unless:

(1) Six month rule. The exporter
during the period covered by the
antidumping investigation as
established under § 353.38 (or during
such other period as investigation shows
is more representative) had been
granting quantity discounts of at least
the same magnitude with respect to 20
percent or more of such or similar
merchandise sold in the home market
(or in third country markets when sales
to third countries are the basis for
comparison) in the ordinary course of
trade: or

(2) Cost justification. The exporter can
demonstrate that the discounts are
warranted on the basis of savings which
are specifically attributable to the
production of the different quantities
involved.

(3) Use in determining foreign market
value. If the exporter satisfies the
conditions in paragraph (b) of this
section the price of such or similar
merchandise sold at a discount in the
home market (or in third country
markets when third countries are the
basis for comparison) will ordinarily be
wed as the basis for determining the
foreign market value of merchandise for
comparison with comparable quantities
sold in the United States. If the exporter
does not satisfy the conditions in
paragraph (b) of this section. any sales
of sudh or similar merchandise in the
home market (or in third country
markets when third countries are the
basis for comparison) which are made at
a discount will be used in calculating a
weighted average in accordance with
§ 353.20.

(c) Price lists. In determining whether
a discount has been given. the existence
of a published price list reflecting such a
discount will not be controlling. A price
list ordinarily will be accepted only if. in
the line of trade and market under
consideration, the exporter
demonstrates that it has adhered to its
price list.

§ 353.15 Dffernces In circumstances of

(a) In general. In comparing the
United States price with the sales, or
other criteria applicable, on which a
determination of foreign market value is
to be based, reasonable allowances will
be made for bona fide differences in the
circumstances of the sales compared to
the extent that it is established to the
satisfaction of the Secretary that the
amount of any price differential is
wholly or partly due to such differences.
Differences in circumstances of sale for
which such allowances will be made are
limited, in general, to those
circumstances which bear a direct
relationship to the sales which are under
consideration.

(b) Examples. Examples of differences
in circumstances of sale for which
reasonable allowances generally will be
made are those involving differences in
credit terms guarantees. warranties.
technical assistance, servicing. and
assumption by a seller of a purchaser's
advertising or other selling costs.
Reasonable allowances also generally
will be made for differences in
commissions. Allowances generally will
not be made for differences in
advertising and other selling costs of a
seller, unless such costs are attributable
to a later sale of the merchandise by a
purchaser.

(c) Special rule. Notwithstanding the
criteria for adjustments for differences
in circumstances of sale set forth in
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section.
reasonable allowances for other selling
expenses generally will be made in
cases where a reasonable allowance is
made for commissions in one of the
markets under consideration and no
commission is paid in the other market
under consideration, the amount of such
allowance being limited to the actual
other selling expenses incurred in the
one market, or the total amount of the
commission allowed in such other
market, whichever is less. In making
comparisons using exporter's sales
price, reasonable allowance will be
made for all actual selling expenses
incurred in the home market up to the
amount of the selling expenses incurred
in the United States market.

(d) Determination of allowances. In
determining the amount of the
reasonable allowances for any
differences in circumstances of sale. the
Secretary will be guided primarily by
the cost of such differences to the seller.
but, where appropriate, he may also
consider the effect of such differences
upon the market value of the
merchandise.

§ 353. 16 Dltference In physical
characterstics,

In comparing the United States price
with the selling price in the home
market, or for exportation to countries
other than the United States in the case
of similar merchandise. due allowance
shall be made for differences in the
physical characteristics of the
merchandise in the markets being
compared. In this regard. the Secretary
will be guided primarily by the
differences in cost of production. to the
extent that it is established to his
satisfaction that the amount of any price
differential is wholly or partly due to
such differences. but, when appropriate.
the effect of such differences upon the
market value of the merchandise may
also be considered. In the case of
merchandise which does not lend itself
to comparison with other merchandise
for the purpose of this section. any
method reasonably calculated to reflect
the impact on cost or value of any
differences in the merchandise under
consideration may be used. Differences
in costs of producing merchandise with
identical physical characteristics as end
products will not be considered
appropriate adjustments.
§35317 Offeringprice-

In determining foreign market value,
offers generally will be considered only
in the absence of sales. An offer the*
acceptance of which is not reasonably
expected shall not be deemed an offer.
§ 353.18 Fictitious sales.
In determining foreign market value.

no pretended sale or offer for sale, and
no sale or offer for sale intended to
establish a fictitious market will be
taken into account.
§ 3 19 Level of trade.
The comparison of the United States

price with the applicable price in the
market of the country of exportation (or,
as the case may be. the price to or in
third country markets) generally will be
made at the same commercial level of
trade. However. if it is found that the
sales of the merchandise to the United
States or in the applicable foreign
market at the same commercial level of
trade are insufficient in number to
permit an adequate comparison, the
comparison will be made at the nearest
comparable commercial level of trade
and appropriate adjustments will be
made for differences affecting price
comparability.
§ 3S3.20 Sales at varying prices

(a) Where the prices of the sales
which are being examined for a
determination of foreign market value
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.vary (after allowances provided for in
&& 35134. 3.15. 353.1a, and 353.19). the
determination of foreign market value
normally will be based upon the
weighted average of the sales prices of
all merchandise used to determine
foreign market value: provided that
where sales are made at different levels
of trade, the calculation of foreign
market value, in accordance with
& 35319. will be on the basis of sales

made at the same or nearest comparable
level of trade as those at which the sales
in question to the United States are
made.

(b) If not less than so percent of ail
sales in the home market (or to third
cuntries if appropriate) during the
period of investigation were made at the
same price, weighted averages of all
sales will not be used and foreign
market value will be based upon the

sales at that rnce.
(c) If the provisions of paragraph (bl

of this section do not apply and
weighted averages of the prices are
determined to be inappropriate. the
Secretary will use any other method for
determining value which he deems
appropriate.

(d) No sales regarded pursuant to
1 3537 shall be used for purposes of this
section.
3531 Shipmentsfromintermediatet trem itm

If the merchandise which is the
subject of the investigation is not
imported directly from the country of
orin but is merely transshipped
through the country of shipment. the
price at which such or similar
merchandise is sold in the country of
origin will be used in the determination
of foreign market value.
! ctions Tretaeensaulatee bw reftwd
PMM

(a) Sales agencies. I such or similar
rchansedim s sold or. in the absence of

sales. offered for sale through a sales
agency or other organization related to
the seller in any of the respects
described in section 771(13) of the Act.
the price at which such or similar
merchandise is sold or. L the absence of
sals offered for sale by such sales
agency or other organization may be
used in the determination of foreign
market value.

(b) Sales to related persons If such or
similar merchandise is sold, or in the
absence of sales, offered for sale in the
home maricat or. as appropriate. to third

* countries, to a person related to the
seller of the merchandise in any of the
respect. described in section M('13) of
the Act. the price at which such or
similar merchandise is sold or. in the

absence of sales. offered for sale to such
person ordinarily will aot be used La the
determination of forein market value
unless such sales are demonstrated to
the satisfaction of the Secretary to be at
prices comparable to those at which
such or similar merchandise is sold to
persons unrelated to the seller.
* 353 Olargaring InignMtns
adsusunonts; us. at averaging or samliping
thecniquse.,

(a) Insignifcant adjustments. In
determining the adjustments to be made
to foreign market value pursuant to
§§ 353.14 to 353.22. adjustments which
are insignificant in relation to the price
or value of the affected tra actions
may be disregarded. Ordinarily.
individual adjustments having an ad
vaorem effect of less than 0.33 percent
or any group of adjustments having an
ad valorem effect of less than 1.0
percent will be disregarded. For
purposes of this section. the groups of
adjustments consist of differences in
the quantities sold, dferencas in
circumstances of sale. differences in the
physical characteristics of the
merchandise. and differences in the
levels of trade in the markets being
compared. However. even when any
adjustment or group o adjustments may
be disregarded uder this section. such
adjustment or group of adjustments slhal
not be disregarded if it is determined
that such disregarding would
significantly affect the results of the
calculation

(b) A verrsling or salmpingecthniques.
The Secretary may use averaging or
generally recognized sampling
techniques in determining foreign
market value in any proceeding in which
either a significant volume of sales is
involved or a significant number of
adjustments to prices is required.
*35314[ Eesrvee]d)
Subpart B-Access to Inrfomiaton

1353.2iformation generally available.(farmutlon genray avsdatie.
(a) Duty to maintain material in

record The Department shall maintain
oceedings.the official record of all pjceedings
The ec-: : . . . ;; c a copy of al
information presented to or obtained by
the Secretary during the course of the
proceeding, including all governmental
memoranda pertaining to the
procae&meoranda of ax porte
meetings all determinations and notices
thereof published in the Federal
Register. and all transcripts or records
of conferences or hearings. (See section
51BA(b)(2) of the Act.) The record will
contain three types of materals;

(1) Materials protected from
disclosure:

(2) Non-confidential material
submitted by any person other than an
employee or officer of the United States
Government and

(3) Non-confidential and non-
privileged material submitted or
developed by an employee or officer of
the United States Government.

(b) Examination and copying of
information. In general, all information
in 3bparagraphs (2) and (3) of the
record described in paragraph (a) will
be available for inspection or copying at
the Department by any peron during
business hour With respect to
documents prepared by an officer or
employee of the United States
Government. factual matters. as
distinguished from advice.
recommendations. opinions and
evaluations. contained in any such
documents will be made available by
summary or otherwise on the same
basis as information contained in -
documents submitted by other persons.
The fees charged for providing copies of
documents shall be the same as for
providing copies of documents pursuant
to requests made under the Freedom of
information Act (5 U.S.C. 532. (See 15
C=R 4.9.)

(cI Reports ofprogress of
investigation. The Department hall.
from time to time upon request inform
any party to the proceeding of the
progress of an Davestigation. Ordinarily.
no such report shall be provided until d0
days after the petition is fled. Such
progress reports shall not contain
privileged or confidential information
and. if in written form. shall be included
in the. official record.

(d) Protection of the ecord Unless
otherwise ordered in a particular case
by the Secretary, the record shall not be
removed from the Department. A
certified copy of such record shall be
made available to any court before
which any aspect of a proceeding is
under review, with appropriate
safeguards to prevent disclosure of
confidential or privileged x-formation
that may be included therein.
§ 25 Ex part. meetin
A written memorandum will be

prepared of any ex part meeting
between (a) any interested party or
other person providing factual
information relating to a determination
in the proceeding and (b) the person to
whom the authority to make
determinations under the Act has been
delegated (the Assistant Secretary for
Trade Administration) or the person
making a final recommendation for _
decision to-such person (the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration). Such memorandum
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shall be prepared as expeditiously as
possible. It shall be included in the
official record. The memorandum of
such ex part meeting shall include the
date. time and place of the meeting, the
identity of all persons present. and a
non-confidential summary of the matters
discussed or then submitted. Normally
this memorandum shall be prepared by
one of the Government participants at
the meeting. If the Assistant Secretary
or Deputy Assistant Secretary directs
that the memorandum be prepared by a
non-government participant. the
Assistant Secretary or Deputy Assistant
Secretary (whichever directs
preparation by a non-government
participant) shall act expeditiously to
approve and include in the record such
memorandum.
§ 353.27 Confidentislity mantained
Except as provided in I 3S3.30

information submitted to the
Department which is designated as
confidential by the person submitting it
shall not be disclosed to any person
(other than an officer er employee of the
United States Government who is
directly concerned with carrying out the
investigation in connection with which
the information is submitted) without
the consent of the person submitting it
(§ 353.28(e) sets forth the procedures
followed where a request for
confidential treatment is denied. in

whole or in part.)
353,2 Requests for confident

tatment of Inlormation.
(a) Submission and contents of

requests. Any person who submits
information in connection with a
proceeding may request that fnich
information, or any specified part
thereof be treated as confidential Any
information submitted which is not
designated as confidential by the person
submitting it normally shall. not be
treated a: confidential. information
which is subject to a request for
confidential treatment shall be set forth
on separate pages and each such page
shall be clearly marked "Confidential
Treatment Requested." Each separate
request for confidential treatment of
information, other than information
submitted in confidence by a foreign

- government which is restricted from.
disclosure pursuant to statute or
Excutive Order. shall be accompanied
by a full statement of the reason or
reasons why the submitting party
belieVe3ithat each piece of information
subject to such request is entitled to
confidential treatment within the

guidelines set forth in § 35329. All
requests for confidential treatment shall
be accompanied by one oi the following:

(1) A summary or approximated
presentation of all information which
may be disclosed to the public and
which is sufficiently full and descriptive
oi the confidential information
(generally, data in numerical form
relating to prices and costs of individual
firms shall be considered adequately
summarized-and not incapable of
summary-if presented-or capable of
being presented-in terms of indices or
in figures within 10 percent of the actual
figure);

(2) A statement by the person
submitting the information that the
information is not susceptible to such a
summary or presentation, accompanied
by a full.statement of the reasons
supp-rting this conclusion: or

(3) An agreement to permit disclosure
under protective order. accompanied by
a brief non-confidential statement
describing the confidential data
submitted, which need not be as
detailed as the summary provided under
paragraph (a)(1) of this section. Should
the information concerned not be
released under an administrative
protective order, the person submitting
the information must, unless he requests
that the information be returned and not
considered in the proceeding, submit
either a summary or approximated
presentation conforming to paragraph
(a)(1) of this section or a statement
under paragraph (a)(Z) of this section
within the time period specified In the
denial of the request for an
administrative protective order. The
requirements of the preceding sentence
do not apply where the Secretary,
because of unusual circumstances.
determines that a less detailed
nonconfidential summary is appropriate.
In such unusual circumstances such less
detailed summary as deemed
appropriate by the Secretary must be
submitted.

(b) Retun of information as a result
ofnon-conforming requests. Any
information for which confidential
treatment is requested which does not
confornm to the requirements of
paragraph (a) of this section (including
the requirement that any summary or
approximated presentation be
sufficiently full and descriptive) may. be
returned to the submitting person.
together with an explanation of the
reasons it is non-conforming. and will
not be considered in connection with the
proceeding. Information so returned may
be resubmitted with a new request for
confidential treatment which complies
with the requirements of this section.
and will be dealt with in the same
manner as an original submission of
information accompanied by a request.

in acceptable form. if received within
the time for the original submission.
Belated submissions may be rejected.

(c) Consideration of requests. While a
determination as to whether to grant a
request for confidential treatment is
pending. the information for which
confidential treatment is requested shall
be treated as confidential by the
Department. A determination normally
shall be made within 10 business days
after the receipt of information
accompanied by a conforming request
for confidential Lreatment, whether, and.
if so. to what extent. the request for
confidential treatment shall be granted
and whether claims submitted under
paragraph (a)(2) of this section are
justified.

(d) Treatment of information where
request for confidential treatment is
granted (1) If a request for confidential
treatment of information is granted. the
information covered thereby will not be
made available, except pursuant to
§ 353.30. for inspection or copying:

(i] By any person other than an officer
or employee of the United States .

Government directly involved with
carrying out the investigation in
connection with which the information
is submitted. or

(ii) By a person who has been
specifically authorized to receive such
information by the person who requests
the confidential treatment

(2) Information for which confidential
treatment is granted shall be made -
available to officers and employees of
the Commission only upon confirmation
that the confidentiality of such
information will be maintained and that
it will not be disclosed, either publicly
or under an administrative protective
order. without the express written
consent of the Secretary.

(3) Information submitted in
confidence by a foreign government
shall be made available only to the
extent, and under the procedures.
provided in Executive Order 12085 of
June 21.978 (43 FR 2849), or any
superseding or amending Order.

(e) Treatment ofinformation where
request for confidential treatment is
denied Should it be determined that any
part of the material for which
confidential treatment has been
requested (1) does not warrant
confidential treatment in whole or in,
part. (2) is in a form which cannot
reasonably be associated with, or
otherwise used to identify, the
operations of a particular person and
thus should not be treated as
confidential, or (3) that information -

claimed not susceptible to a non-
confidential summary is in fact capable
of such treatment. the Department shall
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notify the person who submitted the
information. Unless the person
submitting the information thereafter
agrees that the information (including
any summarized or approximated
presentation thereon may be treated as
non-confidential information, or
provides a summary of matters found to
be capable of such treatment. such
information (including any summarized
or approximated presentation thereof
shall be reed to the submitting
person and not considered in the
proceeding.
& 3529 Standards for determining
ltdandattyat Inlontaon.
(a) In general. Information ordinarily

wiLl be considered to be privileged or
confidential only if it.s disclosure would
be Ulkeiy:

(1S To cause substantial harm to the
competitive position of the person
submitting the information:

(2) To have a substantial adverse
effect upon the person supplying the
information or upon the person from
whom the information was obtained: or

(3) To impair the ability of the United
States Government to obtain in the
future necessary informatio. not
required by law to be provided. from the
same person or others similarly situated.

(b Irormwtion ardminry regarded as
* 'wpr-ora for dclosure Except an

prophvided in paragran (c) of this section
information ordinarily will be regarded
as appropriate for disclosure if it relates
to:

(1) Pnca market condition terms of
sale or similar information that iu
published or otherwise available to the
public

(21 Laws. regulations Executive
* Ordes or other official documents

ed inthecountrybywhich are pubfishA in the country by
which adopted. as well as traiations
thereot r

(3) Information submitted by the
petitioner or other domestic interested
party concerning the operations of a
foreign interested parry. except to the
extent that it might disclose the identity
of confidential Source

(c) Informadon ordinarily regarded cs
Advileged or confidendL Information
ordinarily will be regarded as privileged
or confidential if it would disclose:

(1) Business or tade secrets;
(21 Production costs

- (3) Distribution costs:
(4) Pricas of actual transactions or

offers
(5) The names of particular customers

or suppliers: or
(a) The names of particular persons

!rom whom confidential information
was obtained. if nondisclosure of the

names has been requested and
approved by the Secretary.
nf 3.0 wtn dhscw f corta
erancoMfdent Intlnimon under an
administrative protective ader.

(a) LageneraL (1) Any confidential
information (other than information
submitted in confidence by a foreign
government which is restri:ted from
disclosure pursuant to statute or
Executive Order), including someor all
of the information described in
I 353-2S(c)l may be made available to an
attorney or other representative undsr a
protective order as described in
paragraph (b) of this section. Forms for
submitting requests for disclosure
pursuant toa a protective order
incorporating the terms of this
regulation will be made available. The
application for disclosure pursuant to
protective order filed by an attorney or
other representative of a parry to the
proceeding must:

(i) Describe with particularity the
information requested and set forth the
reasons for the request

(Ui) Indicate the procedures to be
followed to avoid unauthorized
disclosure of the information requested:
and

(ii) Demonstrate good c cause for
release oi such information.

(2) Upon receipt oi an application for
disclosure of condental information
under a protective order. the Secretary
will inform the person from whom the
information was oobained of the request
and provide an opportunity for such
person to comment theron.

(3) La determining whether to release
information under a protective order. the
Secretary shall weigh whether the need
of the person requesting the information
outweighs the need of the person
submitting it for continued confidential
treatment.cunt also shail be taken
of the probable effectiveness of the -

sanctions described under paragraph (e)
of this section. or other sanctions as
may be prescribed for breach of the
order. Generally. disclosure under a
protective order will be made only to
attovey who are subject-to disbarment-
from practice in the event of a violation
of the order.

(4) Should it be determined to release
information under a protective order, the
person submitting the information will
be so notified If the person submitting
the information does not agree to the
release of the information under
protective order. such information shall
be returned to the Submitting person and
not considered in the proceeding.

(b) Protective order. The protective
order under which information is made
available to the attorney or other

representative of a party to the
proceeding shall require that attorney or.
representative to submit a personal
sworn statement that he will

(14 Not divulge any of the information
so obtained and not otherwise available
to him to any other person other than

(il Personnel of agencies of the United
States Government directly responsible
for conducting the proceeding in
question who are involved in such
proceeding;

(ii) The person from, whom the
information was obtained:

(iii An attorney in good standing
employed on behalf of the party
requesting the disclosure who has

sro-4.rc .siwrate3
statement or

(iv) Those persos other than
attorneys employed by or supervised by
the attorney or representative (but in no
case including officers. partners.
associates and employees of the party
represented or any other domestic
competitor of the foreign firm whose
information is involved) having a need
therefore in annection with preparing
oral or written statements in the
proceeding. who shall have furnished a
similar statement

(2) Use such information solely for the
purposes of the proceeding then !n
progrscsu with an perso

(31 Not hula th any pers ocer
than a person described in paragraph
(b)(1)(i) or (Ui of this s3ecton concerning
such confidential information without
obtaining the approval of the
Department and the party (or the
attorney for the party) from whom such
confdential information was obtained:

(41 Take adequate precautions to
ensure the security of the confidential
materials and the information contained
therein subject to the protective order:
and

(a) Promptly report any breach of such
agreement to the Secretary.

(c) AcAnowledgement ofsancdins for
breach ofproecwv order. The sworn
statement referred to in paragraph (bl of
this section shall include an
acknowledgement by the person
providing it that breach threat

(14 May subject the following persons
to disbarment frame practice before any
constituent agency of the Department
for up to seven yeas following
publication of a determination that the
order has been breached:

(i) The person submitting the
statement:

(ii) Any firm of wbch'sch person is a
partner. associate, or employee: and

(iii) Such person's partners.
associates. employer and employees:

(2) ShalL in the case of an attorney,
lead to referral of such breach to the
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ethics panel of the appropriate bar
associations; and

(3) Shall subject the offender and the
party he represents to such other
administrative sanctions determined to
be appropriate. including striking from
the record any information or briefs
submitted by, or on behalf of, the party
represented by the offender. terminating
any investigation then in progress. or
revoking any Order then in effect.

(d) Final disposition ofmaterials
released under protective order. Upon
completion of a proceeding, or a, such
earlier date as may be determined
appropriate for particular data. the
security of confidential information shall
be protected by requiring each attorney
or other representative to return all
copies of materials released to them
pursuant to this section and all other
materials containing-the confidential
information (such as notes or charts
based on any such information received
under protective order). accompanied b3
a certificate from the attorney or
representative to whom the material
was delivered or disclosed and each
person specified in paragraph (b)(1)(iil)
or (iv) of this section, attesting to his
personal. good faith effort to determine
that no other copies of such materials
have been made available to or retained
by the party he represents or any other-
person to whom disclosure was not
specifically authorized.

(e) Sanctions for breach ofprotective
order. (1) The Secretary shall determine
whether any person has violated a
protective order. and. as a sanction.
may:

(i) Bar any such person and any firm
of which such person is a partner.
associate, or employee. or any partner.
associate. employer. or empl.oyee of
such person, from representing any
other person's interest before any
constituent agency of the Department in
any capacity for a period of up to seven
years from the date of publication in the
Federal Register of a notice that the
existence of a breach has been
determined to exist:

(ii) In the case of a violation of this
section by an attorney, refer such
breach to the ethics panel of the
appropriate bar associations; and

(iii) Subject the offender and the party
he represents to such other
administrative sanctions as are
determined by the Secretary to be
appropriate, including striking from the
record any information or briefs
submitted by, or on behalf of. the party
represented by the offender. terminating
any investigation then in progress, or
revoking any Order then in effect.

(2) Any person to whom such
sanctions are proposed to be applied

shall be afforded a reasonable
opportunity to be heard before the
determination is made.
§ 353.31 Informarion exempt from
disclosure.
Information which might otherwise be

available under this subpart shall beI exempt from disclosure if it relates to
any matter which is required to be kept
confidential pursuant to privilege.
statute or Executive Order. This
includes information that has been
provided to the United States in
confidence by a foreign government or
international organization of
governments. Such information currently
is restricted from disclosure pursuant to
Executive Order No. 12085 of June 28,
1978 (43 FR 28949).
Subpart C-Antldumping Procedures
and Determinations
§ 353.35 Procedure for salf-4nitlatian,

(a) In generaL Whenever the
Secretary determines. from information
available to him, that an antidumping
investigation is warranted into the
question of whether the antidumping
duty imposed by section 731 of the Act
should be imposed with respect to a
particular class or kind of merchandise
imported-into the United States, he
shall. after providing an opportunity for
consultation to the signatory or
signatories to the Agreement on
Antidumping which may be affected by
any affirmative determination, publish
in the Federal Register a "Notice of
Initiation of Antidumping Investigation."
The Notice is to include:

(1) A description of the merchandise
involved:

(2) The name of the country of
exportation to the United States and. if
the merchandise is produced in a
country other than that from which it is
exported, the name of the country in
which the merchandise is produced:

(3) A summary of the information
received that would, if found to be
accurate, require the imposition of
antidumping duties pursuant to section
731 of the Act: and

(4) A statement that the investigation
will be terminated without further notice
upon publication of a notice of a
preliminary or final negative injury

-7 determination by the Commission.
(b) Information provided to the

Commission. Upon initiation of the
investigation. the Commission wil be
notified promptly and will be provided
with such information as is available
relating to the matter under
investigation, including any available
information on the amount by which the
foreign market value exceeds United

States price and the volume of trade.
Information for which confidential
treatment has been granted by the
Secretary shall be made available to the
Commission only upon confirmation that
the confidentiality of such information
will be maintained and that it will not
be disclosed. either publicly or under an
administrative protective order, without
the express written consent of the
Secretary.

1 353.36 Procedures for initiation by
petition.

(a) Contents ofpetition. Any
interested party. as defined in
subparagraph (C), (D), or (E) of section
/71(9) of the Act, who has reason to
believe that merchandise imported into
the United States is being, or is likely to
be. sold at less than fair value. by
reason of which an industry in the
United States is being or is likely to be
materially injured or its establishment is
being materially retarded, may file a
petition on behalf of an industry
pursuant to section 731 of the Act with
thN Secretary, Attention: Assistant
Secretary for Trade Administration.
Room 38, Department of Commerce.
Washington. D.C. 20230, requesting the
imposition of additional duties in an
amount equal to the amount by which
the foreign market value exceeds the
United States price. The petition shall
contain, or be accompanied by,
information. to the extent reasonably
available to the petitioner, in
substantially the following form:

(1) The name and address of the
petitioner and any other person, firm or
association the petitioner represents, if
appropriate:

(2) The industry on whose behalf the
petition is filed, including the names of
other enterprises included in such
industry

(3) A statement indicating whether the
applicant has filed or is filing, for
import relief pursuant to section 21 of
the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2251), or
has initiated proceedings pursuant to
section 337 or 702 of the Act (19 U.S.C.
1337, 1671a), section 232 of the Trade
Expansion Act of 196Z (19 U.S.C. 1862),
or section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974
(19 U.S.C. 2411) with respect to the
merchandise which is the subject of the
proceeding:

(4) A detailed description of the
imported merchandise in question,
including its technical characteristics
and uses, and. where appropriate. its
tariff classification under the Tariff
Schedules of the United States:

(5) The name of the country or
countries from which the merchandise is
being, or is likely to be, exported to the
United States and, if the merchandise is
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produced in a country other than that
from which it is exported. the name of
the country in which it is produced:

(61 The names and addresses of all
known foreign enterprises believed to bg
manufacturing. producing or exporting
the merchandise in question:

(71 All pertinent fact. as to the price al
which the foreign merchandise is sold or
offered for sale in the United States and
in the home market in which produced
or from which exported. including
information concerning transportation
and insurance charges. and if
appropriate. information regarding saLeS3
in third countries or the cost of
producing the merchandise. Petitioners
unable to rish information on foreign
sales or costs May present information
concexnin; U.S. domestic producers'
costs adjusted for differences in the
foreign country in question from
information publicly available:

(8) If the merchandise is being
exported from a country which is
considered to be a state-controlled-
economy-country, any information
pertaining to the price or prices at which
such or similar merchandise of a non-
state-controlled-economy-country or
countries, considered to be comparable
in terms of economic development to the
state-controiled-economy-counrry, is
sold for consumption in the home
market of that country or counties or to
other countries (including the United
Slatles or the constructed vajue of such
or similar merchandise in a Mon-dtate-
controlled-eccnomy country, determined
in accordancewith & 353.8:

(9) Evidence. if any, that sales in the
home market ar being made at a price
which represents less than the cost of
production of the merchandis. and the
circumstances under which such. :
are made

(10) The volume and value of imports
of the merchandise fom the country in
question in the most recent two-year
period. and also other periods if he
petitioner believes such other periods to
be more representative. or. if the
merchandise is not presently imported
into the United States or is not imported
in significant quantities. information as
to the likelihood of its importation:

(11) The namesand address of
enterprises believed to be importing the
marchise: -

(12) The names and addresses of other
enterprises in the United States engaged
in the production. manufacture or sale ci
like merchandise. If numerous
information need not be provided with
respect to any enterprises that
accounted for less than 2 percent of
domestic production. manufacture or
sale of such merchandise during the
most recent 12-month period:

(13) Wformation as to the material
injury or threat thereof to. or the
material retardation of the
e bLishment of a United StatesI industry by reason of the imported
merchandise alleged to be sold at less
than fair value. as dascribed in 1s CFR
207.11 and 2072.8

(14) If "critical circumstances are
alleged, information should be
presented-(A) as to a history of
dumping or (B) that the importer knew
or should have known the exporter was
selling at los than fair value. and (C)
that injury which is difficult to repair is
caused by reason of massive import in
a relatively short period: and

(15) Any documentation on which
petitioner relies in making its petition.
Forms for the submission of petitions

may be adopted from time to time. Mhe
use of such forms shall not be
mandatory, provided the information
required thereby and reasonably
available to the petitioner is otherwise
included in the petition.

(b) TranslationstoEnglish.Unlessnslaeions to agdisi. Unless
such requirement is waived in individual
cases, any Winormation submitted in the
petition or in support thereof. which is in
a foreign language. must be
accompanied by an English translation.

(c) simultaneous filing with
C.mmionTohe Petitibner shall file a
copy of'the petition with the
Com--sn on the same day as the
petition is filed with the Secretary and
shall so certify in submitting the petition
to the Secretary.

(dl Cformation.pr,atopm/onfidentiaityof inorati;on.
Any petition which contains information
for which confidential treatment has
been requested and which is essential to
support the petition will not be
considered to have been received in
acceptable form unless the requirement
of section 3328(a) are met.

(e) Amendment ofpedtion. Upon
timely receipt of additional information
the Secretary shall allow amendment oi
the petition. Any such amendments must
be filed with the Commision on the
same day as they are dled with the
Sectpxy.

(f) Frm and lumber of copies. The
petition and, to the extent feasible, all
supporting information shall be
submitted on letter-size paper. double
spaced. typewritten or printed. in at
least 10 copies

(gJ NVodficaton of affected counters
reprsentative. Upon receipt of a
petition. a aon-confidential copy with a
non-confidential summary of
confidential data contained in the
petition shall promptly be delivered to a
representative in Washington. D.C. of
the affected country or countries in
which merchandise subject to the

investigation is manufactured or
produced.

(h) Additinal formation 'Concerning
requirements for petitons. Additional
information concerning requirements for
petitions may be obtained by contacting
the office of the Assistant Secretary for
Trade Administraon. Room 3850.
Department of Commerce. Washington.
D.C. 2230. (202) 377-2867.
§ 35337 OetVrnsltao of suffleency of

(a) Deteminadon Of sufficencyr.
Within 20 days after a petition is filed
under I 353.38a a determination shall be
made by the Secretary on the sufficiency
of the petition. A petition is considered
to be filed at the time it is received by
the Secretary.

(b) Notice. If a petition properly
alleges the basis on which antidumping
duties may be imposed under section
731 of the Act, contains information
reasonably available to the petitioner
supporting the allegations. and is Ied
by an interested parry described in
subsection (Cl. (C) or (E] of section
77'1(9) of the Act an investigation shall
be initiated and a notice of "Initiation of
Antidumping investigation" shall be
published in the Federal Register. Unless
otherwise stated in the aotice, the
investigation will relate to all.
merchandise of the cass or kind in
question fcrm the exporting country. The
.notice shall contain a description of the
merchandise subject to the
investigation, basedan consultation
between the Secretary and the
CommissioL

(cc LZaswficency ofpetidon. 1I it s
determined that a petition does not
property allege the basis on which
antidu=ing dties may be imposed
under section 731 of the Act, does not
contain information deemed reasonably
available to the petitioner supporting the
allegadtn or is not filed by an
interested party descibed in subsection
(C), (DI or (E] of section 771(9) of the
Ac, the petition shall be dismissed and
the proceeding terminated. The
petitioner shall be noifed in writing of
the reason for dimissal, and a notice

.of Dismissal of Antidumping Petition"
shall be published in the Federal
Register. which shall summarize the ----
reasons for dismissal of the petition.

(d) Noice to Commission. A copy of
any determination hereunder shall be
fumished promptly to the Commission.
*f the investigation is initiated. such
information as has been received
relating to the matter under
investigation shall be made available to
the Commission. Informa clan for which
confidential.treatment has been granted
by the Secretary shall be made
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available to the Commission only upon
confirmation that the confidentiality of
such information will be maintained and
that it will not be disclosed. either
publicly or under an administrative
protective order. without the express
written consent of the Secretary.

1 353.38 Full-scaleinvestigatlon.
(a) Upon publication of the notice of

"Initiation of Anti-dumping
Investigation," the Secretary shall
proceed promptly to obtain such
information as may be necessary for
preliminary and final determinations of
sales at less than fair value. The
Secretary normally will examine at least
60 percent of the dollar volume of
exports to the United States from any
country subject to an antidumping
investigation. Ordinarily the Secretary
will require a foreign manufacturer.
producer. or exporter subject to the
investigation to submit pricing
information covering a period of at least
150 days prior to. and 30 days after. the
first day of the month during which the
petition was received in acceptable
form. The Secretary may, however.
require the submission of pricing
information for such other period as he
deems necessary and he may also
require the submission of pricing
information on a current basis during
the course of an investigation. Where
app:oy.ate. cost information also will
be required,

(b) When the Secretary examines less
than 85 percent by dollar volume of the
exports to the United States of the
merchandise subject to the
investigation, the Secretary will inform
interested exporters of such
merchandise of which exporters and
what percentage of total exports to the
United States are being examined.

I 35339 Pregamenay dstwrminadons.
(a) In general. Within 160 days after

the date on which a petition is filed
under section 732(b) of the Act. or an
investigation is commenced under
section 732(a) of the Act. but not before
an affirmative preliminary
determination by the Commission under
section 733(a) of the Act.

(1) A preliminary determination shall
be made, based upon the best .. . _
information available at the time of the
determination, as to whether there is a
reasonable basis to believe or suspect
that foreign merchandise which is the
subject of the investigation is being sold
or is likely to be sold at less than fair
value: and

(2) If the determination is affirmative.
the amount by which the foreign market
value exceeds the United States price

. shall be estimated and stated.

Notice of the determination. the
parties affected, and the estimated
amount by which the foreign market
value exceeds the United States price
shall be published in the Federal
Register. The determination shall be
mailed or otherwise delivered to all
parties to the proceeding and the
Commission.

(b) Request for extension by
petitioner. If a request for an extension.
stating the reasons for the request, is
received from the petitioner no later
than 25 days before the preliminary
determination would otherwise be
required under section 733(b) of the Act.
the preliminary determination may be
postponed until not later than the 210th
day after the date on which the petition
is filed. Upon acting on such a request. a
notice of "Postponement of Preliminary
Determination" shall be published in the
Federal Register. stating that it has been
made at the petitioner's request.

(cJ Extraordinarily complicated cases.
(1) If a case is determined to be
extraordinarily complicated, the
preliminary determination shall be made
no later than the 210th day after the
petition is filed under section 732(b) of
the Act or an investigation is
commenced under section 732(a) of the
Act.

(2) Any determination that a case is
"extraordinarily complicated" shall be
based on expess findings that

(i) The importing and exporting
parties are cooperating with the
investigation: I

(Ii) The case is extraordinarily
complicated by reason of (A) the
number and complexity of the
transactions under investigation or the
adjustments to be considered, (B) the
novelty of the issues presented, or (C1
the number of firms whose activities
must be investigated and

(iii) Additional time is needed to make
the preliminary determination.
*(3) AlU parties to the proceeding shall
be notified in writing of any
determination to treat the case as
"extraordinarily complicated" not later
than o0 days before the date on which
the preliminary determination would
otherwise be required under section
733(b) of the Act. Upon making such a
determination, a notice of
"Postponement of Preliminary
Determination" shall be published in the
Federal Register, which notice shall
summarize the reasons for the
postponement.

(d) Waiver of verification. Within 75
days after the initiation of an
investigation. an official designated for
such purpose by the Secretary shall
review the information received during
the first 60 days of the investigation, If

this official (who shall not be the official
responsible for making the preliminary
determination] concludes that there
appears to be sufficient information
available upon which the preliminary
determination can reasonably be based.
all nonconfidential information and all
other information available under
section 777 of the Act shall be disclosed
to the petitioner and any other party to
the proceeding that requests such
disclosure. Within 3 working days after
such disclosure. the petitioner and each
domestic party to whom such disclosure
was made may furnish an irrevocable
written waiver of verification of the
information received by the Secretary
and an agreement that it is willing to
have a preliminary determination made
on the basis of the record then available
to the Secretary. If a timely waiver and
agreement have been received from the
petitioner and each domestic party to
whom the disclosure was made. and the
Secretary finds that sufficient
information is then available upon
which the preliminary determination
can reasonably be based. a preliminary
determination shall be made within 90
days after the commencement of the
investigation on the basis of the record
established during the first 60 days after
the investigation was commenced.

(e) Contents ofpreiininaiy
determination. The preliimnary
determination shall include conclusions
with regard to all facts and issues of law
considered material to the
determination, the name of the
petitioner and of the industry on whose
behalf the petition was filed, a
description of the merchandise involved.
the name of the country of exportation
and, if practicable, the names of the
foreign manufacturers, producers, or
exporters. If affirmative. the
determination shall:

(1) Order the suspension of liquidation
of all entries of merchandise subject to

- the determination which is-entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption on or after the date of
publication of the notice of the
determination in the Federal Register:
and

(2) Impose provisional measures by
requiring a cash deposit. or the posting
of a bond or other security for each
entry of the merchandise concerned
equal to the estimated amount by which
the foreign market value exceeds the
United States price. The posting of a
bond or other security will be deemed
adequate unless the revenue will not be
sufficiently protected.

(f) Commission access to information.
All information upon which the
determination was based and which the
Commission may consider relevant to its
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Ijury determination shall be made
available to theoCmmissn.io

Ufomrttion for which confidential
reaetment has been granted oy the
Secetary shall be made available to the
Commission only upon confrmatino that
the confidentaility of sUch information
will be maintained and that it will not
be disclosed, either pubLitcy or under an

adminitsrative protective order, without
the express written consent of the
Secretary.

I 13.40 MC¢

(a) Determinadon. I. not less than.30
days before the date on which a final

determination is due. a petitioner alleges
critiicaul crcmestancs, then at the time
the preliminary determination is made

or. if such determination is due Within 20
days or has already been made. then
within I month after the allegation. is
received. a determination shall be made,
on the basis of the best information
available at the time, whether there is a
reasonable basis to believe or suspect
that

(1,(1) There is a history of dumping in
the United States or elsewhere of the
class or .1tid af merchandise which >i
the subject of the investigation: or

(C) person by whom, or for whose
account thehandisewasimportedmercandize was imported
knew or should have know that the
porhandiseter Wa selling. the mercandis

wnch is the Subject of the. investigation
at less than fair value: and

(2 Ther have been massive impo'rt
of the cass or kind of merchandise

woichL is the subject of the investigation
over a relatveiy Shrt period.

IL not more than 30 but not less than
20 days before the date on wich final
determination is due, a petitioner ':e
ctical circumstances. then no
preliminary determination as to citical
cirtmstancs shall be made. A findin
as to critical circumstance shall be
included puuant to I 3S344(c) in the -

Afrmatve Final Determination,
Mking such determination account
All be taken of departs in the ratio

of import penetration of the subject
merchandise and historic patterns of

importation.
(bM iNoafiction of Commission. The

Commission sall be notified promptly
of any determinnaton under this section.

(c)SofBiquidaton Upon an

affirative preliminary determination of
crtical aircumstan any sup

of lUquidation orderd under sect

73t(d1(1) of the Act shall apply, or if

notice of suspension of liquidation has
ready ben published, such

suspension shall be amended to apply,
to unliquidated entries of merchandise
entered, or withdrawn fro warehouse.

for consumption on or uer the date
which is go days bafor the date on
which Suspension of liquidation was
fiat ordered.

(d) Publcadan notice Upon an
affirative preliminary determination of
ditfcal crumstancs, notice theof
shall be published in the Federal
Register. either as part of the notice of
preliminary determination. or, if the
preliminary determination already has.
been publihed, as a separate otice of
Preliminary Determination of CiticaL

15.1 T'r luln krs~qti
(al Termination upon withdrwal of

petition. An antidumping investigation
may be terminated at any time upon
withdrawal by the petitioner of the
petition on which the investigation was
initiated after notice to all other parties
to the proceeding and onsultatin with
the Commission. No iuvestgation shall
be terminated unls it is determined

such termination is in the public interest.
Notice of any termination Shall be
published in the Federal Regi:ter
together. where apprriate, with a copy
of any crrespandence exchanged with
the petitioner on the basis of which the

petitioner withdrew the petition and the
investigation was terminated.

(bJ Teatian upon negative
determination. An investigation shall be.
deemed terminated. without further
comment or action, upon publication of
ny negative final determination or a

negative pr iminr or final
determination by the Commission an the
issue of injury.

15342 Susponion of bietigadam
(a) Agreements to eliminate

completely sales at ass than fair vaue,
or to ce excrts. An investigation
may be suspended at any time before a
final determination if ths exporters of

the merchandise which is the subject of
-the investigation who account r

substantially all of the imports of the
mercandise which is the subject of the
investigation agree

(1) To ceas exports the

merchandise to the United States within
months after the date on which the

Investigation is suspnded or
(2) To revise their prices promptly to

eUlimiate completely any amount by
which the foreign market value of the -

merchandise which is the subject of the.
agreement exceeds the Unites States

of that merchandise.
b Agreements eliminating inftdowus

effecO (1) Gnerally. An investigation
may be suspended at any time before a
final deternation upon acceptance of
an agreement to revise prices from
exporters accounting for substantially

ail or the imports oi the mernse.
which is the subject oi the invsgatido
if it is determined:

Ci) EXtordinary drcuntancas are
present and

(il The agreement will el-minate
completely the injurious effect oi the
exports to the United Stateo of the
merchandise which Li the subject of the
uvnestigation.

(2) Additianal rqurements No
agreement under this subsection may be
accepted unless

(i) The suppression or undecuitting of
price levels of like domestic products by
imports of the merchandise will be
prevented: and

C(iI For ech entry of each exporter the
amount by which the estimated foreign
market value exceeds the United States
price will not exceed 15 percent of the
weighted average amount by which te - -
estimated foreign market value
exceeded th United States price fr all.:-
les-thnfhair-valu entries of the
exporter examined during the curse of
the investigation.

Cc).0efiddin of 'szbstanidaZy ai"
For purposes of section 734 (b) and (c) of
the Act. exporters who account for
'substantially aW' of the imports in
question shall me axnxortr who have
accounted for n less than 85 pe=rnt by
volume of the subject merchandise
imported into the United States durug
the period of investigation, or such other
recant. representative period determined
appropriate. The number and identity of
adected exports shall be csidered
no less frequendy than once-annually in
connection with the determination :

required under section 3 of the Act.
and. if appropriate. additional or
different exporters may be required to
furnish assurances to ensure continued
applicability of the assurance to the
requisite percentage of the affontd
trade, ,. _ ,

(dl Definvi=n of "XC&=rdm7--
cUsfances.'wFr purposes of section
734c) of the Act, 'extrordinary
c=utances" shall men
icmstances in which (1) suspension

of the investigation will be more
beneficial to the domestic indust: than,
conrtiation of the investigation aid (2)
the investigation is complex. For
purposes. Of thissecon..comple'lshaf .
mean there ar a.arge snber of ;
transacdow to be investigated r- -
adjustments to be considered, the issues
raised are noveL or the number of firms
Involved is 1,&rge.

reements.Ce) Moniforing ofagsentL No
agreement unde section 734 of the Act
shall be accepted unless effecive
monitoring osf the agreement is i
practicable. in accpting assurances and
in monitoring compianca therewith; the
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Secretary shall not be obliged to
ascertain on a continuing basis the level
of domestic prices of merchandise like
that covered by the agreement.

(Q) Public interest, No agreement
under section 734 of the Act shall be
accepted unless the agreement is
determined to Jbe in the public interest.

(g) Exports not to increase during
interim period No agreement to cease
exports to the United States under
section 734(b)(1) of the Act shall be
accepted unless that agreement provides
an adequate means of ensuring that the
quantity of the merchandise covered by
that agreement and exported to the
United States during the period provided
for cessation of exports does not exceed
the quantity of such merchandise
exported to the United States during the
most recent representative period
determined to be appropriate to the
case. In ordinary circumstances. the
representative period shall refer either
to the six months preceding the month in
which the petition was filed or the
comparable six month period of a year
earlier, whichever more accurately
reflects the historical level of
importation absent import surges. If the
level of exports to the United States
e.cceeds the volume exported during the
period determined most representative.
then the agreement may be deemed
violated and the provisions of § 353.43
will be applicable.

(h) Procedures for suspension of
investigations. Prior to accepting any
agreement under section 734:

(1)'The petitioner shall be notified and
consulted with concerning the
Secretary's intention to suspend the
investigation. A copy of the proposed
agreement shall be furnished to the
petitioner no less than 30 day" .:ior to
the proposed suspension of the
investigation. Any such agreement shall
contain the procedures to be followed to
monitor compliance. and a statement of
the compatibility of the agreement with

* the requirements of subsections (b) and
(d) or (cl and(d) of section 734 of the
Act;

(2) All parties to the proceeding shall
be notified of the proposed suspension
not less than 30 days prior thereto: and

(3) All parties to the proceeding and
other government agencies which may
have an interest in the effects of the
agreement shall be afforded an -

opportunity to submit written comments
and information for the record with
respect to the proposed suspension.

(i)Issuance of an affirmative
preliminary determination. Upon
acceptance of an agreement to suspend
an investigation. a "Notice of
Suspension of Antidumping
Investigation" shall be published in the

Federal Register, including a summary refunded and all appropriate bonds or
of the principal provisions of the other security shall be released.
agreement on the basis of which the (1) Continuation of investigation. By
investigation was suspended. Unless an filing a request with both the Secretary
Affirmative Preliminary Determination and the Commission on the same date.
has already been issued. an exporters accounting for a significant
'Affirmative Preliminary proportion of exports to the United
Determination" shall be published States of the merchandise which is the
together with the notice suspending the subject of the investigation, or the
proceeding. petitioner or any other domestic

(') Suspension of liquidation. (1) interested party (within the meaning of
Cessation of exports. complete subparagraph (C), (D) or (E) of section
elimination of dumping margin. If an 771(9) of the Act). which is a party to the
agreement is accepted which providies proceeding, may, during the 20-day
for the cessation of exports or complete period following the date of publication
elimination of a dumping margin of of the notice of suspension. request a
merchandise exported to the United continuation of the investigation. Upon
States, pursuant to section 734(b) of the receiving such a request the Secretary
Act then, notwithstanding the issuance and Commission shall continue the
of an Affirmative Preliminary investigation. If. as a result of such
Determination, the liquidation of entries continued investigation, a Final
of merchandise covered by the Negative Determination is made or the
agreement shall not be suspended. If Commission makes a negative injury
liquidation has previously been determination. the investigation shall be
suspended in the investigation. such terminated. without further comment or
suspension shall. without further action. and notice thereof published in
comment or action, terminate on the the Federal Register. If an Affrmative
date the notice is published and Final Deteruiination is made and the
estimated antidumping dutiesshallbe eab Commission makes an affirmative injury
refunded. or appropriate bonds or other determination. the suspension shall
secunety shall be released. remain in effect in accordance with itssecurthershalsepeensionasreed. ntterms. The provisions of paragraph (j) of(2) Other suspension agreements. this section regarding the suspension of
Agreements to suspend an investigation liquidation of entries of merchandise
other than those described in paragraph covered by the agreement are
(j1(1) of this section shall not affect the unaffected by this subsections
suspension of liquidation of entries of
merchandise (except that the security § 353.43 Vilcations of agremonts.
required may be adjusted to reflect the (a) In generaL If it is determined that
effect of the agreement) until the an agreement on the basis of which an
Commission has completed its review of investigation was suspended is being. or
the suspension agreement. if such has been violated. or no longer meets
review is requested. If no request for the requirements of subsections (b) and
review of suspension is received by the (d) or (c) and (d) of section 734 of the
Commission within 20 days after the Act:
"Notice of Suspension of Antidumping (1) Liquidation of the unliquidated
Investigation" is published, the .. entries of merchandise shall be
suspension of liquidation shall, without suspended effective as of the later of the
further comment or action. terminate on date which is 90 days before the date of
the 21st day after such publication. - publication of the notice of suspension

(k) Commission review. Where the of liquidation, or the date on which the
Commission, having undertaken a merchandise, the sale or export to the
review of an agreement to suspend an United States of which was in violation
investigation other than one described of the agreement. was first entered. or
in paragraphU](1) of this section. makes withdrawn from warehouse. for
a negative determination. the Secretary consumption-
shall resume his investigation on the (2) If the investigation was not.-_
date of publication of such completed. the investigation shall be -
determination asif the affirmative -- resumed as if the Affirmative
preliminary determination under - Preliminary Determination was made on-

353.39 had been made on that date. the dayon which the investigation is
Where the Commission makes an resumed, *:.. I

affirmative determination in such a (3) If the investigation was completed.
case, the Secretary shall continue the an Antidumping Duty Order shall be
suspension of the investigation and issued effective with respect to entries
terminate any suspension of liquidation the liquidation of which was suspended
which may then be in effect and all upon the determination that the
estimated antidumping duties shall be' agreement had been violated. and
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(4) The peitioner. interested parties
who are or were party to the proceeding
and the Commission shall be notified
and notice of the determination shall be
published in the Federal Registar.
including a summary oi the reasons
therefor.

(b) Notice of possible breach. If there
is reason to believe that an agreement
no longer meets. the requirements of the
Act or that an agreement is being
breached and the breach involves a
violation of the agreement other than
that described in paragraph (c) of this
section. each party to the agreement
shall be notified at the earliest moment.
so that alternative or amended
agreements may be considered before
the agreement is deemed violated.

(c) !ntentional violations The
intentional violation o any agreement
entered into nder this section shall
subject any person who is party to the
agreement and is determined to have
itantionaily violated it to the same
penalties as for a fraudulent violation of
section 92 of the Ac: (19 U.S.C. 192).
The procedural requirements section,
592 shail be applicable to any action to
collect penalties.

I 3534 FhaW detamiisom
(a) Zn generaL WIthin,75 days alter

the date of a preliminary determination.
a inal determination shall be made
whether mer=andise which is the
subject of the investigation is being, or is
likely to be, sold in the United States at
less than fair value.

(b) Zxtension ofperiod The anal
determination may be postponed until
rot later than 133 days after the date of
a preliminary determination where a
written request for such a postponement
is received, prior to thb time the fal
determination otherwise would be due
frm either the exporters who account
f= a significant proportion of the
mehrchndise which is the subject Of the
investigation (in proceedings in which,
the preliminary determination was
affirmative) or the petitioner (in
proceedings in which the preliminary
detrination was negative).

(c) Cddti cixusncsm If mitical
dx=mstanc have been alleged and an
aifizative final determintion reached.
then it shall include a findiao.
wheth..-

(1)(1) There is a bisior of up in
the United Slates or elsewhere of the
class or kind of mercandise which is
the subject of the investigation, or

i The person by whom. or for whose
account, the merchandise was imported
*.ew or should have Imown that the
exporter was selling the Merchandise
which is the subject oi the investigation
at less than its fair value, and

(2; There have been massive imparts
of the merchandise which is the subject
of theuinvestigation over a relatively
short period.

(dl Disclosure of information.
Promptly after making the preliminary
determination. there shall be discsaed.
to each interested party then a party to
the proceedings who requests such
disclosure, ail non-coandential
information and, if made available
under § 333.30, confidential information.
on the basis of which the preliminary
determination was made.

(e) Oppormity ofparie to present
views. Prior to the final determination.
an opportunity shall be provided for all
parties to be heard oaly in person or
by counsel before a designated official
pursuant to § 353.47. Written views will
w received from any person at any
time. Provided that. unless the Secretary
or the officer presiding at the hearing
otherwise provides for good cause.
consideration of written views may be
decided if received more than 10 days
after ths transcript of any hearing is
available to the publcor less than 30
days before the final determination is
due. whicheveris earlier.

(F) Yotidc of determination. Notice ai
the inal determination. the parties
affected and the estimated margn ao
dumping, if any, shall be oubiished in
the Federal Register. Copies of the
determination shall be mailed or
otherwise delivered to all parties to the
proceeding and the Commission.

(S) Contents offinai deenninations.
The dnal determination shall include
cnclusions with regard to all facts and
issues of law =cnidered material to the
determination. If the determination is
affirmative, the amount of the dumping
nrsdn shall be estimated and stated.
(h) Effet ofnegadvefinal

-demzntiae. If the final determination
is negative. the proceeding shall be
terminated including any suspension of
liquidation which may then be in efect.
and all estimated antidumping duties
shl be refunded and all appropriate
bonds or other security shall be
released. il

(iJ Effect ofnegative I
determination oy Commission. If the
Ina! determination by the Commission
under section 735(b) of the. Act is
negative, th proceeding shall be
terminated including any suspension of
liquidation which may then be in effect
and all estimated antidumping duties
shall be refunded and all appropriate
bonds or other secity shall be
released.
§ 3834.5 Exd~usian of particular flrms,
The Secretary may exclude one or

more foreign manufacturers producers

or exporters from an amative
preliminary, or an affirmative final.
determination if he finds that all
examined exports of the merchandise in
question to the United States by the
manufacturer. producer. or exporter in
question during the period under
consideration were made at prices-not
less than the fair value of the
merchandise concerned. Usually.
Information on 100 percent of the
exports' in question will bc, required to
be submitted to support a request for
exclusion In exceptional cases, the
Secretary may determine that
examination of a lesser percentage
(never less than 75 percent) is adequate.

* A manufacturer. producer. or exporter
requesting exclusion. must submit all
relevant sales information to permit
consideration of the request and
verification of the data on which the
request is based, whether or not
informdoin concerning such sales has
been requested by the Secretary. The
Secretary also may exclude a foreign
manufacturer. producer or exporter. not
exlcuded from an Affirative Final
Determination. from anAntidumping
Duty Order. provided the. information
necessary to support such exclusion is
received verified. and analyzed by the
Devaranent in tine to be considered by
the Commission in makirn its final
injury determination. The came of any
such company which isdetermined to
have satisfied the requirements for
exclusion will be published in the
Federal Register. Companies not
excluded under this section will become
subject to an Anidumping Duty Order,
should one be issued. and must
thereafter petition for exclusion
pursuant to the procedures of § 3533.54 in
order to be excluded from such Order.
§ 3.4 Submhsdon of armatimn and
Wvtten vt6WO6

(a) Submission of informadon and.
written views. Except in situations
where it would be manifestly unjust. any _
information or wrtten views submitted
in connection with a proceeding shall be
considered only if revived within the
time established by these regulations or
by specific institutions applicable to
any request for information: and
information or witt views received . .
after such time shall not be considered
in the proceeding. Any written views
intended to be considered ED connection
with a proceeding shall be submitted an
letter-size paper, double spaced. in at
Ieast 10 copies. to the Secretary,
Attention: Assistant Seaetary for Trade
Administration. Room 3a2 Departent
of Commerce. Washington. 0.C. 2030.
Except when the Secretary determines it
will be unduly burdensome to the party
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to the proceeding. in which case the
Secretary shall effect the service. a copl
shall also be served at the same time. b:
mail or personal service, on counsel for
each partV' to the proceeding as of the
date of such filing. or if not represented
by counsel, then the person designated
for such purpose by the party. A
certificate of such service shall
accompany any such filing.

(b) Designation of agent. Every party
to the proceeding shall designate a
person to receive service of all papers
filed in a proceeding. A list of such
designated agents shall be made
available by the Secretary.
§ 3S3.47 Hearings.

During the course of an investigation,
normally within 30 days after the
Preliminary Determination is published,
a hearing shall be held, upon the request
of any party to the proceeding, to
provide interested persons an
opportunity to present views orally.
Such hearing shall be conducted before
a designated official. A verbatim record
shall be transcribed and copies of the
transcript made available to the public,
The hearing shall not be subject to the
Administrative Procedure Act, and shall
not involve the examination or cross
examination of witnesses under oath. Al
the discretion of the officer conducting
the hearing. persons not party to the
proceeding, including officials of other
agencies or departments of the United
States Government, may presentviews.
if not included in the notice of the
preliminary determination. notice of
such a hearing shall be published in the
Federal Register. All requests for
hearings shall be accompanied by a
statement outlining the issues which the
person wishes to discuss. Reasonable
notice of the hearing will be given to all
parties to the proceeding. One week
prior to such a hearing. pre-hearing
briefs shall be submitted to the
Secretary and exchanged among parties
to the proceeding. Persons will be
restricted in their oral presentations. to
issues raised in this pre-hearing brief.
Any person not submitting such a brief
ordinarily will be restricted to rebuttal
of points made by other persons.
Ordinarily, the presiding officer at a
hearing will provide an opportunity for
the submission of post-hearing briefs,
within the time limits prescribed at the
hearing. The Secretary may at any time
invite any person to supply him with
information or argument.
§ 353.48 Antidumping duty order.

(a) Lngeneral. Within seven days of
notification that the Commission has.
made an affirmative determination on
the issue of material injury, an

Antidumping Duty Order shall be
published that

(1) Directs customs officers to assess
an antidumping duty on the
merchandise found to be sold at less
than fair value, equal to the amount by
which the foreign market value of the
merchandise exceeds the United States
price of the merchandise, such
assessment to be made within a months
after the date on which the Secretary
has received satisfactory information
upon which such assessment may be
based. but in no event later than 12
months after the end of the exporter's
annual accounting period within which
the merchandise is entered. or
withdrawn from warehouse. for
consumption. or in the case of
merchandise not sold prior to its
importation. 12 months after the end of
the annual accounting period of the
manufacturer or exporter within which
it is sold in the United States to a person
who is not the exporter of that
merchandise:

(2) Includes a description of the class
or kind of merchandise to which it
applies, in such detail as is deemed
necessary: and

(3) Pending liquidation of entries of
the merchandise, requires the deposit of
estimated antidumping duties at the
same time as estimated normal customs
duties on that merchandise are
deposited.

(b) Calculation of the amount of the
estimated duty to be deposited The
deposit of estimated antidumping duties
for each manufacturer, producer or
exporter shall be equal to the amount by
which the foreign market value of the
merchandise exceeds the United States
price of the merchandise. as determined
in the affirmative final determination of
the Secretary or the latest
administrative review of such
determination under § 353.53, or. if --
appropriate. under § 353.49.
§ 353.49 Security In lieu of estimated duty
pending early determination of duty.

(a) Conditions for use. The Secretary
may allow, for no more than 90 days
after the date of publication of an
Antidumping Duty Order under § 353.48,
the posting of a bond or other security in
lieu of the deposit of estimated
antidumping duties required under
§ 353.48(c) if. on the basis of information
presented to it by any manufacturer.
producer. or exporter within seven days
after publication of the Antidumping
Duty Order, the Secretary is satisfied
that within 90 days after the date of
publication of an Order under § 333.48, a
determination can be made concerning
the foreign market value and the United
States price for all merchandise of such

manufacturer, producer, or exporter
described in that Order which was
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse.
for consumption on or after the date of
publication of-

(1) An affirmative preliminary
determination as to sales at less than
fair value: or

. (2) If the determination under
paragraph (a)(1) of this section was
negative, an aifirmative final
determination as to sales at less than
fair value: and before the date of
publication of the affirmative fuial
determination by the Commission.

(b) Notice and hearing. The Secretary
shall publish notice of any
determination to allow the posting of
security in lieu of the deposit of
estimated antidumping duties, and shall
upon the request of any party to the
proceeding, hold a hearing before
determining the United States price and
foreign market value of the merchandise
of the foreign manufacturer. producer or
exporter.

(c) Determination used as basis of
duty. The Secretary shall publish notice
of the results of the determination of
United States price and foreign market
value. and that determination shall be
the basis for the assessment of
antidumping duties on entries of
merchandise to which the notice under
this section applies and shall also be the
basis for the deposit of estimated
antidumping duties on future entries of
merchandise of manufacturers,
producers or exporters described in
paragraph (a) of this section to which
the Order issued under § 353.48 applies.
§ 353.50 Differences In determined and
estimated antidumping duties,

If the amount of the estimated
antidumping duty deposited pursuant to
the Preliminary Affirmative
Determination is different from the
amount of the antidumping duty to be
assessed pursuant to an Antidumping
Duty Order, the difference with respect _
to merchandise entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse. for consumption before
publication of notice of the
Commission's affirmative Final
Determination shall be: - I.

(a) Disregarded. to the extent that the
estimated duty is less than the duty
determined to be assessable under the
Order. or . -

(b) Refunded. to the extent that
estimated duties collected were more
than the duty determined to be
assessable under the Order.
§ 3S351 Verification of Inforrnadon use
of best Information available, -

(a) Information upon which a funal
determination is based shall be verified.
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The methods and procedures used to
verify information in a partivular case
shall be published La the Federal
Register in the "Notice of Affirmative
FInal Anudumpin8 Determination" or
'Nauce os Negative Final Antidusping
Determinatdon." as appropriate.

(b) Whenever information cannot be
satisfactorily verified, or is not
submitted in a timely fashion or in the
form required, the submitter of the
information will be notified and the
affected determination will be made on
the basis of the best information then
otherwise available which may include
the information submitted in support of
the petition. An opportunity to correct
inadequate submissions will be
provided if the corrected submission is
received in time to permit proper
analysis and verifcation o} the
information concerned. otherwise no
correctedd submission will be taken into
account. WVhere a party to the
proceeding refuses toprovide requested
information that fact may be taken into
account in determining what is the best
available information.

(c) In verifying information u=der this
Wctio. access to dles. records and
personnel may be requested by
appropriate offices of the Secretary as
part ao the verifcaion process.Faiure
to permit such access may prevent
satisf&ctor7 verification and require the
application oi paragraph (b1 of this
stion.

(d) All responses to requests for
information must be in English and in
the form requested unless such
requirement is waived. Failure to supply
information in the form requested may
require the application of paragraph (b)
of this section.

(e) Responses to all questionnaire
directed to foreign parties shall be
forwarded by air mail or faster means
simultaneously to the Secretary and to
the UJS. Embassy in the country in
question and shall be deemed timely
received if received at either offkc
within the time required by any speic
request, order or regulation.
* 353I2 Interest an cm tain overiwift
3nd~ w9enw
Interest shal be payable. at the rate in

effect under section 82s of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 on the date on
wnich the rate or amount of duty is
finally payable. or 8 percent. whichever
is higher, on overpayments and
underpayments of amounts deposited on
merchandise entered. or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption on or
after the date on which notice of an
affirmative determination by the
Commission with respect to that
Merchandise is published.

§ 35343 Acinniatrbwve review at
determistatkons

(a) In general. At least once during
each 12-month period beginning on the
anniversary of the date an Antidumping
Duty Order or notice of suspemion of an
investigation is published. the Secretary
shall determine:

(1) The foreign market value and
United States price of each entry of
merchandise subject to the Antidumping
Duty Order and included within that
determination. and the amount. if any,
by which the foreign market value of
each such entry exceeds the Uaited
States price of the entry, or

(2) The status of. and compliance
wirth any agreement by reason of which
an investigation was suspended.

(b) Changed cimstcnces. (1)
Whenever the Secretary receives
information concerning. or a request for
the review of. an Antidumping Duty
Order or Finding or an agreement on the
basis of which an investigation was
suspended which shows changed
circmstances suaficent to warrant
review Of such Order. Finding or
agreement. he shall, before conducting
such review, publish a "Notice of
Intention to Review Antidumping Duty
Order" or 'Notice of intention to Review
Suspension Agreement" in the Fecerml
Raqiste. Such Notice shall indicate ihe
merchandise concerned, and any
changed circumstances or other
significant issues then known which will
be considered during the review.

(2) In the absence of good cause
shown. no review based on allegations
of changed circumstances shall be
conducted within 24 mcnths after the
date of an Affirmative Final
Determination or a determination to
suspend an investigation.

(c) Procadures Written views on
proposed revisions of an Antidumping
Duty Order. including new facts for
examination. will be accepted at any
time. but unless changed circumstances
are alleged. normally will not be
processed sooner than 90 days before
such redtermination is due for
publication. Questionnaires requestnW
iuTent relevant data nortnally will be
sent 85 days before such date.
requesting reply within 30 dayi of
receipt.

(d) Disclosue and hearings. A
* disclosure may be made, generally
about 30 days prior to the date the
redetermination is due for publication.
on request by interested parties then
party to the proceeding, to such parties
of all nonconfidential information and.
where appropriate. pursuant to a
protective order. confidential
information, an the basis of which the
redetermination will be made. Written

views may be presented. and an
opportunity to present Oral views may
be requested. by any party to whom
disclosure was made. After providing an
opportunity for comment by interested
parties on the proposed determination, a
revised Antidurnoing Duty Order.
including any revised bases for the
assessment of duties on the
merchandise. shall be publised in the
Federal Register.

(a) Lnvestigations which were
discontinuedprior toJanuary 1. 1960
With respect to each investigation
which was concluded with a
discontinuance prior to January L 1980.
the discontinuance will be reviewed
according to the procedures of section
7'1 of the Act and continued. modified,
or terminated. as appropriate. Until
modified or terminated each
discontinuance will remain in effect,
§ 3S3.54 Revocation of antidumping duty
oaer and temnuanan o suspended
investigation

(a) bn gewrrzl. Whenever the
Secetary determines that sales of
merchandise subject to an-Antidumping
Finding or Order or a suspended
investigation are no longer being madia
at less than fair value within the
meaning of section /M of the Act and is
satisfied that there is no likelihood of
resumption'of sales at less tha fair
value, he may act to revoke or
terminate. in whole or in part. such
Order or Finding or suspended
investigation. Ordinarily. consideranticn
of such revocation or termination will be
made only subsequent to a review as
described in § 3.533 of this part.

(b) Application to revoke or
terminate. An application for the
revocation of any Finding or Order or
the termination of a suspended
investigation premised upon the
absence of sales at less than fair value.
may be submitted in writing by a parry
to the proceeding to the Secretary
together with detailed information
demonstrating that the imported
merchandise isno longer being sold at
less than fair value. Ordinarily, such an
application will be considered only if
ther have been no sales at less than
fair value for at least a two-year enrod
following the date of publication in the
Federal Regiter of an Antidumping
Duty Finding or Order or notice af --
suspension of investigation: provided,
however. that where a finrn can
demonstrate that it has not sold the
merchandise at less than fair value
during the period of or immediately prior
to the investigation (but the nr did riot
fle a timely application for exclusion
under § 353.45). the two-year period
shall beginan the date of the
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preliminary determination regardless
whether that determination was
affirmative or negative.

(c) Revocation or termination by the
Sec.-eaary. The Secretary may on his
own initiative revoke a Finding or Orc
or terminate a suspended investigation
after three years if he is satisfied that
there is no likelihood of resumption of
imports of the merchandise to the
United States the sale of which has be
made at less than fair value. or (2) the
sales at less than fair value have been
eliminated. or (3) other changed
circumstances warrant a revocation ol
the Finding or Order or the termination
of a suspended investigation.

(d) Revocation or termination base
upon iniurlz reconsiderction. (Reservei

(e) Not.:ce orevccc.ion or
termination. If it appears to the
Secretary from his review under sectic
. 31 of the Act and on application filed
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this sectic
(or from his own determination under
paragraph (bi of this section) that a
revocation or termination may be
appropriate, he will publish a "Notice
Tentative Determination to Revoke or
Terminate." Before the Secretary may
tentatively revoke a Finding or an Ord
or terminate a suspended investigation
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this sectic
,he parties who are subject to the
revocation or the termination mustagr
in writing to an immediate suspension
liquidation and reinstatement of the
Finding or Order or continuation of tht
investigation. as appropriate. if
circumstances develop which indicate
that the merchandise thereafter
imported into the United States is bein
sold at less than fair value. Opportunit
for interested parties to present views
with respect to the tentative revocation
will be provided.

(F Final determination. As soon as
possible after publication of a "Notice
Tentative Determination to Revoke or
Terminate" the Secretary will determix
whether final revocation or termination
is warranted. in cases where an
application for a revocation or
termination is based on the absence ol
sales at less than fair value with respe
to the imported merchandise and the
dispositive date for establishing a two.
year period of no sales at less than faib
value is the date of publication of the
Finding or Order. the Secretary may
determine that a final revocation or
termination is warranted only if the nr

of involved provides information showing
no sales at less than fair value with
respect to the subject merchandise up to

e the date of publication of the "Notice of
Tentative Determination to Revoke or

ter Terminate." Ordinarily, a revocation or
1 termination will be effective with
(1) respect to all merchandise which is the

subject of the revocation or termination.
entered. or withdrawn from warehouse.

en for consumption on or after the date on
which the "Notice of Tentative
Determination to Revoke or Terminate"
is published in the Federal Register. The
liquidation of all merchandise which is

3 the subject of a tentative revocation or
termination and which is entered. or
withdrawn from warehouse, for

do consumption on or after the date of
publication of the "Notice of Tentative
Determination to Revoke or Termninate."

)n will be ordered suspended pending the
final determination on revocation or

on termination.
§ 353.55 Reimbursement of artdumping
duties.

of (a) GCneral. In calculating the United
States price there shall be deducted the
amount of any antidumping duties

er which are, or will be. paid by the
I manufacturer. producer. seller. or
,n. exporter. or which are. or will be.

refunded to the importer by the
ree manufacturer. producer, seller. or
of exporter. either directly or indirectly.

but a warranty of nonapplicability of
I antidumping duties entered into before

the initiation of the investigation. will
not be regarded as affecting United
States price if it was granted to an

g importer with respect to merchandise
ty which was:

(1) Purchased, or agreed to be
1 purchased. before publication of a

notice in which liquidation was
suspended with respect to such

of merchandise: and -.. -
(2) Exported before a final

ie determination of sales at less than fair
n value is made.

Ordinarily, the deduction for
reimbursement of antidumpirig duties
shall be made only once in the

ct calculation of the United States price of
any entry of merchandise subject to an

- Antidumpting Duty Order.
'(b Certificate. A certificate in the
form set forth below shall be filed by
any importer of merchJ:-...dise subject to

- an Antidumpning Du.w' Order with the
m district director - "'lastoms in the

district in vwh.." 3uch merchandise is, or
is intended to be. imoorted within 30
days after the earlier of (1) publication

of the Order or any administrative
review thereof pursuant to 1 353.53. or. if
appropriate, § 353.49. or (2) importation
of the merchandise in a district in which
not previously imported;

I hereby certify that I ravev) (have not)
entered into any agreement or understanding
for the payment or for the refunding to me. by
the manufacturer. producer. seiaer or exporter
of all or any part of the 3ntidumping duties
assessed upon the following importations oi

- com modity) from
(country): (Ust entry numbers) which have
been purchased on or after - (date of
publication of notice suspending liquidation
in Federal Relistar) or purchased before
- (same date) but exported on or after

- (date of final determination of sales at
less than fair value).

(c) Presumption. The failure to file the
certificate required in paragraph (b) mnay
result in a presumption of
reimbursement.

1 153.56 Canversion of currencies.
(a) Rule for conversion. In

determining the existence and amount of
any difference between the United
States price and the fair value or foreign
market value for the purposes of this
part or of the Act, any necessary
conversion of a foreign currency into its
equivalent in United States currency
shall be made in accordance with the
provisions of section i of the Tanrff
Act of 1930. as.amended (31 U.S.C. 3721:

(1) As of the date of purchase or
agreement to purchase. if the purchase
price is an element of the comparsion: or

(2) As oi the date of exportation. if the
exporter's sales price is an element of
the comparsion.

(b) Special rules for/air value
investigations. For purposes of fair
value investigations. manufacturers.
exporters. and imoorters concerned will
be expected to act within a reasonable
period of time to take into account price
differences resulting from sustained
changes in prevailing exchange rates.
Where prices under consideration are
affected by temporary exchange rate
fluctuations, no differences between the
prices being compared resulting solely
from such exchange rate fluctuations
will be taken into account in fair value
investigations.
§ 353.57 Entered value not controlling
The fact that the importer has

indicated, on entry. the difference
between the United States price and the
foreign market value and the district
director of Customs has approved the
resulting entered value shall not prevent
the assessment of the antidumoLng duty.
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